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Preface

The aim of this 4th event from EPNACS series was to study emergent properties arising in natural
and artificial dynamic networks. The meeting was concerned with multidisciplinary approaches
aimed at exploring, visualizing, modeling and simulating large scale dynamic networks, in order to
detect their emergent communities, to analyse self-organizing processes and to characterize their
evolution. Linking the morpho-dynamics of complex networks with the dynamic processes they
convey was, for example, one of the target questions this meeting addressed. Another key issue
concerned the identification of general properties of these dynamic complex networks in various
natural and artificial systems (urban networks, ecosystems, neuronal networks, etc).

Le Havre & Paris
July 29th 2011

M. Aziz-Alaoui
Arnaud Banos

Cyrille Bertelle
Gérard H.E. Duchamp
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BURST SYNCHRONIZATION OF COUPLED OSCILLATORS:
TOWARDS UNDERSTANDING THE INFLUENCE OF THE

NETWORK TOPOLOGY

Nathalie Corson, Stefan Balev, M. A. Aziz-Alaoui ∗

Abstract.
This paper addresses the question of burst synchronization in

networks of chemically coupled Hindmarsh-Rose neurons. After a
brief description of the model and of an algorithm of numerical de-
tection of burst synchronization, we present numerical experiments
designed to give an insight on the influence of the network topology
on the minimal coupling strength needed to obtain burst synchro-
nization in the network. Two topological characteristics are studied:
the network diameter and the in-degrees of the nodes. Our numer-
ical simulations show that when the diameter grows, the network
becomes more difficult to synchronize, while networks with bigger
in-degrees of the nodes synchronize more easily.

Keywords. Neuron models, Dynamical systems, Synchroniza-

tion, Complex networks

1 Introduction

Synchronization of two dynamical systems generally
means that one system somehow follows the motion of
another. A lot of research has been carried out and, as a
result, showed that even chaotic systems could synchro-
nize when they are coupled. Many researchers have dis-
cussed the theory, the design or applications of synchro-
nized motion in coupled chaotic systems [1, 9, 12]. There
are different synchronization regimes. Oscillators firing
bursts exhibit burst synchronization, when they all fire
the same number of bursts starting at the same moment.
The conditions on the network to make burst synchro-

nization appear are weaker than the ones needed to ob-
serve a complete synchronization phenomena [2, 6, 10,
11, 13]. In particular, complete synchronization in non-
linearly coupled networks of Hindmarsh-Rose neurons ne-
cessitates equal in-degrees of all network nodes, which is
biologically unrealistic. That is why in this paper we are
interested in burst synchronization.
We focus on networks composed of Hindmarsh-Rose

neuon models, given by (1).

(HR)





ẋ = y + ax2 − x3 − z + I
ẏ = 1− dx2 − y
ż = ǫ(b(x− cx)− z)

(1)

∗Nathalie Corson and M. A. Aziz-Alaoui are with LMAH, Uni-
versity of Le Havre, France. Stefan Balev is with LITIS, Univer-
sity of Le Havre, France. E-mails: nathalie.corson@univ-lehavre.fr,
aziz.alaoui@univ-lehavre.fr, stefan.balev@univ-lehavre.fr

Parameters a, b and d are experimentally determined, cx
is the equilibrium x-coordinate of the two-dimensional
system given by the first two equations of (1) when I = 0
and z = 0 and parameter I corresponds to the applied
current. Finally, parameter ǫ represents the ratio of time
scales between fast and slow fluxes across the membrane
of a neuron. This HR neuron model can exhibit most of
biological neuron behavior, such as spiking or bursting.
With appropriate parameter settings, the HR model
exhibits periodic behavior characterized by fast periods
of spiking called bursts, followed by slow quiescent
inter-burst periods, as shown in Fig. 1.

Hereafter, for all numerical experiments, we use HR
system with the following coordinate changes, see [3], y =
1−y, z = 1+I+z, d = a+α, c = −1−I−bxc. Applying
this transformation, we obtain,





ẋ = ax2 − x3 − y − z
ẏ = (a+ α)x2 − y
ż = ǫ(bx+ c− z)

(2)
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Figure 1: Time series (t, x) of (2) when parameters are
fixed as in (5). For this set of parameters values, a HR
system exhibit a periodic bursting behavior.

Let us consider a network composed by n HR neurons.
These neurons are coupled by their first variable xi with a
coupling function modeling chemical synapses. A model
of this network is given by




ẋi = ax2
i − x3

i + yi − zi −
∑n

j=1 cjih(xi, xj)

ẏi = (a+ α)x2
i − yi

żi = ǫ(bxi + c− zi)
(3)

for i = 1, . . . , n, where h is the coupling function and {cij}
is the network adjacency matrix. When the neurons are
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chemically coupled, the coupling function h is given by
[3] and reads as

h(xi, xj) = gsyn
(xi − V )

1 + exp(−λ(xj −Θ))
(4)

where gsyn is the coupling strength, Θ is the threshold
reached by every action potential for a neuron. Param-
eter V is the reversal potential and must be larger than
xi(t) for all i and all t since synapses are supposed exci-
tatory. The parameters are fixed as follows throughout
this paper,

a = 2.8, α = 1.6, c = 5, b = 9, ǫ = 0.001 (5)

V = 2, λ = 10, Θ = −0.25 (6)

These parameter values are commonly used in the litera-
ture (see for example [3].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-

tion 2, we recall the algorithm we developed to detect
burst synchronization phenomena in network of coupled
oscillators, and in section 3 we apply this algorithm to
networks of different topologies and sizes.

2 Algorithm of burst synchroniza-

tion detection

We consider that a network of coupled neurons presents a
burst synchronization behavior if the neurons fire bursts
starting all at the same time. Unlike complete synchro-
nization, burst synchronization is not easy to detect nu-
merically. Even the distinction between fast and slow
periods could be difficult, since the dynamics of single
neurons could change in unpredictable way when the cou-
pling force is slightly modified.
In this section we recall the main steps of a general al-

gorithm of burst synchronization detection in networks of
coupled oscillators [4]. Its application is not restricted to
HR neurons, it can be used to detect burst synchroniza-
tion in networks composed of any oscillators displaying
burst behavior.
Our algorithm can be decomposed in four main steps.

In order to detect burst synchronization, bursts of differ-
ent neurons must be matched. To do this, one needs to
determine the start time of each burst, and before detect-
ing bursts, spikes must be detected first.
The first step of our algorithm is the detection of spikes.

For our needs it suffices to find the local maxima of
xi(t) for each neuron i. Thus each spike is associated
to the time when the corresponding local maximum oc-
curs. Fig. 2 shows an example of time pattern of bursts
in a network of 5 neurons. Each spike is represented as a
point on the horizontal line corresponding to the neuron
in which the spike occurs.
Once all spikes localized, we need to determine the first

spike of each burst. Since each burst is preceded by a

quiescent period, the idea is to consider the inter-spike
distances. When the distance between two consecutive
spikes is large enough, the second spike is considered as
the first of a new burst.
For certain coupling force values and network topolo-

gies, the behavior of individual neurons can change from
bursting to spiking. An indicator allowing to distinguish
between these two behaviors is the ratio between the
smallest inter-burst distance and the largest inter-spike
distance. This ratio close to one indicates spiking behav-
ior. With our parameter settings, this ratio is about 4.2
for a single non-coupled neuron.
The next step of our algorithm is to match the bursts

fired by different neurons. We define the distance between
two bursts as the absolute value of the difference of their
starting times determined at the previous step.
A necessary condition for burst synchronisation is that

almost all bursts belong to n-tuples of matching bursts.
This condition is measured by the ratio of the number
of bursts belonging to matching n-tuples and the total
number of bursts in the network, over a long time period.
Another condition for burst synchronization is that all

the bursts within a matching group start in a small time
interval. We measure the largest distance between two
bursts in each n-tuple of matching bursts and we take
the mean of this distance over all n-tuples in the observed
period.
To recapitulate, there are three conditions for burst

synchronization:

• The oscillators must have bursting behavior.

• The ratio between the number of matching bursts
and the total number of bursts must be close to one.

• The average span of the bursts within each matching
group must be below a given threshold.

3 Numerical Simulations

In this section, the algorithm presented in the previous
section is applied to different kinds of networks. The
numerical results are obtained using a code implement-
ing Runge-Kutta 4 integration method and developed in
CUDA C [8]. The code was executed on NVIDIA Tesla
C2050 GPUs. This implementation allows us to reduce
the running times two orders of magnitude compared to
the equivalent CPU implementation and thus to simu-
late networks containing thousands of nodes in reasonable
time. The post-processing (including the algorithm from
the previous section) is implemented in Java. Graph-
Stream library [5] is used to generate and to manipulate
networks.
Our numerical experiments aim to answer the follow-

ing question : What is the coupling strength gsyn (see
(4)) needed to synchronize the bursts of all the neurons
of a given network? The answer is not obvious in the gen-
eral case and that is why we start by studying particular

4 EPNACS 2011 within ECCS’11, Vienna, Austria – September 15, 2011
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Figure 2: Illustration of the burst synchronization detection algorithm. The four steps of the algorithm are repre-
sented on this figure.

network topologies. These particular cases are chosen to
give us an insight on the influence of different network
parameters on the synchronization threshold.

3.1 Network topology

A necessary condition for synchronization of two nodes of
a network is that either one of them must be influenced
by the other one or both of them must be influenced by
a third node. At network level this implies the existence
of at least one “root” node from which all nodes can be
reached.
We impose a second condition, which is the absence

of cycles in the network. The reason for this restriction
is that cycles could significantly modify the individual
neuron behavior. In the presence of cycles, the bursting
phenomenon could even disappear for certain coupling
strength values. To illustrate this fact, let us consider
the simplest cycle case, two neurons with bidirectional
coupling. Fig. 3 shows that when the coupling strength
grows the bursting is progressively transformed in spik-
ing. From the moment when complete synchronization is
observed, bursting behavior comes back but in different
form and disappears again for very big coupling forces.
In the presence of longer cycles, the individual behavior
could be even more perturbed. Our experiments show
that in acyclic networks, the bursting motion is more sta-
ble.
It is easy to see that in acyclic networks the root node

is unique. Our first observation was that the coupling
strength needed to synchronize a given node to the root
node depends on the distance between them. In other
words, networks with smaller diameter require less cou-
pling strength to synchronize. To study the influence of
the network diameter, we use networks constructed by
levels. Level 0 contains the root node. Nodes of level l
receive signal only from nodes of level l − 1. Thus the
distance between the root and all the nodes of level l is
exactly l. An example of such a network is given in Fig. 4.

3.2 Regular and quasi-regular networks

The simplest case of network constructed by levels is a
chain network in which each level contains a single node
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Figure 3: Times series (t, x) of a neuron (1) within a
network with cycles for an increasing coupling strength
(from top to bottom) 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.3 and 3.0. Beyond
a given value of the coupling strength, there is no more
bursting behavior exhibited by the neuron.

connected to the node from the previous level. The results
obtained for chain networks are summarized on Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 (a)-(c) show the values of the three burst synchro-
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Figure 4: Example of a network constructed by levels
containing 50 nodes distributed in 11 levels. Each node
receives signal only from nodes of the previous level.

nization indicators defined in section 2. For each indica-
tor we can see the presence of a threshold value of the
coupling strength, above which the value of the indicator
changes abruptly. These thresholds are shown as green
lines on the figure. Fig. 5 (d) shows the three threshold
lines drawn together. We can see that the first indica-
tor, the ratio between the shortest inter-burst and the
longest inter-spike distances, is predominant. In other
words, when all the neurons have clearly expressed burst
behavior, their bursts are synchronized. The same ob-
servation is valid for all the other network topologies we
tested.
The experimental results show that the minimal cou-

pling strength needed to synchronize a chain network
scales linearly with the network diameter. In other words,

g(l) = Al +B (7)

where g(l) is the minimal coupling strength needed to
synchronize the network up to level l. The values of co-
efficients A and B fitted by the least squares method to
the simulation data are A = 0.044 and B = 1.906. Fig. 5
(d) shows also this linear approximation.
The same results are obtained for tree networks in

which each node receives a signal from exactly one node
from the previous level. Indeed, in these networks the
in-degree of each node, except the root, is one and the
behavior on each path from the root to another node is
exactly the same as in a chain network.
The network diameter is not the only topological char-

acteristics influencing the burst synchronization. The law
observed for chain and tree networks is not preserved
when we introduce nodes of different in-degrees. To illus-
trate the influence of the in-degree, consider a modified
chain network as shown in Fig. 6(a). At a given level l we
introduce k nodes each of them receiving signal from the
node of level l− 1 and sending signal to the node of level
k + 1. Thus, the in-degree of the root is 0, the in-degree
of the node on level l+1 is k and the in-degrees of all the
other nodes are 1.

Fig. 7 shows the burst synchronization thresholds for
modified chain networks in which k = 2 or 5 nodes are in-
troduced on level 20. When the network is synchronized
up to level 20, there is no need to increase the coupling
strength to synchronize the next several levels. In fact the
behavior of the node on level 21 is roughly the same as
if it was coupled with one node but with k times greater
coupling strength. Nevertheless, this influence is only lo-
cal, some more levels away the modification is progres-
sively “forgotten” and the coupling strength joins again
the linear law (7).

To study further the influence of the nodes in-degree,
we consider a regular network shown in Fig. 6(b). In
this type of networks all levels except level 0 contain the
same number of nodes k and each node is connected to
all the nodes from the previous level. In order to ensure
the same in-degree of all nodes, the nodes of level 1 are
connected to the root with k links. Fig. 8 shows the
experimental results for this kind of networks. For the
sake of simplicity, only the cases k = 2 and k = 3 are
shown, but the results are similar for greater values of k.
We can see that the coupling strength needed for burst
synchronization grows linearly with the network diameter
also in this case. Moreover, the simulation data fits to the
lines

gk(l) =
Al +B

k
(8)

where gk(l) is the minimal coupling strength needed to
synchronize a regular network with k nodes per level up
to level l and A and B are the same coefficients as in
the case of chain network. In particular, for k = 1, we
obtain exactly (7). This result is not surprising, because
a neuron coupled with k identical neurons with coupling
strength g behaves as if it was coupled with a single neu-
ron but with coupling strength kg.

3.3 Random networks

We have seen that the burst synchronization is influenced
by two main characteristics of the network: the network
diameter and the in-degree of the nodes. For regular net-
works in which the nodes in-degrees are the same, the
coupling strength needed for burst synchronization grows
linearly with the network diameter. In this section, we
consider networks with heterogeneous in-degrees. They
are always constructed by levels as described previously
but each level contains a random number of nodes ran-
domly connected to the nodes of the previous level. For
our experiment we fixed 384 nodes randomly distributed
on 64 levels. We then generated different random sub-
sets of all possible links between adjacent levels in order
to obtain different average in-degrees. Fig. 9 shows the
experimental results for average in-degrees 1, 1.5, 2 and
3. The case of in-degree 1 corresponds to a tree and logi-
cally we observe a linear growth of the coupling strength
with the network diameter. For bigger in-degrees, the
coupling strength grows stepwisely with the network di-
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ameter. This can be explained by looking again at Fig. 7.
As we have seen, when a neuron receives more strength
than it needs to synchronize, it synchronizes his succes-
sors several levels away. Fig. 9 shows also that the growth
of the coupling force becomes slower when the in-degree
is bigger. The places and the heights of the jumps in the
lines are difficult to predict. In order to do this, an aggre-
gate parameter as the average in-degree is not sufficient.
The coupling strength needed to synchronize a neuron
seems to depend not only on its in-degree, but also on
the in-degrees of its direct and indirect predecessors.

4 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we are interested in the minimal coupling
force needed to obtain burst synchronization within a net-
work of chemically coupled Hindmarsh-Rose oscillators
according to the topology of networks. We study the
influence of two topological network characteristics: the
network diameter and the in-degrees of the nodes. We
performed numerical tests on different network topologies
in order to highlight the role of these characteristics.

Our experiments show that the coupling force needed
to synchronize a network grows with its diameter. In-
versely, when the in-degree of the nodes grows, the net-
work becomes easier to synchronize. In the case of (quasi-
)regular networks where (almost) all the nodes have the
same in-degree, the coupling force grows linearly with the
network diameter. In irregular networks with heteroge-
neous in-degrees we observe stepwise growth of the cou-
pling strength due to the fact that some nodes receive
stronger signal than others which they propagate to their
successors.

In this paper, we present preliminary results which need
to be confirmed by other numerical simulations. To make
the general trends more evident, we have started by con-
sidering a restricted class of network topologies (acyclic
networks with specific level structure). In future numeri-
cal simulations we will progressively remove these restric-
tions. It will be interesting to make a more detailed study
of the influence of the in-degrees and to understand the
evolution of the coupling force needed to synchronize a
node as a function of its in-degree, but also of the in-
degrees of its predecessors, the in-degrees of their prede-
cessors, etc. Finally, a mathematical formalism describing
the burst synchronization needs to be developed and used
to justify theoretically our experimental observations.
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Figure 5: Burst synchronization indicators for a chain
network as a function of the coupling strength and the
network diameter. (a) Ratio between the shortest inter-
burst and the longest inter-spike distances. (b) Propor-
tion of matching bursts. (c) Average span of burst starts
within matching groups. (d) Superposition of the three
indicators and linear approximation of the synchroniza-
tion threshold.
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Figure 6: (a) Modified chain network. Level 3 contains
four nodes. (b) Regular level network. Each level contains
3 nodes connected to all the nodes from the previous level.
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TOPOLOGY IDENTIFICATION OF COMPLEX DYNAMICAL
NETWORK WITH HINDMARSH-ROSE NEURONS

Junchan Zhao, Nathalie Corson, M. A. Aziz-Alaoui, and Cyrille Bertelle ∗†

Abstract. Complex networks, such as transportation
and phone networks, Internet, wireless networks and the
World Wide Web, play an important role in our life nowa-
days. Significant progress has been made in studying
complex networks since the discovery of their small-world
[1] and scale-free[2] characteristics.

Synchronization, as an interesting phenomenon of a
population of dynamically interacting units, has received
wide attention from different fields. Assuming the topol-
ogy of complex network known, many researchers discuss
the synchronization problem of complex network and ob-
tain a lot of important results. For example, Pecora and
Carroll studied the master stability functions for synchro-
nized coupled systems[3]. Using the theory of inhomo-
geneous Markov chains, Wu proposed a synchronization
criterion for nonautonomous discrete-time linear system
in random directed network [4]. Belykh et al. proposed
the synchronization of coupled chaotic systems via con-
nection graph stability method [5, 6].

The topology identification, as an inverse problem, is a
significant issue in the study of complex networks. For ex-
ample, if a major malfunction occurs in a communication
network, power network or the Internet, it is very im-
portant to quickly detect the location of the faulty line.
Topology identification of complex dynamical networks
has received more and more attention from the systems
science community. Generally speaking, two methods are
used to study the identification problem [7]-[14]. One is
based on the classic adaptive control. Considering the
complex dynamical network with unknown topology as a
drive system, some researchers built a response system
and adaptive controls to estimate the unknown topology.
The other mainly used method consists on solving large
scale linear equation. Driving the complex dynamical net-
work to an equilibrium state by a control law, the iden-
tification problem can be transformed to solve the large

∗Junchan Zhao is with College of Mathematics and Computer,
Wuhan Textile University, 430073, Wuhan, China and also with
LMAH, University of Le Havre, 76058, Le Havre Cedex, France.
E-mail: junchanzhao@gmail.com
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Le Havre Cedex, France. E-mails: nathalie.corson@gmail.com,
aziz.alaoui@univ-lehavre.fr, cyrille.bertelle@gmail.com.

linear equation. It is worth remarking that the earlier re-
sults neglected a crucial condition: persistent excitation
(PE) condition [15]. The condition is so important that
the topology cannot be identified successfully without it.

In 1952, two neurophysiologists proposed a mathemati-
cal model that describes neuron activity [16]. This model
have been modified into different other models. In this
study, we focus on one of them, the Hindmarsh-Rose
model (HR), which can exhibit most of biological neuron
behavior, such as spiking, bursting [17, 18]. Meanwhile,
it is also important to investigate the group action when
they are coupled each other.

Let us consider a network composed by n HR neurons.
These neurons are coupled by their first variable xi, which
described by




ẋi = ax2i − x3i + yi − zi −
∑n

j=1 cijh(xi, xj),

ẏi = (a+ α)x2i − yi,
żi = ε(bxi + c− zi),

(1)

for i = 1, ..., n, where h is the coupling function and C =
cij is the network adjacency matrix. We assume that
the elements of the matrix C are unknown. When the
neurons are chemically coupled, the coupling function h
is given by

h(xi, xj) = k
xi − V

1 + exp(−λ(xj −Θ))
, (2)

where k is the coupling strength, Θ is the threshold
reached by every action potential for a neuron and V
is the reversal potential.

Recently, Chenhui Jia et al designed a bridging network
and adaptive law to estimate the topology of systems (1),
and give many significant results. However, these results
seem questionable, since they neglected the PE condition.
In this paper, we estimate these unknown parameters in
an asymptotic manner and discuss the important of PE
condition on the process of identification. Pinning con-
trol is used to drive the response system synchronize with
the drive system because it is difficult to control all the
nodes of the large network. Additionally, we consider the
topology identification of complex network with noise as
many real systems will be subject to perturbation.
Keywords. Complex network, Topology identification,
Synchronization, Persistent excitation.
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NEW ALTERNATE LOZI FUNCTION FOR RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATION

Andrea Espinel, Ina Taralova and René Lozi ∗†

Abstract. An improved Lozi function with alternate coefficients

has been proposed. The modifications in the model allow to remove

the holes in the attractor which are not desirable, but appeared in

the previous Lozi function; in this way, an everywhere dense attrac-

tor can be obtained. Moreover, the strong sensitivity to the type of

binarisation (conversion of real values to 0 and 1) has been demon-

strated; this conversion to binary numbers is instrumental to apply

the NIST tests for randomness. The results have been validated

and compared via NIST tests, for the different methods of quan-

tization. Finally, is has been verified that the random properties

of the output signal have been improved thanks to the following

strategies : under-sampling of the output signal, and the system

order increasing.

Keywords. Nonlinear dynamical system, Lozi function,

NIST test, discrete-time map, dense chaotic attractor,

pseudo random number generator

1 Introduction

The accelerated development of modern data transac-
tion applications such as telecommunications requires
encoding techniques with higher standards of security.
Classically, these encoding sequences are obtained using
Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNG). As an ef-
ficient alternative, the chaotic-based generators are used
to achieve even higher demanding encryption standards.
Indeed, the chaotic systems exhibit a plethora of proper-
ties which make them suitable to meet the above require-
ments. The advantage to use chaotic systems lies in their
extreme sensitivity to small parameter and initial condi-
tions variations: in this way, as many different chaotic
carriers as wanted can be generated.

However, the appropriate selection of a chaotic map
that satisfies cryptographic applications requirements is
a huge problem. It has to be emphasized that all chaotic
maps are not applicable, because the chaotic generator -
which is deterministic - has to satisfy at the same time the
criteria for closeness to random signals. Therefore many

∗Andrea Espinel and Ina Taralova are with IRCCyN, UMR
CNRS 6597, Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France. E-mails:
andrea.espinel-rojas, ina.taralova@irccyn.ec-nantes.fr
†René Lozi is with Laboratoire J.A. Dieudonné, UMR

CNRS 6621, Universit de Nice Sophia-Antipolis, France. E-
mail:lozi@unice.fr

practical problems arise, from the choice of the chaotic
generator and its parameters, to the chaotic properties
verification after the quantisation. Ideally, for crypto-
graphic applications and higher security, an everywhere
dense chaotic attractor is required, so all chaotic sig-
nal samples shall appear with the same probability (in-
deed, if there are holes in the chaotic attractor, the val-
ues of the state vector corresponding to the holes will
never take place). Lozi had demonstrated that highly ef-
ficient discrete-time chaotic generators can be obtained
from quite simple models such as the piece-wise linear
ones, under some conditions [3]. To evaluate the random
properties of these generators, a set of statistical based
test known as NIST test developed by the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology have been used. A first
coupled chaotic map confined to the 2D torus has already
been proposed as a PRNG in [1], which random charac-
teristics have been validated using the NIST tests. Never-
theless, since the state variables were not equidistributed,
it has been demonstrated that the chaotic attractor ex-
hibited holes delimited by the discontinuity lines and their
forward iterates [1]. Therefore, there have been regions
in the state space which the system orbits never visited,
thus deteriorating the randomness.

2 System Definition

To improve the latter results, in this paper we deal with
the new Lozi system with alternate coupled maps, con-
fined to the p-dimensional torus T p = [−1, 1]

p
by the map

Mp : T p ⇒ T p

x1
n+1 = 1− 2

∣∣x1
n

∣∣+ k1 × x2
n

Mp : x2
n+1 = 1− 2

∣∣x2
n

∣∣+ k2 × x3
n

...

xp
n+1 = 1− 2 |xp

n|+ kp × x1
n (1)

where the parameters ki = (−1)
i+1

. A previous model
with non alternate coefficients has been proposed in [1],
with ki = 1. The state variables are contained on the
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Figure 1: Map M2 (1) on the torus T 2 = [−1, 1]2

torus:

if xj
n+1 = 1− 2

∣∣xj
n

∣∣+ kj × xj+1
n < −1

add 2

if xj
n+1 = 1− 2

∣∣xj
n

∣∣+ kj × xj+1
n < −1

substract 2 (2)

where |xn| denotes the absolute value of xn. The alter-
nate sign modification proposed in this paper eliminates
the holes from the previous model (with only positive
signs), and therefore the resulting basin of attraction is
everywhere dense, which is very satisfactory for the RNG
applications, see Figure 1. (The transient of 10.000 points
has been cut off).

3 Results and Discussion

The random properties validation of a 4- dimensional sys-
tem has been carried out. Additionally, the chaotic car-
rier output needs to be quantized and binarised (0 and
1) in order to be validated as being random using NIST
tests [5]. First, the tests validate by default a sequence
as being random (called the null hypothesis H0), and the
idea is to show that there is no enough evidence to reject
this proposition. For our application, different methods of
binarisation(converting real signals to binary ones) have
been implemented and compared:

A first 1-bit binarisation has been applied to the system
(1) output:

if yn ≥ 0 b = 1

else b = 0 (3)

The results for the 4-dimentional system have shown to
be highly sensitive to the type of binarisation. Standart
single (32 bits) and double (64 bits) precision types of bi-
narisation as the IEEE754 form [6] have been compared.

Therefore, after testing different methods, a 32-bit bina-
risation has been chosen as being the most suitable solu-
tion: Since the system is confined to the p-dimensional
torus T p = [−1, 1]

p
, 31 bits are assigned to represent the

decimal part, and 1 bit to the sign.
To illustrate the results, the NIST test for the four di-

mensional Lozi system M4 (1) with parameters
[
k1, k3

]
=

1,
[
k2, k4

]
= −1 are shown in Table 1. For comparison,

the same conditions as in [1] have been chosen:

Length of the original sequence: 108 bits
Length of bit string : 1M
Quantity of bit strings: 100

The output of the system has been arbitrary chosen as
being: y = x4.

Table 1: NIST test for the 4th order Lozi function (1)

Furthermore, as the results show their independence
from the initial conditions, every bit string in this first
test is the resulting sequence of a different randomly cho-
sen initial condition. The criterion for a successful test
is that the p-value has to be superior to the significance
level (0.01 for this case). This quantifier evaluates the
uniformity of the zeros and the ones distribution in the
sequence. For the present model (1), all tests have been
successful thus the sequence can be accepted as being ran-
dom. Thus, the results demonstrate that the new system
has better statistical performances than the initial system
without alternate coefficients presented in [1].

Finally, to improve the random properties of the signal,
two possible strategies are suggested: undersampling of
the output signal, or increasing the system order.

Different under-samplings have been tested from which
the “1 out of 10” showed to be particularly successful.
The “1 out of 10” under-sampling strategy results are
shown in Table 2.

For the second method, the random properties vali-
dation of a 10-dimensional system has been carried out
and the results are shown in Table 3. The conditions
for the NIST test are identical to the NIST test for the
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4-dimentional Lozi system. In addition, the initial condi-
tion has been randomly chosen:

x0 =[−0.3365, 0.9501, 0.8913,−0.7764, 0.0185,

0.4447, 0.7919,−0.9218,−0.9355, 0.0579]

The output of the system has been arbitrary chosen as
being: y = x10 .

Table 2: NIST test for the 4th order system (1), “1 out of
10” under-sampling

Table 3: NIST test for the 10th order Lozi function (1)

The improvement of random properties of both strate-
gies has been corroborated by the experimental results.

4 Conclusion

A new new alternate Lozi function confined to the torus
has been proposed as a pseudo random number genera-
tor. Unlike the previous model, here the chaotic attractor
is everywhere dense and there are no holes inside, in this
way all output values are supposed to appear with the

same probalility. Therefore, the new alternate Lozi func-
tion proposed in this paper has proved to be more efficient
than the first one (without alternation of the coefficients).
Moreover, the fourth order system has been analyzed and
all the NIST tests for randomness have been successfull
for the representative test sequences. Finally, a higher
order system and an under-sampling of the output signal
has been added and the results have shown to be very
satisfactory.

By consequence, the proposed PRNG could be used
for encryption and many other applications wherever a
random number generator is required.
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IMPROVING CHAOTIC OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM USING A
NEW GLOBAL LOCALLY AVERAGED STRATEGY

Tayeb Hamaizia, René Lozi ∗†

Abstract. Recently chaotic optimization algorithms as an emer-
gent method of global optimization have attracted much attention
in engineering applications. Their good performances have been
emphasized [1, 2, 3]. In the frame of evolutionary algorithms, the
use of chaotic sequences instead of random ones has been introduced
by Caponetto and al. [4]. Since their original work, the literature
on chaotic optimisation is flourishing. They are used in the scope
of tuning method for determining the parameters of PID control for
an automatic regulator voltage, or in order to solve economic dis-
patch problems, or also for engineering design optimization and in
many others physical, economical and biological problems. Differ-
ent chaotic mapping have been considered, combined with several
working strategies. The assessments of the algorithms have been
done with respect to numerous objective functions in 1, 2 or 3-
dimension. In this paper we present an improvement of the COLM
(Chaotic Optimization based on Lozi Map) presented in [1], which
is based on a new global locally averaged strategy. The simulation
results are done with a 2-D objective function possessing hundreds
of local minima, in order to test this new method vs. the previous
one in very tough conditions. We emphasize an improvement of the
optimisation.

1 Improved COLM Method
Chaos theory (the term chaos was coined par Li and Yorke [5]) is
recognized as very useful in many engineering applications. An es-
sential feature of chaotic systems is sensitive dependence on initial
condition, (i.e. small changes in the parameters or the starting val-
ues for the data lead to drastically different future behaviours). De-
tails about analysis of chaotic behavior can be found in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
The application of chaotic sequences can be an interesting alterna-
tive to provide the search diversity in an optimization procedure.
Due to the non-repetition of chaos, it can carry out overall searches
at higher speeds than stochastic ergodic searches that depend on
probabilities. A novel chaotic approach is proposed in [1] based on
Lozi map [6] which is piecewise linear simplification of the Hénon
map [10] and it admits strange attractors. It is given by

{
y1(k) = 1− a|y1(k − 1)|+ by(k − 1)
y(k) = y1(k − 1)

(1)

where k is the iteration number. In this work, the values of y
are normalized in the range [0,1] to each decision variable in 2-
dimensional space of optimization problem. This transformation is
given by

z(k) =
(y(k)− α)

β − α . (2)
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where y ∈ [−0.6418, 0.6716] and [α, β] = [−0.6418, 0.6716]. The
parameters used in this work are a = 1.7 and b = 0.5. Numerical
computation leads to the density d(s) of iterated values of y(k)
displayed on Fig. 1. In this figure, the density is normalized to 1
over the whole interval [0, 1] i.e.

∫ 1

0
d(s)ds = 1.

The COLM method introduced in [1] is improved by locally av-
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Figure 1: density of iterated values of y(k) of equa-
tion (1) over the interval [0, 1] splitted in 100 boxes for
10,000,000,000 iterated values.

eraging the global search, doing few steps of chaotic local search
around every point obtained by the chaotic series.

Heuristics: the global locally averaged strategy of Improved
COLM leads to better results than COLM as shown on Fig. 2.
In this figure only three global search results are displayed x1(k),
x2(k), x3(k) with

f(x2(k)) < f(x3(k)) < f(x1(k)). (3)

The local search following global one starts from the best global
result x2(k) (from (3)) and gives x2(k+1). Instead the local-global
search around x1(k), x2(k) and x3(k), leads to x1(k+1), x2(k+1),
x3(k + 1) which verify

f(x1(k + 1)) < f(x3(k + 1)) < f(x2(k + 1)). (4)

The local search following the local-global one starts now from the
best globally averaged result x1(k + 1) (from(4)) and leads to x̄

f(x̄) < f(x1(k + 1)). (5)

During the chaotic local search, the step λ is an important param-
eter in convergence behavior of optimization. Hence, two different
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Figure 2: Heuristics of the global locally-averaged strat-
egy.

values of λ are successively employed during the local search. We
call this method ICOLM (improved COLM). Many unconstrained
optimization problems with continuous variables can be formulated
as the following functional optimization problem. Find X to min-
imize f(X), X = [x1, x2, , xn] Subject to xi ∈ [Li, Ui]. Where f is
the objective function, and X is the decision solution vector consist-
ing of n variables xi ∈ Rn bounded by lower (Li) and upper limits
(Ui).The ICOLM can be illustrated as follows:

Inputs:
Mg : max number of iterations of chaotic Global search.
Ml: max number of iterations of chaotic Local search.
Mgl1: max number of iter of chaotic Local search in Global search.
Mgl2: max number of iter of chaotic Local search in Global search.
Mg × (Mgl1 + Mgl2) + Mg: stopping criterion of chaotic opti-
mization method in iter.
λgl1: step size in first global-local search.
λgl2: step size in second global-local search.
λ: step size in chaotic local search.
Outputs:
X̄: best solution from current run of chaotic search.
f̄ : best objective function (minimization problem).

Step 1 : Initialize the number Mg , Mgl1,Mgl2, Ml of chaotic
search and initialization of variables and initial conditions Set k=1,
y (0), y1(0),a = 1.7 and b = 0.5 of Lozi map. Set the initial best
objective function f̄ = +∞

- Step 2: algorithm of chaotic global search:while k ≤ Mg

do

xi(k) = Li + zi(k).(Ui − Li)
if f(X(k)) < f̄ then
X̄ = X(k); f̄ = f(x(k))

end if
- Step 2-1: sub algorithm of chaotic local search:
while j ≤Mgl1 do

for i = 0 to n do
if r ≤ 0.5 then
xi(j) = x̄i + λgl1zi(j).|(Ui − Li)|

else
xi(j) = x̄i − λgl1zi(j).|(Ui − Li)|

end if
end for
if f(X(j)) < f̄ then
X̄ = X(j); f̄ = f(x(j))

end if
j = j + 1

end while
- Step 2-2: sub algorithm of chaotic local search:
while s ≤Mgl2 do

for i = 0 to n do
if r ≤ 0.5 then
xi(s) = x̄i + λgl2zi(s).|(Ui − Li)|

else
xi(s) = x̄i − λgl2zi(s).|(Ui − Li)|

end if
end for
if f(X(s)) < f̄ then
X̄ = X(s); f̄ = f(x(s))

end if
s = s+ 1

end while
k = k + 1

end while
- Step 3: algorithm of chaotic local search:
while k ≤Mg × (Mgl1 +Mgl2) +Ml do

for i = 0 to n do
if r ≤ 0.5 then
xi(k) = x̄i + λzi(k).|(Ui − Li)|

else
xi(k) = x̄i − λzi(k).|(Ui − Li)|

end if
end for
if f(X(k)) < f̄ then
X̄ = X(k); f̄ = f(x(k))

end if
k = k + 1

end while

2 A tough objective function

In order to test this new method vs. the previous one in very
tough conditions the simulation results are done with the following
2-D objective function possessing hundreds of local minima: The
function f which is very complex, has serval local maxima.

f = x4
1 − 7x21 − 3x1 + x42 − 9x22 − 5x2 + 11x21x

2
2 + 99sin(71x1) +

137sin(97x1x2) + 131sin(51x2). (6)

We test ICOLM on the search domain: −10 ≤ xi ≤ 10, i = 1, 2.

The essential feature of this benchmark function is that location
of minima is not symmetric. In a forthcoming paper we will extend
our numerical analysis in higher dimension with an extended
benchmark suite [11].

3 Numerical results

We display few of the results we have obtained showing the bet-
ter optimization results obtained by this new methods.In each case
study, 48 independent runs were made for each of both the COLM
and ICOLM methods involving 48 different initial trial conditions
y1(0), y(0) (parameters of Lozi map). not far from the value of f
on the global minimum.
For all studied cases, the four configurations, numbered from IC1 to
IC4 and C1 ti C4, that are used are presented in tab. 1. The locally
averaged strategy of ICOLM is illustrated on Fig. 3 on which the
result of every step 2-2 is plotted.
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Figure 3: Locally-averaged strategy of chaotic search. Re-
sults of every Step 2-2 for f

λ λMgl1
λMgl2

Mg Ml Mgl1 Mgl2

IC1 0.001 0.04 0.01 6 50 2 2
IC2 0.01 0.04 0.01 10 50 2 2
IC3 0.1 0.04 0.01 10 50 2 2
IC4 0.1 0.04 0.01 100 50 5 5
C1 0.001 24 50
C2 0.01 40 50
C3 0.1 40 50
C4 0.1 1000 50

Table 1: The set of parameters values for every run on
the benchmark suite defined in Sec. 2. 2.

4 Conclusion
In every test, with the same computational cost, ICOLM gives
better than COLM best values and Mean Best values but in one
case. The presented study allows us to conclude that the proposed
method is fast and converges to a good optimum. because we used
a sampling mechanism to coordinate the research methods based
on chaos theory, and we refined the final solution using a second
method of local search. Further research is needed to gain more
confidence and better understanding of the proposed methodology.
The proposed algorithm has to be evaluated for a large number of
test functions in higher dimension.
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Figure 6: magnification of Fig. 4.

 

Figure 7: magnification of Fig. 6.

Best value Mean value Std.Dev

(
x̄
ȳ

)

IC1 -384.2891 -363.0185 11.5770

(
−2.7686
−0.4045

)

IC2 -392.5400 -365.7837 14.0615

(
−0.7327
1.3203

)

IC3 -393.3134 -379.6872 8.8797

(
−1.9677
−1.9982

)

IC4 -395.7338 -381.8734 9.6707

(
−1.8815
−2.2501

)

Table 2: ICOLM

Best value Mean value Std. Dev

(
x̄
ȳ

)

C1 -371.0150 -368.5212 11.1135

(
0.3105
0.2442

)

C2 -358.4331 -352.9766 2.4424

(
3.7283
6.6158

)

C3 -377.9280 -368.7777 8.8169

(
3.2738
6.1685

)

C4 -382.7108 -379.7557 1.7817

(
−5.8930
2.9309

)

Table 3: COLM
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CENTROIDS: A DECENTRALIZED APPROACH

Antoine Dutot∗, Damien Olivier∗and Guilhelm Savin∗†

Abstract. The centroid of a graph is a structure composed of nodes

closest from all others. This suggests the presence of center of mass

average of all edges, weighted by the local density or specific weight.

To compute this centroid in a classic way needs a global view of the

graph environment. In this paper, we propose an algorithm using

ant colony is proposed to compute an approximate solution of the

centroid using a local view of the graph. This allows to study the

centroids of complex networks such as protein-protein interaction

networks and also those generated by social interactions or Internet,

for example.

Keywords. complex system, self-organization, centroid,
ant algorithm

1 Introduction

Complex systems are constituted by interactive numer-
ous entities. These entities and their interactions define
an interaction network which evolves in the time. We can
use a dynamic graph [1, 2] to model this network and to
describe its evolution. Through this graph, we can de-
tect some properties emerging from interactions between
entities.

A lot of real networks exhibit non-trivial properties.
These complex networks present generally patterns of
connection between their entities such as particular de-
gree distribution, high clustering coefficient, hierarchical
structure or communities. These features emerge from
interactions and evolve in the time, notably, the self-
organization defining a group of entities whose members
maintain privileged interactions. The challenge is to de-
tect them [3] and to define metrics. We assume that the
notion of centers and centroids can help us in this ap-
proach.

It is impossible to make a reification of the whole graph
because of numerous elements which consitute itself, how-
ever that is possible to distributed this graph over a set
of machines. In such cases, each machine only has a lo-
cal view of the graph. This local view raises problems
when trying to use algorithms needing a global view of
the graph.

Let us add another problem, the dynamic of the envi-
ronment. In fact nodes and edges can appear or disap-

∗L.I.T.I.S., University of Le Havre, France,
authors are sorted alphabetically
†corresponding author: guilhelm.savin@litislab.fr

pear, and attributes of elements can evolve, that makes
obsolete the previously computed solution. Most algo-
rithms are not able to use a previous solution to update
it and they have to compute a new solution from scratch.

Ant System paradigm [4] allows to define meta-
heuristic where computation is distributed over a set of
agents called ants. These ants explore the graph and
make local action on crossed nodes and edges. The well-
known Traveling Salesman Problem is given as practical
example of problem that can be solved with an ant sys-
tem.

We are interested here by finding a structure called
centroid of a graph using an ant system. This paper is
divided into two parts: section 2 is a state of art about
centroid in literature while section 3 describes the ant
heuristic and shows results on several graph categories.

2 Centers and Centroids

The term centroid is used in several scientific fields such
as geometry or physics. Centroid is also used in human
sciences to summarize, for example, a set of spatial points.
The centroid of an object is its barycenter or its geometric
center. In the case of a weighted object with uniform den-
sity, the centroid of this object is its center of mass. Cen-
troid evokes the idea of a balancing point of the object.
The following describes the concept of centroid applied
to graphs. We not provide here a full referencing of prop-
erties or theorems about centroids but only an approach
of what is a centroid in a graph. The concept of center
being associated to the one of centroid, it is described to.

Centers and centroids are in literature the object of
many works. From C. Jordan giving a proof of their
existence in every tree [5] to P. J. Slater generalizing
their definitions [6], through parts of graph theory books
[7, 8].

In the following, some notations are used and have to
be defined first. G designates a connected graph with
V (G) its node set and E(G) its edge set. T designates
a tree. op(e, u), with e = (u, v) an edge, designates the
vertex v, the opposite of the vertex u according to e.
d(a, b) is the distance between two nodes a and b, i.e the
number of edges in the shortest path between these two
nodes. e(v) is the eccentricity [8] of a node v and it is
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Figure 1: Weights of non-leaf nodes in a tree as defined in
[8].

the maximal distance between v and any other node as
defined in equation 1. The distance d(v) of a node v is
the sum of distance between v and the other nodes as
defined in equation 2. The weight of a node v in a tree
T is the maximum number of nodes in any branch of v.
The figure 1 shows the weight of non-leaf nodes.

e(v) = max
x∈V (G)

(d(v, x)) (1)

d(v) =
∑

x∈V (G)

d(v, x) (2)

The concept of center and centroid have been first de-
fined for trees [5, 7, 8] and then extended to graphs.

A node c0 of a graph G is considered as a central point
of G [8] if its eccentricity e(c0) is minimal for G as defined
in equation 3. The set of these central points define the
center of G.

e(c0) = min
v∈V (G)

(d(v)) (3)

There are usually qualified centers. Center of gravity of
a graph G is the set of nodes that minimize the function
m() defined in equation 4. A mass center of a tree T is a
node with minimal weight.

m(v) =
1

|V (G)|
∑

x∈V (G)

d(v, x)2 (4)

The centroid of a graph G is a set of nodes called cen-
troid points [8]. One defines the centroid as the sub-
graph induced by these centroid points [9], i.e the sub-
graph H of G with V (H) is the set of centroid points
and E(H) = {(u, v)|(u, v) ∈ E(G);u, v ∈ V (H)}. There
are several functions in literature to characterize centroid
points. In [8], the author defines centroid points of a tree
T as the nodes with minimal weight, i.e the mass centers
of the tree. One defines centroid points of a finite, con-
nected, undirected graph G [6] using distance of a node

1417

15

22

12

15

18

19

12

Figure 2: Distances of nodes. Bold structure is the centroid
of the graph.

(equation 2): centroid points are nodes with minimal dis-
tance. The figure 2 shows distance value of nodes. The
subgraph induced by nodes with minimal distance is the
centroid of G.

Slater defines the k-centrum of G [6] allowing to link
definitions of center and centroid. “The sum of the k-
largest vertex distances to” a node v is denoted rk(v) and
is defined in equation 5. The set of nodes of a graph G
that minimize is called the k-centrum of G and is denoted
C(G; k). When k = 1, r1(v) is the eccentricity of v so
C(G; 1) is the center of G. When k = n with n = |V (G)|,
rn(v) is the distance of v so C(G;n) is the centroid of G.

rk(u) = max
S⊆V (G);|S|=k

{∑

s∈S
d(u, s)

}
(5)

3 Decentralized algorithm

3.1 Definition

We are interested here by describing an heuristic that
aims to find centroid of a graph using only local informa-
tions. This is an ant-based algorithm [4] where an ants
colony explores a graph, dropping informations on ele-
ments, nodes and edges. These dropped informations are
a form of indirect communication, called stigmergy, which
allows ants to collaborate to find a solution. In such al-
gorithms, one defines a behavior for ants that we denoted
here the step of ants. The algorithm consists in a loop in
which the step method of each ant is triggered.

The goal of this approach is to provide an algorithm
that does not need a global reification of the environment
(the graph) and that can handle dynamic of the environ-
ment by updating the solution. This algorithm computes
an approximate centroid.

We consider that each node has a mass, which is ini-
tially the same for all nodes and ants are able to take a
part of node mass and to distribute the taken mass on
other nodes. The final aim is to increase mass of centroid
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Figure 3: The local view of the environment of an ant: the
black node is the current position and gray nodes are its neigh-
borhood.

nodes and decrease mass of outlying nodes, the most mas-
sive nodes being parts of the centroid.

A ant a is composed of a few attributes:

- posa, the node position of the ant;

- phnmax(a) and massmax(a) that are described in the
following;

- tmassa, the mass transported by a;

- a tabu list used to avoid to back track.

While ants are exploring the graph, they drop
pheromones on edges they crossed. For an edge e, the
measure phe(e) is the load of pheromones of e and for a
node n, phn(n) is the sum of phe(ei) where ei is an edge
adjacent to n. These pheromones evaporate through time
according to a factor ρ, so we have:

phei+1(e) = phei(e)× ρ, ∀e ∈ E(G)

where i is the iteration of the algorithm. Each ant a re-
members maximum pheromone load phnmax(a) and max-
imum node massmassmax(a) that it has been found. Like
pheromones, these two values evaporate through time to
keep an up-to-date value reflecting the current state of
the environment. The choice of the next edge to cross
ei adjacent to the ant position has a probability distri-
bution P (ei) based on pheromone load and described in
equation 6. The constant α helps to control the impor-
tance of pheromone load in choosing the next edge to
cross. The function ηa(e) defined in equation 7 is used to
influence ants choice in the aim of leading them to mas-
sive nodes according to a parameter λ ∈ [0; 1] : if λ is
close to zero, then the probability of edges to be choosen
is all the higher as the mass of the opposite node is high,
else if λ is close to one, mass of node has no effect in the
choice of the next edge.

P (e) = phe(e)α × ηa(e) (6)

ηa(e) = λ+ (1− λ)× mass(op(e, posa))

massmax(a)
(7)

The second part of the ant behavior is the ability to
distribute node mass on other nodes. Each ant a has an

attribute tmassa corresponding to the mass being trans-
ported. If tmassa is null, the ant takes a quantity q of
the mass of its current position bounded between param-
eters tmassmin and tmassmax, else the ant a computes a
quantity drop(a, n), defined in equation 8 to drop on its
current position n.

drop(a, n) = tmassa ×
phn(n)

phnmax
(8)

The algorithm is a loop where evaporation of
pheromones is made and where the behavior of each ant
is triggered as described in algorithm 1. This behavior
consists in choosing an edge to cross, cross it and then
to transfer some mass. The algorithm describing this be-
havior is algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1: Global ant algorithm

Data:

- G, the graph, E(G) is the edge set
- A, set of ants

begin
repeat

forall edge e ∈ E(G) do
phe(e) ← phe(e)×ρ

forall ant a ∈ A do
execute step of a

until stop condition is reached

end

Algorithm 2: Step of an ant

Data:

- a, the ant
- t, mass transported by a
- p, position of a
- m, mass of p

begin
forall edge i adjacent to p do

compute P[i]

randomly choose edge according to P
p = ope(e, p) /* cross chosen edge */
if t == 0 then

alea ← random(tmassmin, tmassmax)
q ← min(alea, m)
t ← t + q
m ← m- q

else
q = drop(a, p)
t ← t- q
m ← m + q

end
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Figure 4: In this tree of 50 nodes, ants have detected the opti-
mal centroid (the biggest black node), i.e the centroid computed
by the classic algorithm.

3.2 Results

We compare here results of our ant algorithm with result
of a classic algorithm consisting in computing all short-
est paths of the graph using a Floyd-Warshall algorithm
[10] and then to use the previous results to compute the
distance of each node as defined previously in equation 2.
The complexity of this algorithm is O(n3) with n is the
amount of nodes. Values of parameters used in tests are
available on table 5.

To compare results, one has to define a condition to
stop the loop of the ant algorithm. For each node, the
stabilization of the node is a measure described in equa-
tion 10 and computed from previous and current masses
and bounded between 0 and 1 that indicates the evolu-
tion of the node mass : 0 means that the mass is strongly
evolving, 1 means that the mass is stable. This allows
the definition of the stabilization of the graph described
in equation 11 which is the average value of node stabi-
lization. The algorithm can stop when stabilization of
the graph reaches a given threshold ε. For tests we used
ε = 0.99.

difft(n) =
|masst−1(n)−masst(n)|

masst(n)
(9)

stabt(n ∈ V (G)) = min(1, 1− difft(n)) (10)

stabt(G) =

∑

n∈V (G)

stabt(n)

|V (G)| (11)

Several kinds of graph have been considered for tests :

1. Trees built using a preferential attachment algorithm
[11] as shown on figure 4;

2. Graphs built using a Dorogotvsev Mendes algorithm

Table 1: Results for preferential attachment trees

nodes 51 101 501 1001

edges 50 100 500 1000

t∆ -37.1% -84.2% -98.6% -99.0%

σ(t∆) 38.03% 5.07% 0.51% 0.00%

s∆ +0.5 +0.4 +0.5 +0.5

σ(s∆) 1.13 0.77 0.77 0.87

Γ 7.7% 6.7% 5.0% 4.0%

σ(Γ) 8.6% 7.3% 5.2% 4.1%

Table 2: Results for dorogovtsev-mendes graphs

nodes 53 103 503 1003

edges 103 203 1003 2003

t∆ -34.2% -79.1% -97.9% -99.0%

σ(t∆) 19.84% 5.28% 0.30% 0.00%

s∆ +1.5 +0.7 +0.6 +0.6

σ(s∆) 2.67 1.13 0.83 0.68

Γ 10.4% 6.2% 4.3% 3.7%

σ(Γ) 9.4% 5.8% 3.8% 3.4%

[12] that produces graphs with a power-low degree
distribution ;

3. Two-dimensional grids ;

4. Two-dimensional grids with random holes.

Comparison of results focuses on differences between
computation time and between computed centroid. If
timeA is the computation time of the ant algorithm and
timeC the one of the classic algorithm, then

t∆ =
timeA − timeC

timeC

express the gain or loss of time of the ant algorithm com-
pared to the classic one. If CA is the centroid computed
by ants and CC the one computed by the classic algo-
rithm, then

s∆ = |CA| − |CC |
express the size difference between both centroids.

When a node v of CA is not in CC , we can define the
shortest distance γ(v) between v and any node of CC
normalized by the diameter of the graph. The measure
Γ is the average value of γ(v) : if equals to 0 then both
centroids are confused, else higher is the value, farther
are the centroids.

3.3 Conclusion on results

Two points have to be considered in studying results. The
first one is the computation time needed by the algorithm,
the second one is the quality of the solution.
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Table 3: Results for grids

nodes 36 121 256

edges 60 220 480

t∆ -15.9% -89.3% -96.7%

σ(t∆) 31.99% 2.48% 0.78%

s∆ +2.9 +11.4 +13.3

σ(s∆) 3.51 6.83 9.69

Γ 17.4% 17.8% 13.8%

σ(Γ) 4.7% 2.4% 1.8%

Table 4: Results for incomplete grids

nodes 22 93 214

edges 53 292 730

t∆ +197.8% -77.8% -94.4%

σ(t∆) 122.77% 3.52% 0.88%

s∆ +4.1 +9.2 +13.7

σ(s∆) 2.81 5.87 8.87

Γ 25.3% 19.4% 15.1%

σ(Γ) 9.1% 5.2% 2.0%

Table 5: Parameters value
ε 0.99

λ 0.50

α 1.00

pheromon drop 0.03

pheromon evaporation 0.86

From results we can observe that the ant-algorithm is
significantly faster than the classic algorithm. In addi-
tion, ant-algorithm is able to handle dynamic of graph by
updating its current solution, whereas the classic algo-
rithm needs to start from scratch. So, in these tests that
use static graphs, benefits of the ant algorithm about the
robustness of its solution within the ambit of a dynamic
evolution of the graph.

Quality of the solution is harder to assess because it
can be dependent on how is used this solution. We focus
on how the ant-algorithm solution Sa matches the clas-
sic one Sc by observing size difference between these two
solutions and the average of shortest distance from nodes
in Sa to any node of Sc, denoted Γ. Unlike time differ-
ence, size difference and Γ are more heterogeneous. Best
matches is for trees (table 1) followed by graphs gener-
ated with Dorogovtsev-Mendes algorithm (table 2): size
difference is less than one and Γ is low. For grids (table
3) and incomplete grids (table 4), Sa is far from Sc : ants
find more centroid points which are not close to centroid
points of Sc.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper a new heuristic to com-
pute an approximate centroid of a graph. This algorithm
uses an ant system with ants that explore the graph drop-
ping pheromone on crossed edges and moving the mass
of nodes.

The algorithm has been applied to several static graph
categories and results compared with the one of a greedy
deterministic algorithm. This comparison shows that the
ant algorithm is significantly faster than the classic one
and the quality of its solution depends on the graph cat-
egory: the centroid of ants algorithm is really close of the
classic one for trees but for grid solution is far.

However, we have made these tests on static graphs
whereas this new ant algorithm aims to be applied on
dynamic graphs, providing a robust solution. More, the
ant algorithm provides a distributed and decentralized
computation of the solution allowing to use it on massive
graphs.

4.1 Further work

A first future work is to compute centroid of dynamic
graphs using this algorithm to test the robustness of the
solution.

Then we have to study the impact of parameter values
on the algorithm solution and to find a way the determine
an optimal value for these parameter according to the
graph.
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EFFECTS OF TIME-DEPENDENT EDGE DYNAMICS ON

PROPERTIES OF CUMULATIVE NETWORKS

Richard O. Legendi and Laszlo Gulyas ∗†‡

Abstract. Inspecting the dynamics of networks opens a new di-
mension in understanding the interactions among the components
of complex systems. Our goal is to understand the baseline proper-
ties to be expected from elementary random changes over time, in
order to be able to assess the e�ects found in longitudinal data.

In our earlier work, we created elementary dynamic models from
classic random and preferential networks. Focusing on edge dynam-
ics, we de�ned several processes changing networks of �xed size. We
applied simple rules, including random, preferential or assortative
modi�cation of existing edges - or a combination of these. Starting
from initial Erdos-Renyi or Barabasi-Albert networks, we examined
various basic network properties (e.g., density, clustering, average
path length, number of components, degree distribution) of both
snapshot and cumulative networks (of various lengths of aggrega-
tion time windows). In the current paper, we extend this line of
research by applying time-dependent edge creation and deletion al-
gorithms. I.e., we model processes where edge dynamics is de�ned
as a function of time.

Our results provide a baseline for changes to be expected in dy-
namic networks. Also, they suggest that certain network properties
have a strong, non-trivial dependence on the length of the sampling
window.

Keywords. dynamic network analysis; cumulative network

properties; time-dependent edge dynamics

1 Introduction

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a �eld of research of
growing importance. However, traditionally, it works
with static networks (i.e., with systems where interac-
tion topology is constant over time). This means, that
the starting point of traditional SNA is either a snapshot
of a network in a speci�c point of time, or some kind of
aggregation (e.g., a collection of longitudinal samples of
networks). While there are networks that usually do not
change their topology over time (e.g., metabolic networks
or blood vessels) and are fundamentally static, many of
them change substantially over time, thus both of the
above approaches may miss important facts and tenden-
cies of these networks.
Recent papers seem to broaden the analysis of networks

∗Richard O. Legendi and Laszlo Gulyas are with AITIA Inter-
national, Inc. E-mails: rlegendi@aitia.ai, lgulyas@aitia.ai
†Richard O. Legendi is with Eötvös Loránd University, Depart-
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‡Laszlo Gulyas is with Collegium Budapest, Hungary. E-mail:
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changing in time (i.e., dynamic networks) and studies in
the subject getting more and more attention.
In this paper we extended our investigation with further

elementary dynamic network models as an attempt to
study the baseline properties of dynamic networks, with
the intention to analyze the structural property changes
induced by the e�ects of time-dependent edge dynamics.
Our goal is to understand the inherent properties brought
about by the changes to elementary idealized static net-
works through dynamic processes.
Focusing on edge dynamics, in earlier works [12], we de-

�ned three dynamic versions of Erd®s-Rényi [4] models,
one of which can also interpreted as a dynamic Watts-
Strogatz [16] network, and a variety of dynamic Prefer-
ential Attachment [3] versions. In the present paper, we
extend this line of research by introducing new elemen-
tary models that apply time-dependent edge dynamics.
Working with dynamic networks (either collecting lon-

gitudinal samples of networks or trying to model the evo-
lution of networks in time), one realises that sampling
always involves the act of aggregation (cumulating inter-
actions that happened in a certain time window into one
single static network instance). This problem is unavoid-
able, but poorly studied (See Figure 1.). Therefore, we
pay special attention to the length of the cumulation time
window and its e�ect to the aggregated network's prop-
erties like density, degree distribution, or clustering.

Figure 1: The importance of the sampling window's
length
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Our work has a direct implication to the interpretation
of SNA, because dissemination of information, innova-
tion, or even epidemic processes may unfold inherently
di�erently if we use di�erent time windows of investiga-
tion.
The paper is structured as follows. The next sec-

tion discusses basic considerations regarding dynamic net-
works and our research questions relating to them. Sec-
tion 3 formalizes this by providing basic de�nitions and
introduces the Elementary Dynamic Network models of
our studies, and reports our results, discusses related
work. The last section outlines directions for future work
and concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

Dynamic processes in connection with social networks is
a popular subject of investigation. This usually means
two kind of studies. One class studies dynamics on net-
works, i.e., the cascading state changes of network nodes
(percolation or contagion processes [14], information cas-
cades [15], [1], etc.). The other class is concerned with
the dynamics of the network: the structural, topological
changes among the nodes and their links that emerge in
time [10], [9], [2], [13]. This is the subject of our work
in this paper. A third, smaller, class of works also exists
that assume that these two processes are not independent:
structural changes (i.e., new links) induce state changes
and vice versa [6].

2.1 Taxonomy of Network Dynamics

Let us start with making a few elementary considerations.
Given a network of G(V,E), structural change means
changes in the node set V and/or changes in the links
E. That is, the changes in the node set can be classi�ed
as:

A. the node set does not change,

B. a period when the node set remains constant,

C. the size of the node set increases, and

D. the size of the node set decreases

In real-life examples, the timescale on which new edges
are added to the network is far shorter than how often new
nodes are appended to the network (e.g., in case of social
networks people tend to form and break up connections,
which can be measured in hours or days, while it may
take several years for new members to join or leave the
network). For this reason, in our �rst part of our research
we focus on constant node set as described by scenario A.
We expect that the modi�cation of the node set will not
be a major factor determining the properties of social
networks.

On the other hand, the number of links is a key prop-
erty of networks, often expressed as the density (ratio of
links per possible links), or as the average number of links
per node. In this paper we will work with the former and
classify link changing processes as those of

1. constant density,

2. increasing density, and

3. decreasing density.

Naturally, a dynamic process can show a mixture of the
above basic scenarios. For example, for a period, it may
display an activity that increases the number of nodes,
while keeping density constant. Then it may continue by
switching to a period when the nodeset remains constant
but link density falls, and so forth. In the �rst part of our
studies reported in this paper we will consider only homo-

geneous dynamics: working under the assumption that
the di�erent sections can be investigated in separation.
As we will see later, certain processes induce dynamics
where the measured property (i.e., density) is constant
on average, while often diverging from the exact value
dictated by this value. Therefore, we will allow for minor
oscillations.

2.2 What to Study?

Many structural and statistical properties of networks
are well known from traditional network analysis. In a
dynamic setting, it is but natural to study their tem-
poral evolution. Therefore, in this �rst analysis of ele-
mentary dynamic network models, we focus on the evo-
lution of the number of components (CN), size of the
largest component(Smax), clustering (C), average degree
(Davg), degree distribution and most importantly, aver-
age path length (l) and density (d). The reason why l
and d might be of special interest is the fact that there
is a direct connection between them and the average of
various centrality measures [7], [8].

• Average degree centrality is directly and trivially con-
nected to density.

• The connection between the sum of betweenness cen-
tralities and the average path length: the average
betweenness in a network will be about equal to the
average path length in the network

• The connection between the sum of closeness central-
ities and the average path length

Betweenness centrality may also be relevant for sev-
eral reasons, so we also included the average and maxi-
mum betweenness centrality to the list of evaluated met-
rics (BCavg and BCmax, respectively). The results then
may be compared with the expectations based on the con-
clusions enumerated in the listing above (i.e., connection
between the centralities and the average path length).
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To compare the di�erence of degree distributions we
used the Gini-coe�cient [5], which shows the inequality
of the distribution ranging from the value of 0 (expressing
total equality) and the value of 1 (representing maximal

inequality).
Another interesting aspect is to consider di�erent ag-

gregations of the individual network instances. Many
properties of dynamic networks depend on the length of
the time window within which network events (e.g., the
appearance and disappearance of links) are aggregated.
Therefore, we analyze the above measures both for the
individual networks generated by the events and for the
networks yielded by various time windows of cumulation.
In fact, in many cases (when the observation time unit is
�ne enough) individual snapshot networks are not even
interesting (i.e., they are very sparse, having almost no
links, so it is not even connected, just a composed of a
bunch of unconnected components). However, they be-
come interesting when a number of them are cumulated

together. Naturally, as the cumulation window length
grows further, cumulative networks become less interest-
ing as they will almost surely eventually approach the
complete network (with all possible edges present). One
of our main purpose with this research is to identify the
time window ranges to use, where the resutlting network
features meaningful properties.
The properties of the snapshot and cumulated networks

are inherently di�erent: the former is usually an uncon-
nected graph with several components and isolated ver-
tices; the latter is a growing graph that converges to the
full graph as t→∞.
In the following section we describe the natural expec-

tations one can think of about the models, and discuss
the observed results.

2.3 Expectations

Based on the fact that the cumulative network accumu-
lates all created edges, but never looses them, the follow-
ing observations can be made:

1. density (D) grows with cumulation window length
(T ), and it has direct connection to other properties
(e.g. centralities [7], [8])

2. Transitivity (measured by clustering, C) grows with
density (D)

3. Average path length (l) drops with density (D)

4. Number of components (CN) drops with density (D)

5. Size of the largest component (Smax) grows with den-
sity (D)

The aforementioned simple expectations are obvious,
however, the transition rate how the properties change is
still a question that may show unexpected trends.

3 Formulation

Formally speaking, a dynamic network is a series of
graphs. That is, DN = Gt(Vt, Et), where Et ⊆ Vt × Vt

(∀t ≥ 0). The initial network, G0, is considered as a
parameter of the process. In the current discussion, we
assume that the node set is �xed. That is, Vt = V0 for all
t ≥ 0. In addition, we assume that the evolution of the
network (i.e., the changing composition of links) can be
described as the result of the workings of two processes: i)
an edge creation process and ii) an edge deletion process,
that both identify a set of edges, CEt ⊆ (Vt×Vt)\Et and
DEt ⊆ Et, respectively. Given these, the edge dynamics
of the network can be conceptualized as:

Et+1 = (Et \DEt) ∪ CEt

Let us introduce the following notations. The number
of nodes in the network will be denoted by N = Nt. The
density of the network is the ratio of the number of ex-
isting edges over the maximum possible number of edges
in the network of a given size. Assuming an undirected
network where loops (self-links) and hyperlinks are not
permitted, the density is given as

dt =
2 |Et|

N(N − 1)
≈ |Et|

N2

As we stated in section 2, we follow a constant density

assumption during our current research, formally:

∃ε > 0 : ∀t ∈ [0, T ] : |dt − dt−1| ≤ ε

3.1 Envelopes of Dynamic Networks

For any model of dynamic networks, there is a number of
various networks of interest. The most immediate ones
to consider are the momentary snapshots of the dynamic
process, i.e., the network Gt that exists at any given time
t. (Conceptually, these may also be aggregations of in-
dividual network events, like changes in the relationship
between a pair of nodes, but these events occur so close
to each other in time that we cannot distinguish the time
of their occurence.) In practice, however, we often deal
with the aggregation of these networks. In the following,
we study the properties of networks that are generated
by the cumulation of a number of Gt's. For reasons of
simplicity, in the following we only deal with cumulative
series starting at t = 0 (this can be done without the loss
of generality). Thus, for the purposes of this paper, we
de�ne a cumulative network as

GT = (

T⋃

t=0

Vt,

T⋃

t=0

Et) for T ≥ 0.
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3.2 Elementary Models of Dynamic Net-

works

In our previous studies [12] we created elementary models
of dynamic networks based on the classic network mod-
els for static networks. The three classic models we had
our eyes on were the Erd®s-Rényi (ER) model of random
density networks, the small�world network of Watts and
Strogatz (WS) and the preferential attachment model of
Albert and Barabási for scale-free netwroks (PA).
In our current study, we extended these models with

two new ER models, where the presence of edges is di-
rectly connected to the simulation time. The following
sections describe the evaluated models with the analysis
and conjectures for the cumulative networks.

3.3 ER4

We start from an initial graph G0 created by the static
Erd®s-Rényi model with density of p0. Our previous ap-
proaches to edge addition and deletion processes was in-
dependent (e.g., random, preferentioal or based on a prob-
ability). In our current study, we extend we extend our
investigations by time-based modi�cation processes: we
assing the time of presence of an edge by choosing a ran-
dom number from the interval [0, T ] uniformly, where T is
the simulation time. The edge is present in the snapshot
network only in the timestep of t (cf. Lee et al. [11])).
So basically it is a model where random links are created
with a random entry time and lifetime.
The basic idea behind the model to get a general idea

about what properties does the snapshot and cumulative
network has when we know that we get an Erd®s-Rényi
model as an aggregated network.
One thing to note is that in our previous models, the

density of the snapshot network was adjustable. For the
ER4 model, the density means the density of the prototype
network (which is equal to the cumulative network at the
end of the simulation time, T ). However, the expected
density of the snapshot network can be derived by scaling
it to the di�erent Gt instances: dGt = d0/T .

3.3.1 Experiments and Results

We performed the simulation runs with the parameter
settings for 100 nodes, an initial density for the proto-
type network d = 0.02. We set the edge lifetime to
s = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, setting the �nal simulation time to
T = 100. To validate the results, we performed 125 simu-
lation steps in practice. We have two seed parameters for
the random generators (initialization and addition seeds).
We performed the whole simulation with 3 di�erent val-
ues for each seed parameter (9 runs in total), the results
here are the averaged values of the results we obtained.

Density Density shows monolithic increase with the
same for the cumulative networks reaching very similar
values in the end. That is no surprise, since the edges are

distributed uniformly in the interval [0, T ]. In the begin-
ning, this trend is followed by the snapshot networks to
the point when time reaches the lifetime of the edges (it
is shown for the lifetime is 20 and 25 cases). The edge
lifetime has a direct in�uence on the density level, as ex-
pected: as we increase the lifetime the density increases
linearly for the snapshot networks. At the end all of the
snapshot networks become empty networks. The average
degree shows exactly the same trend (since its value can
be derived from density directly).

Figure 2: ER4 Density

Betweenness The betweenness values for the snapshot
and cumulative network show signi�cant di�erences. The
average and maximum betwennes values show the same
trends (but of course, on a di�erent scale).

The betweenness value of the cumulative network
shows some interesting phenomena to note. First, there
is a very sharp transition between the 70th and 80th
tick, the betweenness centrality grows by more than three
times. Second, it is not a monotonic increasement, it
continues increasing up to a point but then the average
betweenness value falls back to lover rate (which then
remains constant since there is no new edge added in
the last 25 turns). That may happen in cases when new
edges introduce several alternate paths between two com-
ponents of the network.

The snapshot network shows only minimal di�erences,
since the density of the network is very low as shown
before. The maximum betweenness shows exactly the
same trends as the average betweenness.
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Figure 3: ER4 Average Betweenness Centrality

Average Path Length The average path length re-
�ects the same sort of change: the cumulative network
has an outstanding value at the 80th tick, and starts de-
creasing.

Clustering The clustering shows intresting values as
well. For the cumulative network, the values shows simil-
iar trends to the average betweenness: a sharp transition
may be observed a bit sooner in the clustering (between
the 50th and 60th time step), and the fall back of the
value may also be seen after 70th tick. Another interest-
ing phenomenon here is that the clustering value of the
snapshot network may exceed the clustering of the cumu-
lative network by several times the in some of the cases.
This situation have occured with even two of the models
around the same time steps, these were the ones with the
higher edge lifetime values (20 and 25).

Components The number of components show ex-
pected results. With the given number of nodes and
initial density value, the fractional size of the maximum
component of the cumulative network approaches a high
value at the end of a simulation. The number of compo-
nents has a linear connection to the edge lifetime, simi-
larly to the density values.

As a general note, we can conclude that the results for
the cumulative networks are almost identical.

3.4 ER5

This model is based on ER4, but with a minor modi�-
cation. Edges in this model appear periodically in each

Figure 4: ER4 Average Path Length

Figure 5: ER4 Clustering
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Figure 6: ER4 Components

Figure 7: ER4 Fractional Size of the Maximal Component

k ∗ s timestep: random links are created with a random
appearance frequency and lifetime (cf. Lee et al. [11]).

3.4.1 Experiments and Results

We performed the simulation runs with the parameter
settings for 100 nodes, an initial density for the proto-
type network d = 0.02, setting the �nal simulation time
to T = 100. We have two seed parameters for the random
generators (for the initialization and addition). We per-
formed the whole simulation with 3 di�erent values for
each seed parameter (9 runs in total), the summarized
averaged values of the results we obtained may be found
in Table 3.4.1.

An interesting phenomena is that the cumulative net-
work properties show smaller increasements up to the half
of the simulation around the 50th tick, and shows signif-
icant increasements afterwards. The average and maxi-
mum betweenness centrality remains a very small value
but starts growing in a very quick way. Density and the
average degree grows in a linearly, it is because edges and
their frequency is distributed uniformly between 0 and T .
This is also the reason why the number of components
decrease in a liear way as well. The average path length
re�ects a very sharp transition in the �rst few simula-
tion steps, and starts growing to a level until the giant
component appears in the network, and starts decreasing
with new and new edges. The number of components and
the fractional size of the maximal component show us the
current size of the giant component.

An extremely volatile and sensitive property for the cu-
mulative network is the clustering which is also oscillating
wildly. It has absolutely no meaning until the 50th simu-
lation step, but increases within a few steps. Its value is
not even stable, it may change within in every few steps.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we de�ned elementary dynamic network
models as an attempt to study the baseline properties
(number and size of components, clustering, degree dis-
tributions, average path length and density) of networks
changing in time. Our goal was to understand the inher-
ent properties brought about by the changes themselves
to elementary idealized static networks through dynamic
processes. Focusing on edge dynamics, we de�ned sev-
eral versions Erd®s-Rényi, Watts-Strogatz and a variety
of dynamic Preferential Attachment versions.

We found that, in case of these elementary models of
dynamic networks, several network statistics are very sen-
sitive to the length of the cumulation window. In partic-
ular, the density of the cumulative network changes su-
perlinearly, especially in the relevant region of small to
medium values. This is very important, since density has
a great impact on the value of various other network mea-
sures.
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The result that the length of the accumulation window
makes a di�erence, seem to be trivial. On the other hand,
this problem is not even mentioned in most of the works.
Our results also shed light on the behavior of the vari-

ous models, with regard to how much history (i.e., initial
network structure) matters. In some cases the network
dynamics generated by these elementary models eradi-
cate history instantly. In some other cases, history had
an impact on both the snapshot and the cumulative net-
work for an extended period of time.

4.1 Future Work

In future works we plan to extend our studies to include
experiments with models that have richer and more re-
alistic edge dynamics. These will include the following,
still simple, models of elementary dynamic networks.

Double Preferential Choosing both ends of new links
preferenitally.

Assortative Mixing Add links between a random node
and another selected randomly with probability to
the end node degree's similarity to that of the start-
ing node.

Lonely Node Preferentials Only disconnected nodes
create new links (approximation of newcomers in
original PA).

To derive the formulas for the probability distributions
of the metrics (or for the expected value of the metrics)
along time would be another research direction, since this
would allow for a precise comparison between the di�erent
models and networks, and for a precise comparison of
the usage of di�erent window lengths within the same
dynamic model.
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AN ESTIMATION OF THE SHORTEST AND LARGEST AVERAGE
PATH LENGTH IN GRAPHS OF GIVEN DENSITY

László Gulyás, Gábor Horváth, Tamás Cséri and George Kampis ∗†‡

Abstract. Many real world networks (graphs) are observed to be

’small worlds’, i.e., the average path length among nodes is small.

On the other hand, it is somewhat unclear what other average path

length values networks can produce. In particular, it is not known

what the maximum and the minimum average path length values

are. In this paper we provide a lower estimation for the shortest av-

erage path length (`) values in connected networks, and the largest

possible average path length values in networks with given size and

density. To the latter end, we construct a special family of graphs

and calculate their average path lengths. We also demonstrate the

correctness of our estimation by simulations.

Keywords. Complex networks, average path length, density de-

pendence, lower and upper bound, simulation.

1 Introduction

Many real world networks (graphs) are observed to be
’small worlds’, i.e., the average path length (`) among
nodes is small. While there exists a widely accepted for-
mulation of this property (i.e., ` scales with the logarithm
of the number of nodes (N)), the intuitive meaning of the
small world property is that the average path length is
shorter ”than expected”.

On the other hand, it is somewhat unclear what av-
erage path length to expect. Observed networks tend
to have short ` and many algorithmically constructed
network models also share this property. In particular,
Erdős-Rényi (ER) random networks almost always have
short path lengths. ER networks are interesting for sev-
eral reasons. First, they are constructed with a minimal-
istic set of assumptions: given N nodes, each possible
link is present with a certain uniform p probability. Sec-
ond, their minimalistic random construction makes them
an approximation of a random sample from the set of all
possible graphs with the given number of nodes and the
given density.

However, if random or randomly sampled graphs have
short `, does this mean that all graphs share this prop-
erty? No. It is easy to create counter examples, i.e.,

∗The authors are with Eötvös University, Budapest, Hungary
†Gulyás, Horváth and Kampis are also with Collegium Bu-

dapest, Institute for Advanced Study, Budapest, Hungary
‡Correspondance to {lgulyas, gkampis}@colbud.hu

graphs with large average path lengths. Typical exam-
ples include chains or regular lattices. The question is,
however, how general these counter examples are? How
common they are among the set of all possible graphs?
Also, chains or regular lattices assume a certain number
of links for a given N , so they may not be constructed for
a given N and density (d, the ratio of links present among
all the possible links), while the average path length nat-
urally depends on both of parameters. This makes the
interpretation of the counter examples somewhat prob-
lematic.

Unfortunately, the simple enumeration of all possible
graphs with a given N and d is prevented by their as-
tronomical numbers. The following formula gives this
number for undirected graphs (counting all isomorphs
equally).

|G(N, d)| =




N(N−1)
2

dN(N−1)
2


 (1)

This simple formula worths a moment of further con-
sideration. While networks with N = 100 nodes are typ-
ically considered unrealistically small and a density of
d = 0.0001 does not describe an over-populated graph,
the number of possible networks with these parameters is
1.75876× 1016.

Given these astronomical numbers, correct sampling
would be essential to determine how average path lengths
are distributed among the possible graphs. While one of
the definitions of the ER networks is exactly this ([10]),
it is also known that the above described mechanism to
generate ER graphs yields a uniform sample if and only
if the network is unconnected [10].

Following these considerations, in this paper we provide
a lower estimation for the shortest and the largest possible
average path length (`) in networks of given N and d. To
the latter, we construct a special family of graphs and
calculate their average path lengths.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section
provides the estimation of shortest average path length
in connected networks. Section 3 introduces the family
of graphs constructed to estimate the maximum average
path length, while Section 4 provides analytical results
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for the average path length of these graphs. This is fol-
lowed by a comparison of these results to the average path
lengths of real-world graphs and various classic network
models. The last section outlines future works and con-
cludes the paper.

2 Estimation of the Shortest Ave-
rage Path Length in Connected
Graphs

The average path length of full graphs is obviously 1. This
is because every node is connected by every other one, so
every node can reach all of others on a 1-length path. If
we remove only one edge from the graph we decrease the
density of the graph by 2

N(N−1) . The path lengths change

in the following way: N(N−1)
2 −1 path lengths will remain

1 and a path between a pair of nodes increases to 2. So `
is increased to:

N(N−1)
2 − 1 + 2
N(N−1)

2

=
N(N−1)

2 + 1
N(N−1)

2

= 1 +
2

N(N − 1)
(2)

This means that ` is increased by 1− d. Repeating the
above argument until every node has only N−1 edge, the
increase of ` in this range will be linear.

Suppose that the network has only L edges. This means

that there are L 1-length paths. So dN(N−1)
2 paths has

a length of 1 and we do not know the length of the re-
maining paths. But we know that their length must be
at least 2, because they cannot be 0 or 1. This yields an
estimation of the minimum ` of a graph with given size
and density:

[
dN(N−1)

2

]
· 1 +

[
(1− d)N(N−1)

2

]
· 2

N(N−1)
2

(3)

After some simplification this yields:

d + (1− d) · 2 = 2− d (4)

This is the shortest possible average path length a con-
nected graph with given size and density may have.

3 A Family of Graphs with Large
Average Path Length

Before constructing our graphs, let us make a few observa-
tions. It is common wisdom that large ` is to be expected
in ’geographical’ networks, i.e., where the nodes have
same phisical or topological locations and links connect
closeby nodes only. Thus, chains (i.e., networks where
nodes are lined up along a line and links connect near-
est neighbors only) would be an ideal candidate network.
The problem is, chains can only accommodate N − 1 of

links. If density dictates more than this, we need an-
other solution. Moreover, the addition of each new link
decreases the the average path length, potentially at sev-
eral points. Trivially, the new link creates a path of length
1 between its two endpoints. In addition, it potentially
shortens all paths going to one of the link’s nodes. Fur-
thermore, if the new link created a new shortcut, paths
among two different nodes may also be shortened.

In our construction, we want to preserve as long a chain
as possible. Thus, our intuition is that it is best to add
additional links in a single, densely connected ’blob’ (clus-
ter) at one end of the chain. Ideally, we create a fully con-
nected blob (a clique) and preserve the rest of the links
and nodes for the chain (or tail). (See Figure 1.)

Figure 1: Example from the family of graphs constructed
for maximum average path length

Naturally, the more links we need to place in the blob,
the more nodes are needed. At the extreme, when all
N(N−1)/2 links are present, no tail is possible. It is also
clear that the length of the tail (z) is a non-continuous
function of the link density. For example, if we have more
than (N−1)(N−2)/2+1 edges then all nodes must belong
to the blob. (For the sake of simplicity, in the following
we will always assume that the blob is fully connected.)

The first step in creating a graph of this family for
a given N and d is to determine the length of the tail
(z). By definition, nodes in the tail may have at most
1 connection to nodes in the blob. (I.e., for clarity we
define the ’last’ node of the tail to be the one not in the
blob.) Thus we have z nodes in the tail and N − z in the
blob, and since the blob is assumed to be fully connected,
we get the following equation for the edges:

D = d
N(N − 1)

2
= z +

(N − z)(N − z − 1)

2
, (5)

which yields the following formula for z

z =
±
√

8D − 8N + 9 + 2N − 3

2
. (6)

A necessary condition for real roots is 8D − 8N + 9 ≥
0 ⇒ D + 8/9 ≥ N . This essentially corresponds to the
requirement that the graph should have enough edges to
be connected, without which our construction will not
work.
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In order for z to be meaningful, it is also necessary that
z ≤ N , which means that

±
√

8D − 8N + 9 + 2N − 3

2
≤ N

±
√

8D − 8N + 9

2
+ N − 3/2 ≤ N

±
√

8D − 8N + 9

2
≤ 3/2

Therefore, in the following we will always work with
the smaller root.

4 Calculation of the Average Path
Length

In this section we calculate the average path length in
the above constructed family of graphs. First, we will
calculate the sum of all shortest paths, then divide it by
N(N − 1) (as, for the sake of simplicity, we will count all
paths in both directions).

There are three kind of nodes in our graph: i) the ones
in the tail, ii) the one bridging the tail to the rest of the
blob, and iii) the ones in the blob. Let’s consider the ith

node in the tail. The length of the paths connecting it
to the i− 1 nodes preceeding it in the tail is i− j, where
j is the position of the other node. Similarly, the length
of the paths to the z − i nodes following it in the tail is
j − i. The path to the bridge node is of length z − i + 1,
while the N − z − 1 nodes in the blob are reachable in
z− i+ 2 steps. On the other hand, the bridge node needs
z − i + 1 steps to the ith node in the tail, while 1 step to
each of the N − z− 1 nodes in the blob. For these latter,
the connection to the rest of the blob, plus the bridge
(N − z − 1 nodes altogether) is of length 1, while to the
nodes in the tail it takes z − i + 2 steps. These yield the
following formula.

SUM(N, z) =
z∑

i=1

i−1∑

j=1

(i−j)+
z∑

i=1

z∑

j=i+1

(j−i)+
z∑

i=1

(z−i+1)+

+
z∑

i=1

(N −z−1)(z− i+2)+
z∑

i=1

(z− i+1)+(N −z−1)+

+(N − z − 1)

(
N − z − 1 +

z∑

i=1

(z − i + 2)

)
=

= N2 + Nz2 + Nz −N − 2z3

3
− 2z2 − 4z

3

Substituting z with the smaller value in (6) we get:

SUM(N,D) =
−N3 − 6N2

3
+

√
−8N + 8D + 9 (2N − 2D − 2)

3
+

(6D + 13) N − 6D − 6

3
(7)

or

SUM(N, d) =
(
dN2 + (−d− 2) N + 2

)
·

√
4 dN2 + (−4 d− 8) N + 9

3
+

(1− 3 d) N3 + (6 d + 6) N2

3
+

(−3 d− 13) N + 6

3
(8)

.
Therefore the path length can be given as

l(N,D) =
−N3 − 6N2

3N2 − 3N
+

√
−8N + 8D + 9 (2N − 2D − 2)

3N2 − 3N
+

(6D + 13) N − 6D − 6

3N2 − 3N
(9)

or

l(N, d) =
(
dN2 + (−d− 2) N + 2

)
·

√
4 dN2 + (−4 d− 8) N + 9

3N2 − 3N
+

(1− 3 d) N3 + (6 d + 6) N2

3N2 − 3N
+

(−3 d− 13) N + 6

3N2 − 3N
(10)

.
As an illustration Figure 2 plots this function for vari-

ous values of N accross the density spectrum.

5 Numerical Tests of the Estima-
tions

To demonstrate the correctness of our estimation, we cre-
ated ER and BA networks in the entire density range for
different sizes. We also enumerated all possible 10 node
graphs with d = 0.2. As shown on Figure 3 both estima-
tions are matching with the ` of generated graphs. Figure
(4) places various empirical networks on the plot as well.
It is worth noting that for most densities networks are
very close to the theoretical minimum. This is especially
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Figure 2: The lower estimation of the maximum average path length value for various network sizes across the density
spectrum. Note that network size determines a minimum meaningful density that drops with N .

true for foodweb networks (that tend to be small that
implies a relatively high density as well).

For completeness, we note that our estimation of short-
est ` correct only for connected graphs. If a graph is
unconnected it is possible to have shorter `.

Figure 3: Average path length of 10-node graphs

We generated all the 10-node graphs with density 0.2.
The following figure shows the simulation result of the
10-node connected graphs. (Fig. 5).

6 Conclusions

In this paper we provided minimum and maximum esti-
mations for the average path length in complex networks
of given size as a function of their density. First, we gave
an exact estimation of shortest average path length of

graphs. Then we created a special family of graphs in or-
der to give a lower estimation for the largest ` of graphs
with given size and density. This result is important be-
cause earlier works had valid results only for certain graph
types and typically only in relatively short intervals of
density. We demonstrated the correctness of our estima-
tion by generating all possible graphs with given size and
density.

We also provided a comparison of these estimations to
the average path length values measured in empirical net-
works and in classic network models like the Erdos-Renyi
exponential random graph and the Barabasi-Albert pref-
erential attachment model. We observed that most of
these measured values are close to the minimum theoreti-
cal estimation. In addition, we also show that, in contrast
to the previous observation, a full enumeration of all pos-
sible graphs of a given size and density are spread ‘evenly’
between the theoretical minimum and maximum.
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Figure 4: Average path lengths of various networks (lin-log plot)
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Figure 5: Distribution of average path length in 10-node graphs with d=0.2
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8 Appendix: Generating all pos-
sible graphs with given size and
density

We mentioned above in Section 1 that generating all possible graphs
with given size and density gives astronomical numbers. Let N
the number of vertices in the graph and let d the density of the

graph. So the graph has d
N(N−1)

2
edges (working with undirected

graphs). In an undirected graph the largest number of edges can be
N(N−1)

2
. This means if we want to generate a graph with N vertices

and d density, we have to select d
N(N−1)

2
edges from

N(N−1)
2

(see
Equation 1).

If we have only 10 vertices and 12 edges (d=0.266667) this for-
mula gives that there are 28 billion 760 million 21 thousand and 745
different graphs. Another example of how large is the number of
possible graphs with given size and density is if we have 100-nodes
and 495 edges (d=0.1). The formula above gives 1.3367 · 10697.
Put in context, in theory our universe contains ”only” 1080 atoms,
which is about 10627 less than the number of possible 100-nodes
graphs with 0.1 density.

This number highly depends on density. Although it is symmetric
in the function of density because of binomial numbers. However
this symmetry is surprising, because neither ` or other measured
values show this symmetry. Figure 6 shows the symmetry on 10-
node graphs.

Sampling of ` is difficult. ER graphs are not sampling well the
` if the graph is connected. As we can see in Figure 3 the ` of
ER graphs is much shorter than expected. After that, sampling
` in a non-biased way is not trivial. The sampling algorithm can

Figure 6: Number of possible graphs with given size

be very complicated and slow. In addition, the trivial enumerating
of possible graphs is also wrong, because of very large numbers
of permutation. For example if we want to enumerate all of 100-
nodes graphs with 0.1 density. The number of possible graphs is
1.3367 · 10697. During the enumeration the first 80 million or more
graphs the result would be identical, they give the same ` value,
because we rewire only the last edge and it does not cause any
change in `.

We enumerated all the 10-node graphs with density 0.2 and it
took a week CPU time to perform this task. This is ”only” 886 163
135 graphs. Let us imagine how much time it takes to enumerate
all the 100-nodes graphs with density 0.1.
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EMERGENT HUMAN BEHAVIOUR DURING A DISASTER:
THEMATIC VERSUS COMPLEX SYSTEMS APPROACHES
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Abstract. Disasters or catastrophes engender social and spatial

disorganization of the territories affected by these events and spe-

cific human behaviour. In this paper, we look both at the responses

of societies in terms of specific human behaviour in times of disas-

ter or catastrophe, which may be either a form of vulnerability or

on the contrary of social resilience, and at the forms of emergence

associated with such exceptional events. The first part proposes a

typology of behaviours observed at times of catastrophe and identi-

fies properties common to all such behaviours. Parts two and three

ask whether behaviours observed at times of disaster or catastrophe

(behaviours that stand apart from everyday behaviours and that

can be observed both individually and collectively) can be charac-

terized as emergent behaviours. Answering this involves weighing

up inputs from the science of risk and the science of complexity. We

present the different properties for characterizing emergent human

behaviour, in order to recombine the disciplinary approach of scien-

tific communities. This knowledge of the conditions underlying the

emergence of behaviours points the way to how the phenomenon

might be modelled.

Keywords. Human behaviour, emergent group, global behaviour,

catastrophe, disaster, complex system, emergence, qualitative

change.

1 Introduction

Disasters or catastrophes engender social and spatial dis-
organization of the territories affected by these events.
Such disorganization is usually temporary and seldom ir-
reversible. Fritz (1961) lists four main properties char-
acterizing catastrophes or disasters: (a) events that are
identified in space and time (date, frequency and dura-
tion) (b) that have impacts, (c) on social units, (d) which
in return come up with responses or adjustments to those
impacts. Fritz thus makes connections between the event,
the impacts and the responses to those impacts. The so-
cial unit is variable in scale as it encompasses individuals,
families, groups, institutions or the entire society. Lares
(1992) enhances this concept of disaster by integrating

∗Damienne Provitolo: UMR 6526 Géoazur, CNRS, Sophia An-
tipolis, France. E-mail: provitol@geoazur.unice.fr
†Edwige Dubos-Paillard: UMR 6049 ThéMA, CNRS , Besano̧n,

France
‡Jean-Pierre Müller: CIRAD, Montpellier France

the idea of individual and group behaviour, which are
an atypical, immediate and contextualized response to
the event: ’El desastre o la emergencia masiva se puede
definir come un peligro que se fue mas alla y que incide
en la conducta individual y de grupos, ya que los diversos
sectores de la poblacion deben dejar de lado sus meta indi-
viduales et sociales que configuran su marco de referencia,
y formular de manera inmediatamente nuevas metas que
deben ser resueltas aqui y ahora ’1.

In this paper, we look both at the responses of societies
in terms of specific human behaviour in times of disaster
or catastrophe, which may be either a form of vulnerabil-
ity or on the contrary of social resilience, and at the forms
of emergence associated with such exceptional events.

This research postulates that a large majority of soci-
eties, no matter their level of economic development, are
unprepared to face man-made or natural disasters and
domino effects. Paradoxically, the Japan, which is among
the most advanced countries in terms of risk culture, has
just suffered a chain of events that led to one of the most
severe catastrophe that has ever occurred. Despite this
exceptional event, recent years have been characterized
by the multiplication of major catastrophic phenomena.
This tendency is not likely to reverse in the futur be-
cause of population growth and the densification of infras-
tructures and population in high risk areas. If the trend
continues, thousands of human lives will be lost and the
costs of disasters should exceed USD 300 billion a year
(Groupe URD-Urgence, réhabilitation, développement-,
2010). Moreover, as stated by Lagadec ’shocks are be-
coming very rapidly sytemic, they are evolving quickly
from the local level to the national and the international
ones’ as it has been demonstrated by the eruption of the
Eyjafjallajökull volcano in 2010 (Iceland) which caused
air traffic disruption in our globalized world, or by the
dissemination of an avian influenza virus (H5N1virus) in
2004. Some organizations are now using the devastat-
ing natural catastrophe term to describe an event were

1The massive disaster or emergency can be defined as a dan-
ger that went beyond and that affects the individual and group
behaviour because the various sectors of the population must put
aside their individual and social goals that form their framework
and they must immediately formulate new goals so that must be
resolved ”here and now”
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the number of fatalities exceeds 500 and/or overall loss
exceeds USD 650 millions. (Munich Re, 2011). More-
over, great natural catastrophe term is now used if a re-
gions ability to help itself is distinctly overtaxed, making
supraregional or international assistance necessary. As
a rule, this is the case when there are thousands of fa-
talities, hundreds of thousands are left homeless and/or
the overall or insured losses are of exceptional propor-
tions given the economic circumstances of the country
concerned. (Munich Re, 2011 on the basis of the United
Nations definition).

Our societies have to enhance the culture of risk, in
order to save human lives but also because the costs of
disasters are increasing. The insurance and reinsurance
scheme can no longer cover those costs if the increase
of ”greats” natural or man-made catastrophes observed
since early 2010 continues. For example, if a great earth-
quake, like the one which hit San Francisco in 1906 strikes
again in the same region, the number of fatalities would be
comparable to what it was in 1906 (due to the growth of
population) despite improvements in building codes and
construction practices, and the forecast property loss to
buildings would be in the range of approximately USD
90 to USD 120 billion (Kircher et al. 2006). Moreover,
state governments which until now have always under-
taken measures to support financial damage above a cer-
tain threshold are actually facing colossal budget deficits
(Le Monde, 2011). The challenge is particularly complex
in densely populated societies and/or in areas, as in Eu-
rope, that have a rich and varied heritage and that have
been relatively safeguarded from a great or a devastat-
ing catastrophe.

Three levels can be used to reduce the vulnerability of
territorial systems : planning policies, civil engineering
and awareness raising, education and training for disas-
ters situations. If, this last level is applied in societies
that regulary are facing to particular types of hazards
(earthquakes, hurricanes, floods), it remains marginally
considered in societies where hazards frequency is low.
More generally, research related to disasters focus on haz-
ard and its mode of diffusion at detailed levels to improve
planning policies and civil engineering. Recent develop-
ments in computer science and the evolution of comput-
ing power permit to make complex simulations. However,
human behaviours modelling is less studied. Yet, this as-
pect also influences damages and thus their costs all the
more when human behaviours are unadapted.

Modelling human behaviours suppose beforehand to
identify observed behaviours during catastrophes, their
frequency, conditions in which they appear and their ef-
fects. It is a necessary precondition to produce simula-
tions as close as possible to reality.

But most often the analysis of human behaviour in dis-
aster situations cover a specific event (many events were
described and analyzed by the Disaster Research Center,
the Center for the Study of Disasters, or by other authors
as Mileti, 1993, Bourque and Russel 1994, who worked

on the analysis of behaviours during the 1989 Loma Pri-
eta earthquake ; Ripley, 2008 on the World Trade Center
terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001; Morin and al.,
2009 on the 2005 volcanic eruption of mount Karthala;
Ruin, 2010, on the 2002 flood in the French department
of Gard) or even more specifically on a specific behaviour,
such as looting or panic (Dupuy, 1991; Quarantelli, 1994a
; Provitolo, 2003; Barsky et al. 2006; Hagenauer et al.,
2011).

Analysis on the diversity of behaviours during domino
effect are also limited. In addition, the results are gen-
erally based on surveys carried out before and/or after a
disaster. But the analysis based on different surveys do
not always allow a generalization of the results because
samples are either too small or not representative of the
population (Dauphiné, 2003) or even not reproducible.
From the behaviours observed during a specific event, it
is then possible to identify the recurring ones for a type of
event (flood, earthquake, nuclear or industrial accidents)
or for all the disasters. Among the attempts to draw
up human behaviour typologies which aim to apply to
all disasters, that proposed by Mawson (2005) should be
noted.The latter is based on two axes : perceived degree
of physical danger, location of attachment figures. But
it does not take into account the diversity and change of
human behavior according to the dynamics of the event.
This typology is not really adapted to our ultimate aim
which is to model and simulate human behaviour in spa-
tial and temporal dimensions. That is why, to capture
the diversity of behaviours, we adopt an approach based
on empirical analysis of different types of disasters.

The originality of this research is to draw up a general
typology of human behaviour, not according to the origin
of the event (natural hazard, technological or social) but
with respect to its temporality and the access to informa-
tion. This research identifies also the common properties
of human behaviours, wheter they are individual or col-
lective behaviours.

Individual and collective behaviours are widely anal-
ysed from a disciplinary standpoint (sociological, psycho-
logical, economical standpoints) or in terms of complex
systems. But collective behaviours are still underconsid-
ered in analysis of human behaviours. However, any dis-
aster creates collective behaviours in the sense that these
behaviours are triggered by the same situation and af-
fect the whole community, share common characteristics
which are in sharp contrasts to the disparity of individual
activities at the normal stage.

The complex systems and the notion of emergence (a
notion which refers to two levels of analysis, the indi-
vidual and the collective level and to the relationship
between these levels), seems to be a promising way to
identify and modeling the mechanisms underlying these
behaviours (Benkirane, 2002; Provitolo and Daudé, 2008;
Provitolo, 2009). The issue of emergent behaviours has
been rarely considered. This is why, here we review the
different points of view (those from risk sciences and those
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from complex systems) that will allow to identify a be-
haviour as emergent. The notion of emergence is open to
misinterpretation. For risk sciences the term is generally
understood in literary terms, in the sense of the sudden
appearance of something, or the arrival at the forefront
of a leader or an organization . On the other hand, in the
field of nonlinear dynamics and complex systems, emer-
gence makes sense only when adressing levels of organi-
zation (Mayet, 2005).

This paper is arranged into three parts. The first part
proposes a typology of behaviours observed at times of
catastrophe and identifies properties common to all such
behaviours. Parts two and three ask whether behaviours
observed at times of disaster or catastrophe (behaviours
that stand apart from everyday behaviours and that can
be observed both individually and collectively) can be
characterized as emergent behaviours. Answering this in-
volves weighing up inputs from the science of risk and
from complex systems. This knowledge of the conditions
underlying the emergence of behaviours points the way
to how the phenomenon might be modelled.

2 Diversity of human behaviour in
situations of crisis, disaster or
catastrophe

Several authors (Quarantelli 1995; Faulkner, 2001; Birk-
land, 2006) identified criteria for distinguishing disasters,
crises and catastrophes : according to the scale or magni-
tude of the event (the magnitude should be measured in
lives or property lost, or by the extent of the failure of the
normative or cultural system (Perry, 2006)), according
to the actions or inactions of an organization, according
to the assistance from regional and national governments
or from international or nongovernmental relief organiza-
tions, according to the damages, an event can be classified
in terms of crises, disasters or catastrophes. But these au-
thors do not specify which threshold or which combina-
tions of variables are used to qualify the event as a crisis,
disaster or catastrophe. Quarantelli (2005) identifies six
elements to capture the major differences between catas-
trophes and disasters. In a catastrophe :
- There is massive physical impact (in contrast to the lo-
calized impact in disasters).
- Local officials are unable to undertake their usual work
roles.
- Help will come mostly from more distant areas (such as
international help).
- Most everyday community functions are sharply and si-
multaneously interrupted.
- International media focus their attention on the event.
- Very high-level officals and governmental agencies from
the national level become directly involved in the man-
agement of the event.

As for the crisis, it is often defined as an event that

exerts heavy and destabilizing pressure on organizations,
whether formal organizations or spontaneous. The cri-
sis stakes the adaptive capacity of organizations. Al-
though these authors have distinguished the catastrophe
from the disaster and crisis, we use them interchange-
ably, because they ”connote both the idea of a disastrous
or catastrophic event, of a disruption, which may involve
an infinite variety of situations ” (Lepointe, 1991).

Human behaviour in crisis, disaster or catastrophe sit-
uations may be analysed over separate periods of time.
In this paper, we look at the behaviour of the popula-
tion before, during and immediately following disaster im-
pact. We try to find out how people react at these times,
what they do, and what decisions are made. We make no
value judgements of the behaviours and do not look to
say whether they are rational or irrational responses (as
measured against standard economic yardsticks).

We propose a typology of behaviours observed in the
course of various catastrophic events. The events selected
(industrial catastrophes of Toulouse (2001) and Bhopal
(1984), Three Mile Island nuclear accident (1979), earth-
quakes of Loma Prieta (1989), Northridge (1998) and
Haiti (2010), the string of catastrophes in Japan (2011),
mudslide of Vargas (1999), tsunami in Indonesia (2004),
volcanic eruption of Karthala (2006), hurricane Katrina
(2005), etc.) served as catalysts for observing (from sur-
vey data, texts, videos, etc.) how individuals and social
units (whether existing before the event or emergent) or-
ganize their response and adopt one or more types of be-
haviour. The observations pertained to natural and tech-
nological events or sequences of events in different parts
of the world so as to include the diversity of living stan-
dards and of cultures in the analysis of behaviour, even
if the role of culture is not the specific purpose of this
paper.

The typology of human behaviour (Fig. 1) based on
observation was drawn up not in terms of the origin of
the event but according to its time continuum and ac-
cess to information. To do this, we have 1) identified
(from various data sources) the diversity of behaviours
that may occur during a catastrophic event, 2) classified
these behaviours depending on the time continuum of the
event (time from upstream to downstream of the event)
and the information available to the public about the oc-
currence of a disaster (we take as axiomatic that access
to information changes the behaviours), 3) identified the
common properties to these behaviours, whether they are
individual behaviours or collective behaviours that spread
to the whole community (Noto et al., 1994).

Three time periods were distinguished: the phase be-
fore the disaster or catastrophe, the disaster/catastrophe
phase, and the impact phase. For each of the three di-
mensions, behaviours of distancing or on the contrary of
contact are observed. The pre-disaster phase, which as
the name indicates precedes the event, consists of three
sequences that are dependent on a system of surveillance
and alert:
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• When the threat is not announced, it is everyday
behaviours that are observed. These are very varied
and the travelling that may be associated with them,
is spatially very varied.

• When the threatening event is announced but is
not imminent, specific behaviours with respect to
the event are put in place progressively: sponta-
neous or organized evacuation behaviour is observed
(Three Mile Island, hurricane Katrina), behaviour to
counter the potential impact of the danger (e.g. rein-
forcing defences against tornadoes or flooding), con-
finement and taking shelter (e.g. going straight back
home) or on the contrary gathering close relatives
(e.g. collecting children from school). In relation
to spontaneous or organized evacuation behaviour,
when the potential impact zone is pretty much delin-
eated, a centre-periphery model is progressively put
in place. A part of the population leaves the area
and institutional emergency crews may move into the
area to try to improve security for the population.

• Conversely, when the event is imminent and a per-
sonal threat (e.g. danger from a cyclone is con-
firmed), other behaviours appear: forced or chosen
immobility, flight (in panic or reasoned), gathering
or mustering of individuals or groups, assistance and
emergency services interventions.

The disaster/catastrophe phase consists in a sequence
that we call ’foreseen or unforeseen present danger’: this
is a period (of varying length depending on the type of
event) of social and territorial disorganization where ev-
eryday behaviours give way to threat-specific behaviours.
Most travel is to ensure the protection and survival of
oneself or close relatives. Often travel is in groups, some-
times under the authority of a leader, sometimes by the
interplay of individual actions. Behaviours of distancing
from or coming into contact with the catastrophe are thus
observed: flight or fight against the effects of the disaster
(during the 1993 Mississippi floods, inhabitants stacked
sandbags hoping to keep back the floodwaters), forced
immobility (buried under a collapsed building) or cho-
sen immobility (refusal to evacuate), sideration (inability
to react), confinement or shelter (travel to get home or
get to shelter, etc.), collecting of close relatives (gener-
ally within a short radius) or rescue, curiosity (floods at
Draguignan in June 2010, France), grouping, assistance
and rescue, ensuring public safety. Such behaviours are
responses that are more or less adapted to the catastro-
phe and that change the population’s vulnerability or on
the contrary its resilience. Their respective importance
varies with the type of catastrophe, its space and time
dimensions, the alert arrangements, and the visualization
of the event.

The phase that follows the event or the impact phase
is marked by behaviours similar to those of the event
with, in addition, ’antisocial’ behaviour, to put a name

on looting and theft, etc. Such behaviour is often
confined to a minority but is widely reported by the
media. Motivations differ greatly between individuals
who have lost everything and are trying to survive the
event (looking for clothing, water and food) and looters
proper looking to get rich quick. On the scene of the
catastrophe, organizations emerge to rescue and ensure
the survival of individuals. The travel that progressively
takes place is closely guided by the centre-periphery
model. It intensifies to such an extent that the insti-
tutional emergency services very quickly look to set up
buffer zones to limit any movement towards the centre
other than for the emergency services. The buffer zone
is frequently set up within the marginal zone that forms
a transitional zone between the affected and unaffected
areas. It is also a zone where various rumours may arise
that the rescuers and authorities attempt to stifle by
their presence and by reactivity to stop them spreading.

From this typology of human behaviours, it is possi-
ble to identify three properties common to all of the be-
haviours observed and identified in the pre-catastrophe,
catastrophe and impact phases.

• Behaviours are essentially non traditional, they do
not correspond to daily behaviours. They generally
occur in a threatening environment where standard
methods of acting cannot be followed or are inap-
propriate. What characterizes them therefore is that
they are at odds with daily behaviour impelled by
varied motivations. Such behaviours include sidera-
tion, confinement, flight, evacuation, panic, deviant
behaviours, etc.

• Behaviours in a catastrophe period are not
specific to a level of analysis. They may be read
with respect to individuals, families, groups or or-
ganizations. Studying human behaviour therefore
requires us to look at (1) individual, isolated be-
haviour at odds with traditional behaviour, (2) pre-
established collective behaviour (role of collective ac-
tors, (3) individual behaviour spreading to the entire
group (collective panic). These levels lead us to in-
vestigate the concept of emergence.

• A short-lived behaviours: behaviours that are
limited in time with a return to daily behaviours.
Specific behaviours arise with the catastrophe and
disappear either with it or during the post-impact
phase.

These properties are also presented by some scholars (Ro-
driguez et al., 2006) as properties allowing emergent be-
haviour to be characterized.

With respect to the typology of behaviours we pro-
pose, the question is whether these behaviours that are at
odds with daily behaviours and that can be observed both
among individuals and collectively can be characterized
as emergent behaviour. To answer this we rely on the
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Figure 1: Typology of human behaviour

typologies of emergent behaviours and groups proposed
by thematics specialists, on the typology of emergence
proposed by J. Fromm (2004) (viewpoint of complex sys-
tems) and on its applicability to the analysis of human
behaviours. This knowledge of the conditions that un-
derlie the emergence of behaviours allows us to posit the
modalities for possible modelling.

3 Emergence of organizations and
behaviours: the viewpoint of
thematics specialists

Individual and collective behaviour is widely analysed
from a disciplinary standpoint (sociological, psychologi-
cal, economical standpoints) or in terms of complex sys-
tems. In sociology, the research initially gave priority
to the study of individual reactions in stressful situa-
tions (Wolfenstein, 1957), even if from the 1960s some
pioneering studies on individual and collective behaviour
exist (Beach and Lucas, 1960). Research on collective be-
haviour has also been developed in the field of economic
sociology or economics where the focus is on economic be-
haviour of individuals (Granovetter, 1978), in the field of
psychology with the pioneering work of G. Le Bon (2003),
for whom ”the crowd is a flock that can not do without
a leader”. But more recent research has shown that the
collective behaviour was not necessarily related to the ap-

pearence of a leader. For example, the collective panic
would thus emerge from the diffusion of individual panic,
without the attendance, the domination of a leader who
would call to the panic (Provitolo, 2005, 2009).

It very quickly appeared that there is no consensus as
to the definition of emergence. On this question of the
emergence of human and organizational behaviour spe-
cific to times of danger or disaster, thematics specialists
working in the analysis of behaviour often use the con-
cept of ’emergent behaviour’ and have proposed various
typologies for identifying them. This research has been
developed essentially by sociologists and especially by a
field of sociology dealing with ’collective behaviour’ (Ro-
driguez et al., 2006). This disciplinary field is more es-
pecially interested in the dynamics of social phenomena
such as crowd behaviour, looting, panic, revolutions, etc.

Some work (Disaster Research Center; Kreps, 1984,
2006; Quarantelli, 1994b; Tierney et al., 2001; Rodriguez
et al., 2006) has investigated the emergence of institu-
tionalized groups (routine patterns of action in existing
organizations, Weller and Quarantelli, 1973) or informal
collective behaviour for managing an event (crisis, disas-
ter, catastrophe).

The Disaster Research Center (DRC) proposed back in
1963 a typology of organized behaviours at the time of the
crisis period in disasters. This typology consists of a ma-
trix with four quadrants, with one of the two axes defin-
ing the Tasks (regular or non regular) and the other the
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Structure of the organization (old or new). From these
two axes, the Disaster Research Center distinguishes four
types of organized response, only one of which is consid-
ered emergent:

• Type I: Established responses (regular tasks and
old structures): this group exists before an event and
many of its actions are planned (hospitals, emergency
medical services, etc.).

• Type III: Extending responses (nonregular tasks
and old structures): this group exists before an event
but many of its actions are not predetermined (the
government agencies that aid in managing the re-
moval of debris and help in rebuilding operations, as
in Haiti, for example).

For types I and III, the organization exists before an event
and many of its actions are either planned (T. I) or not
predetermined (T.3).

• Type II: Expanding responses (regular tasks and
new structures): many of the actions are planned but
the basic structure of the organization shifts from
a small group of professionals to a larger group of
volunteers (Red Cross, National Guard, etc.).

• Type IV: Emergent responses (new tasks and new
structures): its existence and activities are ad hoc
and therefore unique to the event. These are small
or large groups that take shape and carry out tasks
or activities that institutionalized groups cannot ac-
complish. Thus the emergent organized response
(people sometimes speak of ’emergent groups’ too),
is related to the idea of non traditional and new be-
haviour (example of mutual assistance groups that
form just after a catastrophe to look for the in-
jured and help evacuate them). While the infor-
mal emergent groups are generally organized in the
period after the disaster and more rarely during
the event, during which period individuals orga-
nize their actions more around their families and
friends (Quarantelli, 1988), institutionalized groups,
whether emergent or not, act both during and after
the event.

Continuing this line of research, keeping as key vari-
ables the length of time the organization has existed and
its functions, and looking into the question of forms of
emergence, Quarantelli (1984, 1994b) distinguishes emer-
gent behaviour from emergent groups. This typology,
which applies to the time of crisis, identifies four types of
emergent behaviour and considers emergence of the group
as on of those types (Fig. 3). The originality of this ty-
pology is to reveal that in most of the organizations and
groups that were not emergent, there were nonetheless
considerable emergent phenomena (Tierney et al., 2001).
During a disaster, each of these types of emergence may
be present simultaneously.

Figure 2: Typology of organized responses established by
the Disaster Research Center

Figure 3: Four types of emergent behaviour

Quasi-emergent behaviour correspond to established
organizations (type I ’established groups’ of the DRC ty-
pology) that continue to perform their roles and missions
as often they do not undergo any major change in their
structures or functions. However, there may sporadically
be a change in actors so that the organization operates to
the full (this is referred to as temporary or minor emer-
gent behaviour).

Structural emergence corresponds to organizations
which, to continue to perform their old functions, develop
a new structure. Being unable to accomplish their mis-
sions, the organizations are then temporarily replaced by
individual actors (e.g. amateur radio operators provid-
ing a liaison with the Weather Service Office during the
New Orleans floods) (extending group by the DRC typol-
ogy). A temporary link-up or social network is thus put
in place.

Task emergence is what happens with organizations
whose structure is unchanged in any way but that take
on a new task. These, then, are organizations that take
on the roles of a defaulting organization. This category
replaces what the DRC calls an ’expanding organization’.

Lastly, emergent groups are characterized by both a
new structure and function (identical definition to the
DRC typology).

The typologies proposed by the DRC and Quarantelli
apply to behaviours that emerge within institutional or
informal organizations; but these typologies cannot read-
ily encompass the variety of behaviours that can be ob-
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served among individuals and which, because of the com-
binations of actions and interactions, engender emergent
collective behaviour (e.g. collective flight, spontaneous
gatherings).

Confronted with this observation, we wish to resituate
the analysis of emergent behaviour (as meant by themat-
ics specialists, that is, in the sense of non-traditional and
unexpected behaviour associated with the performance
of a task and the existence of a structure) in the more
theoretical context of identification of the properties of
emergence (in the sense of complex systems).

4 Human behaviours and organi-
zational responses with respect
to types of emergence

Emergence has many meanings within the complex sys-
tems. But all of the definitions proposed refer to the
connections between the constituents of a system, to re-
lations between the micro and macro levels, and to the
appearance of structures, properties or forms at macro-
scopic level. For some scholars (Bunge, 1977; Searle,
1995), these entities or structures described at macro level
cannot be reduced to the composition of individual prop-
erties at local level.

The purpose here is to analyse human behaviour and
organizational responses in situations of crisis, disaster or
catastrophe with respect to one of the emergence typolo-
gies used in the area of complex systems. This analysis
allows us to identify emergent behaviour from the proper-
ties of emergence and to combine perspectives and disci-
plines by expressing the multiple points of view, those of
thematics specialists and those of complex system model
makers.

We use the typology of J. Fromm (2004) who, for all
types of system, distinguishes four types of emergence
(simple, weak, multiple and strong) and dissociates uni-
lateral emergence (bottom-up but no top-down feedback)
from bilateral emergence (with top-down feedback).

4.1 Simple Emergence without top-down
feedback (Type I)

Type I describes unilateral emergence (Fig. 4), that is,
with no feedback loop between macro- and microscopic
levels. ’Unilateral emergence arises from the influence of
attributes alone, from relations between the microscopic
entities and the outside context’ (B. Walliser, 2005).

The phenomenon emerges at macroscopic level because
of combined actions or interactions between the con-
stituents at microscopic level. Fromm distinguishes (Ia)
simple intentional emergence from (Ib) simple uninten-
tional emergence. In type Ib, individuals are unaware of
the macroscopic phenomenon they are helping to create.

Figure 4: Simple emergence without top-down feedback
(adapted from Fromm, 2004)

However, if for type Ia agents are aware of the emerg-
ing structure, a specific and fixed role is assigned to each
part, and this role does not change in the course of time.
Type Ia reveals an absence of flexibility and adaptability,
because the roles are fixed and predictable. That means:
’A defect in a single component can bring the entire sys-
tem to a halt’. The established organization/organized
response (regular task and old structure, DRC type I)
corresponds to this type of emergence where individual
institutional actors take on specific and set roles and in-
teractions among those actors emerge from organized in-
tervention groups (hospital care services, emergency med-
ical services, etc.). However, this type of emergence is
rare in situations of crisis, disaster or catastrophe since
the actors are generally able to adapt and modify their
role so that the organization operates fully (this is known
as actor substitution). This is the idea proposed by Quar-
antelli with the typology entitled Quasi-Emergent Be-
haviour. For type Ib, the system components have no
specific role; emergence is said to be unintentional since
it results solely from the interplay of combined actions or
interactions among entities (microscopic level). If we refer
to the typology of behaviour proposed in part one (Fig.
1), the fight against the effects of the disaster (chain of
individuals interacting to fight flooding: e.g. the inhabi-
tants of Des Moines (Iowa) stacked thousand of sandbags
in the hope of damming the floodwaters of the Des Moines
river in 1993), or mutual assistance behaviours put in
place without a leader (as with mutual-help groups that
may form spontaneously just after a catastrophe through
a combination of individual actions to search for and help
evacuate the injured: DRC type IV, emergent organized
response) come under simple unintentional emergence.
However, because of the principle of non-compositionality
(in the sense that descriptions at macro level are not
a simple composition of individual properties at micro
level, Bunge, 1977), group behaviours such as flight are
not emergent behaviour (each individual behaviour is a
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flight and the group behaviour is simply the effect result-
ing from individual flight). There are therefore multiple
viewpoints: that of thematics specialists for whom group
behaviours are emergent when they break with everyday
behaviour, that of model makers of complex systems for
whom the concept of emergence can describe how a non-
compositional behaviour at macro level rests on a struc-
ture of interactions at micro level.

Beyond a critical point, in addition to local inter-
actions, the macroscopic level (e.g. mutual-assistance
groups fighting the effects of a disaster) has a feedback
effect on the micro level, which then requires such be-
haviour to be ranked in another category of emergence:
weak emergence with top-down feedback.

4.2 Weak Emergence including top-down
feedback -Type II-

Weak emergence (type II) (Fig. 5) includes bottom-
up (from micro to macro), top-down (from macro to mi-
cro) feedback and self-organizing processes. The roles of
agents or actors are flexible. This is the framework of bi-
lateral emergence since there is feedback action from the
macroscopic phenomenon to the microscopic level. This
bilateral emergence may be synchronic when the influ-
ences between levels are exerted instantaneously (e.g. ac-
tors co-ordinate their behaviours and an evacuation func-
tion emerges that vanishes as soon as the actors cease to
be co-ordinated) or diachronic when a macroscopic struc-
ture arises from the dynamic behaviour of systems. For
Fromm, top-down influences are exerted more slowly than
bottom-up influences. All individual behaviours observed
during catastrophic events (Fig. 1) may be included
in this category provided that from these individual be-
haviours there emerges a new structure at macro level (a
spontaneous mutual-assistance group – DRC type IV –,
an assembly dynamic, etc.), and the new structure pro-
vides feedback for the microscopic entities without these
entities having any representation of emergence. We call
this ’indirect’ or ’physical’ feedback in the sense that the
aggregate phenomenon exists only for an observer and
may cause or modify the conditions that constrain indi-
vidual behaviours (e.g. when a crowd grows, constraints
on movement increase and so reduce the choices as to
where to move; individual behaviour is then subjected to
the movement of the crowd) in contradistinction to the
concept of strong emergence which includes the idea of
representation (type IV of Fromm’s typology).

In the case of weak emergences, only the observer can
’observe, view’ from above (like an airline pilot) what
is going on: a common trajectory of population move-
ment towards a precise location, etc. Accordingly the
phenomenon can be read in two different ways: that of the
individual agent acting locally within his environment, or
that of the outside observer. Fromm distinguishes weak
stable emergence from weak instable emergence. In both
instances, bottom-up and top-down feedback loops come

Figure 5: Weak emergence including top-down feedback
(adapted from Fromm, 2004)

into play. For weak stable emergence, there is positive
feedback from micro to macro level and negative feed-
back from macro to micro level. This double feedback
loop regulates the system. However, for weak unstable
emergence, there is a double positive feedback loop since
the emergence of a new structure tends to reinforce the
phenomenon. The emergence of collective panic from in-
dividual panic in a crowd made up of panicking and non-
panicking individuals may fit in with ’unstable simple
emergence’ since instantaneous interactions among the
microscopic entities (the panicking and non-panicking in-
dividuals) spread to the entire crowd (macro level) which,
above a certain level of panicking population feeds back
onto all of the individuals reinforcing the panic behaviour
(process of propagation in space and time).

However, if the actor is aware of the emergent or emerg-
ing structure, behaviours no longer fit into the weak emer-
gence but into the strong emergence typology.

4.3 Multiple Emergence with many feed-
backs (Type III)

This type of emergence is based on the idea (1) that emer-
gent structures are often a combination of stable and un-
stable weak emergence and (2) that feedback occurs over
the short term (for positive feedback: e.g. when blindly
imitating your neighbours behaviour) and the long term
(for negative feedback: when adopting thoughtful be-
haviour, behaviour that is not the outcome of the pressure
of conditions that compel individual behaviours in a sim-
ple way type II), and (3) that, in addition to these two
properties, a form of emergence can be named ’adaptive
emergence’ for complex systems demonstrating adaptive
capacities (Fig. 6). Of course, all complex systems are
not adaptive, but all those involving living societies are.

In catastrophe situations, human behaviours are
modified in the short term as a function of the cognitive
factors and of the adaptive capacity of individuals (idea
of appearance of new roles and disappearance of old ones:
e.g. organizations that take on the roles of a defaulting
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organization cf. typology Task emergent behaviour).
This adaptive capacity changes over the long term with
experience and learning (long-term memory).

Figure 6: Multiple emergence with many feedbacks
(adapted from Fromm, 2004)

4.4 Strong Emergence (Type IV)

Strong emergence (Fig. 7) is bilateral emergence that
encompasses the idea of the intentionality and reflexivity
of actors (Müller, 2004; Walliser, 2005). The system
contains elements that are able to observe the collective
effects of their interaction and the representations they
derive from those observations influence their decisions
and behaviour (Müller, 2004). These actors are more
or less aware of the emergent phenomenon they tend to
produce and of the mechanism that leads to it, which
may modify the phenomenon itself (Walliser, 2005).
Many institutionalized behaviours and some collective
behaviours (hospital response in disasters) are the result
of interaction among actors’ individual actions. These
actors consciously participate in voluntarily constructing
organized groups with roles and missions that are
relatively clearly defined beforehand or during the
actor-substitution process. The actors are thus aware
of the emergent phenomenon but, unlike with simple
emergence, the roles and missions they must carry out
are flexible (Red Cross, emergency fire services, etc.).
Behaviours characterized as ’quasi emergent behaviour’,
’task emergent behaviour’ and ’structural emergent
behaviour’ may thus be classed in the strong emergence
type when the overall project is explicitly known by
individuals. However, spontaneous organizations (search
and rescue groups) that appear during the post-shock
phase may be part of this category of emergence if and
only if the individuals are aware of the emergence process
and of the organization that is being put in place. This
information can only be extracted by interviews after the
disaster or the catastrophe.

To conclude, in order to characterize emergence in all
its forms, two levels must be distinguished: a local level of
interacting individuals/entities and a global level. Emer-
gence occurs if the behaviour or the global structure can-
not be reduced to local behaviours or structures (Bunge,

Figure 7: Strong emergence (adapted from Fromm, 2004)

1977; Searle, 1995). We characterize emergence as weak
if the phenomenon as such does not have any feedback on
the local level. In this sense the global phenomenon exists
only for an outside observer. This global phenomenon
may, nonetheless, have no influence on the micro level
(type I of Fromm’s classification), it may cause or mod-
ify the conditions that constrain individual behaviours
in a simple way (type II of Fromm’s classification), or
it may be multiple (type III of Fromm’s classification).
Emergence is strong if the global phenomenon has feed-
back as such on the local level, which means local enti-
ties are ’aware’ of the global phenomenon. All of these
emergences are synchronic since the local level and global
level co-exist at all times simply because they are posited
by definition; such emergences are therefore necessarily
instantaneous or more specifically a-temporal. We have
also been able to see that any group of interacting enti-
ties engenders global behaviour (such as collective flight).
It is therefore possible to model the dynamics (the be-
haviour) of the group in the form of a dynamic system
whose trajectory in state space is to be observed. We
are then interested in the qualitative change of this be-
haviour. Three situations may be observed:

(1) there can be a move from non-emergent to emergent
behaviour (from collective flight to a structured evac-
uation behaviour, with roles as guides, etc.)

(2) there can be a move from one emergent behaviour to
another (from evacuation behaviour to establishing
a security perimeter)

(3) the emergent behaviour vanishes (collective flight re-
sumes or everyone goes back about their business)

Cases (1) and (2) are examples of diachronic emergence.
In case (1) emergence comes about, in case (2) there is
a shift from one form of emergence to another (change
of attractor). In case (3) where emergence disappears, it
may come about that the global level is no longer iden-
tifiable as such. There is therefore a combination of two
concepts of complex systems: (1) emergence, (2) the de-
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scription of dynamic systems and especially of their char-
acterization in terms of trajectories that make it possible
to describe attractors and around them bifurcations and
chaotic regimes. One is a-temporal and is a characteriza-
tion of a system at two levels of observation; the other is
temporal and describes trajectories.

5 Conclusion and directions for
further research

In this paper, we have proposed a typology of behaviours
observed during different catastrophic events, whether
natural or technological in origin, and whether local or
dispersed. We have constructed this typology not in ac-
cordance with the origin of the event but with respect to a
time continuum: the pre-catastrophe phase, the catastro-
phe phase, and the impact phase. For these three dimen-
sions, we have identified a variety of behaviours, some
corresponding to distancing from the event, others on
the contrary corresponding to coming into contact with
it. We have also identified three properties common to
all these behaviours: they are essentially non-traditional,
they are not specific to a level of analysis (behaviours
may take shape for individuals, families, groups or orga-
nizations), they are short-lived. These properties are also
presented by certain scholars and by risk and catastro-
phe thematics specialists as properties for characterizing
emergent behaviour. Now, in the field of complex sys-
tems, to characterize emergence in all its forms, two levels
must be distinguished: a local level of interacting individ-
uals/entities and a global level. In the absence of an iden-
tifiable global level, there is no emergence, which is there-
fore contrary to observations reported by pioneer field re-
searchers: during the crisis period of disasters, there was
a great deal of emergent behavior, both at the individual
and group levels. The emergent quality took the form of
nontraditional or new behaviour, different from routine
or customary norm-guided actions.

We have therefore presented the different properties for
characterizing emergent human behaviour, in order to re-
combine the disciplinary approach of scientific commu-
nities, both those conducting research in the domain of
crises and disasters and those developing their research
in the domain of complex systems. This first exercise has
therefore enabled us to bring together approaches and dis-
ciplines and to express the multiple viewpoints. It could
be useful subsequently for modelling whereby thematics
specialists and model makers can account for emergent
human behaviour in situations of crisis, disaster or catas-
trophe.
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FROM COMPLEX NETWOKS TO URBAN MOBILITY
MODELING: THE RETICULAR MODEL FOR URBAN

SIMULATION (REMUS)

Dong-Binh Tran, Rassil Frigui, Diego Moreno, Arnaud Piombini and Dominique Badariotti ∗†‡

The REMUS model is based on the concept of graph
theory which allows modeling the network accessibility
of time/distance-dependent multimodal transport and
urban pattern. The urban graph is represented by
buildings and transportation network.

Figure 1: Comparison of network and Euclidian neigh-
bourhoods of a given building at the distance of 100, 150
and 200 m (computed with REMUS)

The REMUS model allows the extraction of neighbor-
hood proximity of complex networks which represent the
accessibility in terms of network-time-distances between
buildings, according to a given modal choice and a
given time/distance. It visualizes the neighborhood of
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each spatial unit (building) (Figure 1), and calculates
topological graph-based indicators characterizing the
real distribution of spatial units, depending on the local
urban pattern.

Figure 2: Average degree comparison of neighbourhood
graphs: (a) random distribution and euclidian-defined,
(b) real distribution and euclidian-defined, (c) real distri-
bution and network-defined

The REMUS indicators are comparative and could be
used to compare the topological properties of different
urban patterns (quarters or whole cities) (Figure 2).
They have been applied to cities and urban quarters,
demonstrating that the real distribution of buildings and
the introduction of network accessibility in urban metrics
induce an important anisotropy in urban space at local
scales, which is obviously impacting mobility and modal
choice. In a second step, these topological indicators,
summarizing the morphological properties of local urban
patterns, are compared to mobility indicators extracted
from surveys. The main objective is to respond how
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and why urban mobility is influenced by the local urban
pattern.

Keywords: Accessibility, Complex networks, Mobil-
ity, Urban Neighbourhood.
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ROUANTS SIMULATION PLATFORM
TO MODEL SERVICE-USER DYNAMICS

OF CULTURAL SITES WITHIN URBAN AREA

Rawan Ghnemat ∗, Françoise Lucchini †and Cyrille Bertelle ‡

Abstract. Rouants simulation platform concerns spatial analysis

of urban dynamics described here by services development and their

practice by users. A study case allow to analyse cultural sites de-

velopment applied to the French urban area of Rouen.

Keywords. Urban Dynamics, Cultural Sites, Swarm Intelligence,

Geographical Information System, Urban Spatial Environment.

1 Introduction

This paper emphasizes the interest of understanding the
functioning of dynamics of collective cultural forms in
urban area, as social reality for everyone [5]. Geographers
have focused on understanding the interrelationships
that people forged with their territory. They work
on experiments on social systems belonging to specific
territories, such as cities [2, 18, 25]. City is generally
understood as a complex system that can be described
with several organizational levels [3, 17]: micro, meso
and macro levels. At the micro level, the system is the
set of interrelationships linking intra-urban elements
such as individuals, households and institutions. At
the meso level, the city is considered as a systemic
entity with functional responses generally included in
the mechanisms of competition and/or complementarity
with other neighboring entities. Finally, at the macro
level, urban systems are composed of interdependent
cities belonging to national and international territories.
We position this research at the intra-urban level.

It is possible to describe cultural behavior of citizen
according to cultural sites on a real urban environment.
We focus on describing how the spatial configuration
of a city may compel individual behavior within social
systems [19, 21, 22]. In this paper, we explore, for a
specific intra-urban area (Rouen, French urban area), the
complex spatial mechanisms linked to an urban activity
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development [20]. We specifically study the development
of cultural sites in time and on a specific city space,
as well as the practice of social individuals to these
cultural sites. We are also interested in understanding
and modeling the adaptive mechanisms of these cultural
sites according to their user practices [14].

To reflect the complex reality of the creation and prac-
tice of these cultural sites, we have built a theoretical
model of relationships between actors who produce and
use the cultural sites. For this purpose, the model pro-
poses to experiment a spatio-temporal system consist-
ing of three groups of actors; the social individuals, the
cultural sites and the urban spatial environment, as de-
scribed on Figure 1. The complexity results from the
interleaving of different types of interactions:

• The complexity coming from interactions between so-
cial individuals and producing self-organization [3];

• The inherent complexity of social individuals char-
acterized by multiple criteria which are themselves
in interaction (age, gender, educational level, social
level, etc.);

• The game of competition and/or complementarity in
the attractiveness of cultural sites varying on several
levels of attractivity depending on their nature and
their location (for example, the attractive power of a
cinema in comparison with the attractive power of an
opera, or, as another example, the attractive power
of a site at central urban location in comparison with
another site at peripheral urban location);

• The effect of the general spatial configuration of a
city being more or less constraining and so acting
on the formation of self-organized dynamics (as ex-
amples, the barrier effect from a river or from an
industrial area, the attractor effect coming from a
municipal center or from a high density residential
area, the accessibility produced by road transport
planning and by public transport planning).

Spatial dynamics and temporal dynamics are mixed.
It is usual to observe that, after some periods, bifurca-
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Figure 1: Spatio-temporal system to model the actors involved in urban cultural site development

tions appear in urban planning: for instance, it is the
case of the reorganization of brownfields into cultural
centers, within spaces previously dedicated to productive
activities and so repulsive to cultural sites.

This works results from dialogue between geographers
and computer scientists, in order to understand territory
functionnalities. Territory is usually grasped by geog-
raphers as a system of interrelations linking itself with
its inhabitants. “How territory works as system?” is
the core of our approach. First, we need to understand
what are the relevent components of this system, then to
highlight the associated mechanism of actions on them
to finally being able to design operational objectives
of management. Temporal and spatial dynamics act
jointly on all territories. For instance, urban change is
a permanently renewed process that geographers have
integrated since long time ago within their analysis
of urban territories. Dynamics of such changes can
be expressed in following terms: how urban territory
evolves when a new activity takes place on a specific
urban location? For instance, what will be the impact
of new cultural structures like a cinema multiplex or a
new music scene in requalifying urban zone produced by
industrial and harbour brownfields? It is precisely what’s
happend on the urban area of the French city of Rouen.
The process of requalifying old sites into new uses
began in Rouen since 2009, particularly in an important
part of its central area, previously devoted to intensive
industrial and harbour activities on each side of the
Seine river. “Seine Ouest” project deals with the reality
of urban rehabilitation by the development of cultural
centers and by their attractive potentiel they are able
to generate in terms of visitor number on this urban zone.

ROUANTS simulation platform has been created to
allow the visualization of the attractivity of cultural cen-
ters within the urban area of the French city of Rouen.
This platform open ways of “explanation” about the most
discriminent criteria, about competitive games involving
cultural centers, about mobility questions and strategies
of adaptation. We let organization emerging from a world
of uncertainty.

2 Modeling service-user dynamic
of cultural sites

2.1 Urban Modeling

The first models designed for urban modeling are mostly
based on dynamical systems. One of the first famous ap-
proaches was proposed by I.S. Lowry [18] and J.W. For-
rester [11] and consists in describing the city by global dy-
namics on socio-economic indicators. This kind of mod-
els are decomposed with stocks and flows. For instance,
based on this approach, Dendrinos and Mulally [9] use a
prey-predator model, assuming that the increase of city
population makes the economic status decreasing. The
predators represent the urban population and the preys,
the per capita income. Like in other disciplines, during
the last two decades, important efforts have been made
to develop, beside these previous top-down models, de-
centralized methods called bottom-up models. In this
new categories of models, we focus on local knowledge,
like people behavior, or on spatial local information. The
increase of information systems and specifically the ac-
curate geographical databases included in Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) allow to combine spatial man-
agement and local information, as a major contribution
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to these decentralized models [21]. Moreover, intensive
developments concerning diffusion in spatial process [15]
had been achieved on cellular automata simulations for
various purposes, facilitated by the development of com-
puter power leading to grid computation of large dimen-
sion [10]. Since the last decade, geographical and social
systems have seen their greatest development on modeling
by the use of coupling GIS, cellular automata and multi-
agent systems, allowing this last concept to describe with
accuracy the behavior of the inhabitants of these spaces
and especially their social interactions [1]. A classical ex-
ample of the need of extended cellular-based with agents
comes from T. Schelling’s model describing the segrega-
tion process [24]. More recently, the development of mul-
tiagent platform engineering [23], allows to integrate dy-
namical simulations within GIS [7]. The study presented
in this paper is based on such technologies, mixing GIS
and simulation within the platform Repast.

2.2 Collective intelligence models

Multiagent systems are a very promising concept for de-
centralized computations concerning wide range of prob-
lems solving modeled by distributed artificial intelligence
approaches. Multiagent systems concept consists in de-
scribing a phenomenon by a set of autonomous entities,
called intelligent agents, interacting in social way and in-
teracting inside an environment [8]. If the interactions
are complex, self-organization phenomena can appear or
emerge as additional properties of the system interaction,
not described from the entity behavior level. Such emer-
gent high-level organizations coming from the low-level
entity interaction system are frequently observed in hu-
man society but also in society of insects, each of them
having a very simple behavior. To represent and to model
such property transfer from individuals to systems, a spe-
cific classe of agent computing algorithms have been de-
veloped and lead to the concept of collective intelligence
or swarm intelligence models. The current two major de-
velopments of swarm intelligence are (i) a class of meth-
ods based on the bio-inspiration of bird flocking or fish
banks, the particle swarm optimization [16] and (ii) a
class of methods based on the bio-inspiration of insect
society, like bees or termites, called ant systems models
[4]. The study presented in this paper is based on this
second class category and is based on a combination of
two algorithms, ant clustering and ant nest building [6].

2.3 Urban cultural dynamics modeling

The goal is to understand and to analyse the cultural
practices in city. Rouants is a dynamical model for
studying attractiveness of cultural sites in city. It is
built on the achievements of the sociology on culture
in order to identify the behavior of people depending
on cultural sites. The model was applied to the design
of cultural offer for the city of Rouen. We use swarm

intelligence methods and stigmergy concept to model the
dynamics of cultural center development. Specifically,
we rebuild, by dynamical simulation, a multi-centre and
multi-criteria system. The people dynamics, movement
and decision, are inspired by self-organized processes
existing in collective movements designed by swarm in-
telligence and stigmergy [4]. These processes correspond
to the dialogue between individuals and environment for
a collective benefit. The model includes a mixture of
deterministic and probabilistic behaviors, corresponding
to the part of unpredictability in human behavior.

2.4 Specification of multi-criteria multi-
pole services-users dynamics model

Each center has several attractive criteria. Specific colors
of pheromone are associated to these criteria and allow
to model attractive mechanism according to age, gender
educational level and social level of each individual.

Figure 2 is a schematic representation of an easy-
to-understand simulation composed of two cultural
centers, a cinema and a theater. We represent on
this figure, the pheromone/attraction functions as
circles around the centers and we label them with the
associated characteristics/colors. Materials represent
here users which will be carried and moved by ants, fol-
lowing the complex spatial system of attraction functions.

A spatial multi-criteria multi-center simulation is de-
scribed by a set of centers and by a set of colors, each
color corresponding to a specific criteria which can be
expressed as a attractive function by a cultural center.
Statistic values of national uses of cultural centers trans-
late the capability for a center to attract a percentage
of people belonging to specific class of criteria. This at-
tractive phenomena are modeled by a colored template
function emitted by each center. The mathematical ex-
pression of the attractive function of color cj expressed
by the center Pi, is given by

Φij(M) = aij exp
(
−bij (d(M,Pi)− ri)

2
)

Where the amplitude aij is proportional to the capability
of the center to attract people carrying the corresponding
color/criteria; bij is the template slope, corresponding
to the spatial diffusion of the attraction phenomenon;
ri is the radius defining the area of attraction of the
center Pi. In the model, people are described by ma-
terial including a table of characteristic colors which
corresponds to the criteria that the individual is carrying.

The dynamics of users attraction is computed by (i)
ant ability to pick or deposit material and by (ii) ant
movement when carrying material.
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Figure 2: Cultural equipment dynamics modeling

Ant picking and deposit material is a composition of
ant clustering computation under the influence of a tem-
plate function Φ, that is:

• The probability for an ant, at the location M , to
pick a material when it is not yet carrying one but
are crossing one, is:

Pp(M) = (1− Φ(M))

(
k1

k1 + f

)2

• The probability for an ant, at the location M , al-
ready carrying a material, to deposit it is:

Pd(M) = Φ(M)

(
f

k2 + f

)2

Where f is the material density perceived by the ant, k1,
k2 are two thresholds.

The movement of an ant which is carrying a material is
computed by a ranking process. The ranking computing
corresponds to the weighted average of some selected
pheromones. The selected pheromones are the ones
whose color belongs to the table of characteristic color of
the carried material [14]. This ranking process movement
computation is alternated with random movements,
allowing ants to explore the solution space and to not be
blocked by other ants, producing in that way, some noise
in the linear movement along the pheromone gradient.

Even if ants are used in this bio-inspired model, we
don’t consider that ant behavior is able to represent hu-
man behavior. Ant behavior is used to implement self-
organization processes; human behavior is introduced in
complex mechanism linking many criteria and specific
knowledge expressed by statistical values of social prac-
tice described by the pheromone attraction function.

3 Modeling engineering and sim-
ulation platform

In this section, we first present a prototyp model built
on a very simple spatial situation but easy to analyse. In
the second subsection, we describe a more sophisticated
simulation platform, integrating a detailed and specific
GIS over the French city of Rouen.

3.1 Virtual urban area prototyp and first
analysis

Figure 3 is describing Virtual urban area prototyp as
an experimental configuration with seven centers and
initially random places for the peoples/materials and
the ants. Centers positions are described on the left
top sub-figure. Each center is emitting heigh attractive
pheromone functions associated to a color labeled from
0 to 7. On figure 3, we also represent the amplitude of
the colored pheromone functions for the centers labeled
from 0 to 2.

On figure 4, we show the result of one simulation where
ants progressively aggregate the materials around the cen-
ters, following pheromone trails and clustering algorithm.
On the left top sub-figure, we see the initial distribution
of materials and ants. In the other sub-figures, we see suc-
cessive steps of simulation. We can observe the formation
of material affectation to each center in order to respect
the attraction process, according to the material charac-
teristics. In [14], the analysis of the attraction phenomena
is detailed, allowing to better understand how the com-
putation generates self-organization and distributes the
material between the centers.
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Figure 3: Virtual urban area prototyp on Repast: initial configuration based on seven centers, each of them emitting
heigh attractive criteria represented by colored pheromones

Figure 4: Virtual urban area prototyp simulation computation on Repast, at successive steps from top to bottom
and left to right: iteration 0, iteration 152, iteration 250, iteration 370, iteration 601, iteration 1601.
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3.2 ROUANTS simulation platform

Rouants simulation platform allows to dynamically
experiment the complex interrelationships mixing the
three types of actors previously described: social in-
dividuals, cultural sites, urban spatial environment.
This framework implements decentralized approaches
and so is devoted to built self-organized mechanisms of
collective cultural behavior. The results of the simulation
allow to reveal the emergence of spatio-temporal forms
from the interleaving of multiple types of interactions
and from the spatial constraints coming from urban
system[13, 14, 23].

Rouants implements the previously described algo-
rithms of collective intelligence and integrates them in-
side a specific GIS, representing the cultural sites and
the block housing over the urban area of Rouen in High-
Normandy. Figure 5 shows different visualizations pro-
duced by this platform. On the sub-figure (a), we see the
whole distribution of cultural sites and centers over the
urban area; the sub-figure (b) is a sumple vue allowing to
observe how the pheromones are spreading over the space;
the sub-figure (c) described an analysis of some specific
places in this agglomeration, tracing on the graphes on
the left side of this sub-figure, the temporal series of num-
ber of materials being attracted in two zones, according
to the dominant color/criteria of the materials.

4 Conclusion and Perspectives

We illustrate in this paper the possibility of experiment-
ing dynamics of multiple services-users in city. Rouants
simulation platform is an effective tool for approach-
ing cultural practices in urban situations. Decentralized
mechanisms reinforce the suitability of the type of data
and methods used to the study of socio-spatial complex
systems like cities. We observe emergence of multiple cul-
tural aggregation phenomena in relation to the sociology
of culture and to the specific urban and social environ-
ment of the city of Rouen. The simulation highlights
territorial situations of rivalry and complementarity in
cultural practices. The modeling concept of the platform
allows also to experiment adaptive capacity and feedback
process like politics of regulation of cultural centers, ac-
cording to the user practices. The social and territorial
impacts of these mechanisms are one of our further per-
spectives and analysis. There is also a general evidence:
the use of cultural heritage is a vector for both cultural
policy and cultural development.
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TOWARDS A SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM WITH
“LOGISTIC“ AGENTS.

Rodolphe Charrier ∗

Abstract. Adaptation and self-organization are two main aspects

of swarm mechanisms and collective intelligence. We adress here

the global question of controlling the coordination of groups of mo-

bile agents in order to achieve optimization processings. We study

in this paper a simple case involving “logistic“ agents –whose in-

ternal decision is governed by a logistic map, that is a discrete

parametrized quadratic map– slaved to a stochastic environment

through their control parameter. The proposed algorithm enables

agents to find local minima in the environment. We show that

the adaptation process on the control parameter leads to this local

optimization. Applications may be envisaged for multi-objective

problems.

Keywords. Swarm Intelligence, Reactive Multi-Agent System,

Multi-objective Optimization, Logistic Agent, Adaptation, Self-

organization, Decentralized Control.

1 Introduction

The root principle of Collective Intelligence consists
in considering intelligence no more as an individual
characteristic only, but also as an emergent phenomenon
involving (self-)adaptation and self-organization pro-
cesses. This type of intelligence may be massively
distributed and seems very robust to perturbations and
failures. Research on Collective Intelligence has provided
efficient meta-heuristics for approximating large sets of
problems, notably in the Swarm Intelligence field [3].
The challenge is to understand and model properly the
involved mechanisms so as to build appropriate and
efficient algorithms.
The majority of proposals in modeling Swarm Intelli-
gence in particular, is based on specific probability laws
used as decision functions like Ant Colony Algorithms
for instance [10], or based on randomized algorihtms like
Particle Swarm Algorithms [11].

We address in this paper the challenging problem of
controlling the collective motion within a reactive multi-
agent system to achieve optimization processings. In this
way, we have followed the Particle Swarm Algorithms
evolution by focusing first on flocking-like phenomena.

∗Rodolphe Charrier are with LITIS, University of Le Havre,
France. E-mails: rodolphe.charrier@logistic-swarm.net

Flocking has a great interest firstly because of its im-
portance in nature –many species adopt such a coordi-
nated form of collective motion–, and secondly because it
may have many applications in complex network studies
such as social networks, ad hoc networks, swarm robotics,
. . . The two most used modeling frameworks for achieving
flocking simulations are currently Reynolds’s approach [1]
and Vicseck’s model [2].

Reynolds has based his approach on three main
rules –collision avoidance, velocity matching and flock
centering– without giving any mathematical specifica-
tions. On the contrary, Vicseck has expressed an explicit
dynamical system. Both derives from particle systems
and provide a synchronization process: Reynolds uses a
velocity matching rule while Vicseck involves the average
of the neighbors’ velocity angles to compute the velocity
angle of the current particle.

Our approach to tackle the flocking phenomenon is
quite different. On the one hand, our mobile entities are
not particles but agents. This enables to distinguish the
geometrical/kinematic characteristics from the internal
state of entities. The encapsulated internal state gives to
agents an autonomy of decision for any type of actions,
not only for moving. On the other hand, we stress on
the synchronization processes, which must be involved in
the internal decision making to our opinion. Our main
working hypothesis is that many swarm phenomena
may be described and analyzed in terms of oscillator
synchronization and decentralized control, in the spirit
of [8]. In that way we have proposed a particular model
which is a reactive multi-agent system (MAS) model
called Logistic Multi-Agent System (LMAS) [5], because
of the internal logistic map governing the decision process
of each agent. It refers also to the Coupled Map Lattices
(CML) family of computational models, particularly
the ones involving logistic maps [7]. Logistic maps are
one-dimensional deterministic quadratic maps controlled
by a single parameter, which can generate chaotic series.
These maps are very interesting because of their wide
range of dynamical behavior –from complete randomness
to single fixed points–, and their facility to be coupled
and controlled. This specific dynamical behavior enables
to use such a deterministic series generator instead of
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a probabilistic one. This change opens a new research
perspective which constitutes the heart of our studies.

In this paper, we firstly recall the ability of the LMAS
to produce flocking simulations by synchronization caused
by individual couplings. This constitutes an introduc-
tion for the main case we want to tackle. We intend to
show how one can apply the self-organization and adap-
tion capabilities of the LMAS to find minimum values in
a stochastic environment. A decentralized and adaptive
control mechanism is used to achieve the motion coor-
dination and the convergence towards the local minima.
This mechanism is based on control variations of the lo-
gistic map, caused by the local agents’ perceptions of ran-
dom data stored in the environment. Simulations show
the agregation of agents on the same minimum field lo-
cations. The discrete dynamical system theory enables
to partially explain this resulting phenomenon. In par-
ticular, we stress on the fact that the whole group of
agents converges to a decision fixed point. This also shows
that dynamical modeling approaches are appropriate for
analysing phenomena and for monitoring the dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows. The first section re-
calls the formulation of the LMAS model. We then some
collective motion results by showing how a flocking may
appear within a LMAS in a first step. In a second step,
we explain the algorithm for finding local minima in a
data field of the environment. Then we discuss results
and conclude this work.

2 The Logistic Multi-Agent Sys-
tem (LMAS)

This section begins with a short description of the model
of coupled map lattice, which is the underlying mathe-
matical basis of the LMAS model. The global coupled
instance of the model is presented. We then show how we
have turned it into a multi-agent system.

2.1 A CML foundation

CML models are used by physicists to study spatiotempo-
ral chaos phenomena in the field of hydrodynamics (sim-
ulation of turbulent flows) or condensed matter physics,
and more generally in theoretical physics, as a computa-
tional model. Our interest focuses on CML using nonlin-
ear quadratic maps, namely logistic maps. These types
of CML have been widely explored by Kaneko since the
80’s [7].
A CML is a discrete time and space cellular model in
which cell states x take their values in a continuous do-
main. A CML is sometimes considered as a cellular au-
tomaton with continuous states. Let us focus on a mean-
field instance of the CML class, namely the globally cou-
pled map lattice (GCM) [6]. A GCM is governed by the

master equation:

xt+1
i = (1− ε)f(xti) +

ε

N

N∑

j=1

f
(
xtj
)

(1)

where N is the total site number in the lattice, xti is the
state variable of the cell on site i at time t and ε the
diffusive coupling coefficient. CML and GCM have been
widely studied when f is the well-known logistic map
usually defined on the interval [0, 1] ([0, 1] is invariant
through f) by the following recurrent equation:

xt+1 = f(xt, a) = 4 a xt (1− xt) (2)

where a ∈ [0, 1] denotes the control parameter of f .
We intentionally use the notation f(x, a) to stress on
the importance of the control parameter a in our case
studies. This map is known to generate chaotic series as
t tends to ∞, in particular if a = 1, or to converge to
some fixed points or periodic cycles in function of the
value set for a.
The asymptotic behavior of this nonlinear map is com-
pletely described by its bifurcation diagram on Fig. 3,
which plots x∞ = f∞(x0) as a function of the control
parameter a.

Shibata and Kaneko have anticipated the evolution of
this model to fit with the Swarm Intelligence field. They
proposed a specific CML instance called the CML gas in
2003 [9]. A CML gas is a CML-like model in which chaotic
cells are motile on the lattice. But to our knowledge, there
was only one paper about this research perspective. The
LMAS may be considered as an agent based evolution of
the CML model specifically designed for Swarm Intelli-
gence. The next section describes this evolution.

2.2 Conception of the LMAS

Contrary to CML, a multi-agent system distinguishes the
group of agents from the environment. The environment
is the space where agents can perceive data and make
actions (move for instance). Consequently, each agent
encapsulates its internal state, which enables autonomy
in acting.

Definition 2.1. The logistic multi-agent system (LMAS)
is composed of N agents called logistic agents. A logistic
agent is a reactive agent whose internal decision is gov-
erned by a logistic map.

The internal state s of a logistic agent is composed of
three variables corresponding of the three quantities of
CML:
s = 〈x, a, ε〉

• x is the decision variable computed by the logistic
map characteristic of the agent
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• a is the control variable of the agent, which is also
the control parameter of the logistic map. It governs
the type of dynamical series generated by the map
given by the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 3.

• ε is the coupling variable of the agent which quan-
tifies the strength of the influence of its neighbors’
decision.

All these three variable have values in the real interval
D = [0, 1]. The logistic agents can locally perceive their
environment. In the most general case, each of these
quantities can be modified by the environment through
perception functions, that is why they have a variable
status since they may change with time.

Here is summarized the decision-making of the agent i
in one master equation derived from the formula 1:

xt+1
i = (1− εt+1

i )f(xti, a
t+1
i ) +

εt+1
i

|V t+1
i |

∑

j∈V t+1
i

f(xtj , a
t+1
j )

(3)
where all parameters may depend on time. The influence
of the other agents is reduced to the current neighbor-
hood Vi of the agent i, which contains |Vi| other agents
at the current time. This master equation gives the root-
ing principle of the model and the scheduling of the com-
putation: all quantities are computed before the decision
variable x during the perception process. This equation
corresponds to the decision process.

The action process consists in using the decision vari-
able x to perform actions like moving or updating local
data in the environment (a pheromone field for instance).
Finally, the computation process is clearly divided in
three parts — perception-decision-action — which is co-
herent with a cybernetic approach. In the next section,
we apply this model to collective motion simulations.

Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram for the logistic map
xt+1 = 4 a xt (1− xt), calculated with 500 iterations on
500 samples of the interval [0, 1]

3 LMAS based simulations

3.1 The flocking phenomenon

In this subsection, we describe a very simple implemen-
tation of the LMAS which leads to flocking simulations.
The root principle is to interpret the decision variable
x of the agents as a moving angle in the geometrical
space. This case shows a simple example of the LMAS
self-organization capabilities resulting from the synchro-
nization processes which occur between the internal states
of agents. The action phase of moving will “express” this
synchronization in the environment space as a flocking
phenomenon, that is a grouping of coordinated agents.
This implementation has been completely presented and
the synchronization process analyzed in [4].

Let us shortly describe the specifications of the model-
ing for this case:

• The state of the agent i at time t turns to the tuple:
sti = 〈xti, ai, ε〉

• ai and ε are constants in the current case.

• The value of ai is randomly chosen in [0, 1] for each
agent, that is each agent may have any type of dy-
namical behavior according to the bifurcation dia-
gram 3.

• The coupling variable ε is a global constant as well,
but may be set with various values initially.

• The environment is a discrete 2D torus where agents
are located randomly initially.

Let us comment the perception-decision-action processes
for the agent i:

• The perception gives the second term of equation 3:

Pi =

∑
j∈V

t+1
i

f(xt
j ,aj)

|V t+1
i |

• The decision is calculated by means of equation 3).

• Then the moving action consists in updating the
direction of the velocity (cf. fig 2) according to the
updated decision value:





αt+1
i = 2π xt+1

i

rt+1
i = rti + v0 uαt+1

i

θt+1
i = arg(rt+1

i )

(4)

gives the new velocity direction of agent i in a simple
way.
The velocity magnitude remains a constant here.

Thanks to this modeling, we can control the move in a
2D-space with a 1D-quantity only, which is an important
feature of this model.
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Figure 2: Description of the agent’s motion in cylindrical
coordinates.

The final master transition equation for the decision x
is summarized in the following expression for the agent i:

xt+1
i = (1− ε)f(xti, ai) +

ε

|V t+1
i |

∑

j∈V t+1
i

f(xtj , aj) (5)

Figure (3) shows a snapshot of such a flocking simu-
lation involving 50 agents whose initial control has been
chosen randomly in [0, 1] and with ε = 0.96. The envi-
ronment is a toric grid of 100 × 100 cells. The velocity
magnitude is set to 1.0. Simulations lead to the forma-
tion of clusters of partial synchronization which gives the
shape of flocks. These clusters are quite unstable: they
split as soon as they cross the path of another cluster.
Another type of flocking simulation consists in involving
only chaotic agents, namely with a = 1.0 in each agent.
We let the reader refer to the paper [4] to get the whole
analysis on the synchronization process for this type of
flocking. The following case study is founded on the same
type of formulation and dynamical mechanisms.

Figure 3: Snapshot of a flocking simulation: n = 50,
ε = 0.96, radius of neighborhood= 20

3.2 Towards optimization

3.2.1 Control by adaptation

In the preceding flocking simulation, we stressed on the
group of agents: each agent was influenced by others in

a limited neighborhood and no external data stepped in.
Now we intend to show a specific effect of the influence of
initial data marked down in the environment. Whereas
the a-variable was a constant in the preceding case, it is
now modified through a perception function. The aim
for the agents is now to find local minima of data in the
environment by stopping at the corresponding locations.
This aim is inspired from some optimization problems in
the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) domain, where
particle final positions indicate the best solutions for find-
ing the zero values of a positive nonlinear function [12].
Let us summarize the main changes compared to the pre-
ceding situation:

• The state of the agent i at time t turns to the tuple:
s(t) = 〈xi(t), ai(t), ε〉
a depends now on time. As before, ε remains a con-
stant chosen initially.

• The environment holds now a discrete field denoted
D, which maps a random value in [0, 1] onto each
cell of the environment —let us recall that the en-
vironment is a discrete grid here—. These data are
persistent in the field, that is they are not modified
by agents. The field values are indicated in our sim-
ulations by color levels from light gray for the value
1 to full white for the value 0.

• The perception function for the a component is quite
simple: an agent can read local data in the D field
and returns the mean value of these data in its per-
ception vicinity. The updating proceeds in a convex
coupling with the same coupling coefficient ε.

• Moving and updating actions:

– as before the new direction of the velocity is set
by the updated decision x(t+ 1),

– the velocity magnitude changes as well in func-
tion of the decision x according to the updating
equations:





αt+1
i = αti + 2πδ (0.5− xt+1

i )

v(t+ 1) = x(t+ 1) ∗ v0
rt+1
i = rti + v0 uαt+1

i

(6)

where v0 is the initial velocity magnitude and δ
is a coefficient on angle variations.

The transition system for the agent’s internal state may
be written as before, added with the updating of the con-
trol variable a:





at+1
i = (1− ε)ati + ε 〈D〉V t+1

i

xt+1
i = (1− ε)f(xti, a

t+1
i )+

ε
|V t+1

i |
∑
j∈V t+1

i
f(xtj , a

t+1
j )

(7)

where 〈D〉V t+1
i

denotes the average operator on the per-

ception neighborhood V t+1
i applied on the data field D.
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The control variable is computed before the decision vari-
able since it is needed for the logisitic map calculation.
We can easily verify that ai always belongs to [0, 1].

3.2.2 Simulation and results

Simulations have been settled as follows:

Environment 100× 100 torus
Data field D 100× 100 grid
Weighted cells at random in [0, 1]
Agent set N = 50
Radius of perception R = 1.0

(' 8 cells)
Initial velocity magnitude v0 = 1
Angle increment δ = 1

20

Initial agent’s decision x at random in [0, 1]
Initial agent’s control a0i = 1
Global coupling ε = 0.3

The figure (3.2.2) shows three snapshots taken at
different evolution stages of a simulation leading to three
main agregation points. The agents’ coloring reveal their
internal decision making: from light red for a chaotic
behavior to light blue for a fixed point behavior. At
time t = 0, every agent has a different velocity direction.
Then at time t = 2000, three agregation areas begin to
emerge. At time t = 3700 these agregation groups are
definitively fixed and correspond to local minima given in
the table (5(c)). Then each agent will progressively join
one of these groups untill there are no moving agents left.
This is caused by the attraction effect of the agregation
of many agents on the same location: each agent extends
the attraction area with its coupling potential.

The figures (5(a)) represents the chart of the internal
control (in red) and decision (in blue) variables of a ran-
domly chosen agent. Its perception values are also plot-
ted in green, showing the range of variations perceived in
the environment. All these series have a mean value of
0.5 at the beginning, that is why the updating equation
for the velocity angle (6) involves this particular value.
The decision variable x becomes therefore the amount of
variations around the initial velocity angle. This moving
regime continues untill a minimum value or an agregation
group is perceived. Then the agent’s decision converges
dramatically towards zero, as it is shown in the figure 5(b)
at time t = 3250. This evolution is qualitatively the same
for each agent, depending on the agregation point.

4 Discussion

Now we have to comment on the simulation results.
First of all on the convergence process. To explain this
convergence, we must look again at the bifurcation dia-
gram of the logistic map (3). As long as the agent’s per-
ception function returns values close to the mean 0.5, the

(a) t=0

(b) t=2000

(c) t=3700

Figure 4: Snapshots of the simulation at different time
steps.
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(a) Variations of control (in red), decision (in blue) and per-
ception (in green) with time for agent 1.
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(b) Dramatic convergence to a local minimum.

Group 1 minima: 0.02, 0.06
Group 2 minima: 0.008,0.02
Group 3 minima: 0.04, 0.06

(c) Values of the minima detected in the
field by each group.

Figure 5: Variations of the internal agent’s variables and
detection of local minima.

control parameter stays as well in this range of values and
so does the internal decision variable of the agent. This
is reinforced by the fact that the point (a = 0.5, x = 0.5)
is a superstable fixed point of the bifurcation diagram,
that is f ′( 1

2 ) = 0 for the logisitc map. In other words, the
variations on a are systematically counterbalanced by the
induced variations on x.
But as soon as the perception operator –which is an av-
erage operator on about 8 cells– returns values close to
0.25, the agent’s decision can converge rapidly towards
the fixed point (a = 2.5, x = 0). At this stage, the consid-
ered agent does not move anymore because of the moving
laws (6), and can not leave this point, except if another
agent is sufficiently near to draw it away by the coupling
strength.

The second comment is about the other parameters in
the simulation. In particular, we may wonder how the
tuning on the radius of perception or on the global cou-
pling parameter impacts the performances. This study
has not been completely achieved so far. Some testings
suggest tendencies:

• the perception neighborhood has to be as smaller as
possible to capture the best minima,

• the coupling coefficient is the same for the coupling
of internal agents’ decisions and for the updating of
the internal control parameter (cf. equations (7)).
These two couplings are antagonist at first: while the
control coupling tends to stop agents rapidly on field
sites containing low values, the decision coupling can
produce perturbations for already stabilized agents.
This antagonism prevents to converge too soon to-
ward unsatisfactory locations. The tuning of this
parameter seems therefore essential for the quality
of the convergence. Another way we do not have
explored yet, consists in tuning the two coefficients
separatly so as to give more tuning possibilities.

A last comment may be made on the quality of the
minima found. At this stage of the study, our objective
is not the absolute performance in the results but the
proof of the concept. To improve performances, we have
to compare the proposed algorithm with particle swarm
approaches on benchmark problems [13].

5 Conclusion

This paper has proposed an algorithm based on the lo-
gistic agents’ model which derives from the CML model,
so as to tend to a multi-objective problem solving. After
recalling the genesis of our logistic multi-agent system,
we have applied this model to a small and basic problem
of finding local minima in a random field within a toric
environment. Although we can not conclude to the design
of a new swarm optimization algorithm at this stage, we
have laid its foundations.
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The main interest of our approach lies in its nonlinear dy-
namical system theory, which provides strange but use-
full mathematical maps, like the logistic map. We have
exploited the interesting properties of this map, notably
by linking the control parameter of the map to the data
stored in the environment. The agents’ decision process
is therefore indirectly controlled and governed by the en-
vironment. It is also quite simple to explain by means of
the bifurcation diagram of the logistic map.
This algorithm has to be improved to be more efficient
to detect the best local minima. Testing on benchmark
problems could be a future development strategy. Trans-
forming the algorithm for high dimensional spaces may
be a future prospect as well.
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EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS OF WEB DATA: METHODS, TOOLS
AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
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Abstract.We propose a methodology for the exploration of Web

data, built on the principles of exploratory data analysis and analyt-

ical visualisation of information. Our approach aims at combining

these two approaches in order to benefit from both of them. This

allows us to explore heterogeneous complex dynamic systems such

as the Web, and to construct emergent structures and indicators

without getting lost. By studying the geographical dimension for

a specific Web locality, which is exemplary in many ways, we were

able to test our methodology and various visualisation tools, thus

validating our theoretical proposals.

Keywords. Exploratory Data Analysis, Web, Geography, Infor-

mation Visualisation, Methodology

1 Introduction

At a time when we are faced with systems which are be-
coming ever more complex, dynamic and heterogeneous,
we propose a method for engineering the emergence of
structures and indicators in complex systems. This en-
gineering comprises a set of original methods and tools
which are able to extract the relevant properties. This
should enable us to explore any system whatsoever; the
Web, which is the object of the first part of this paper,
is a prototypical example. As developed in sub section
2.1, constituents of this complex system are not all dis-
covered and known and their interactions are subject to
a lot of analysis without leading to an end even if some
emergent properties seems to emerge[10]. At the heart
of the Web, the geographical dimension is in full boom,
and contributes a means for users to anchor themselves
in reality while increasing the possible uses. However it is
not simple to mobilize the spatial register on the Web, es-
pecially when this dimension has not been originally con-
ceived for it. It is then necessary to give birth to mean-
ing, by playing on whatever geographical references lie
to hand (geolocalisation of resources, positions of actors,
spatial references in the content, etc.); this is exemplary
of a heterogeneity which the method we propose makes it
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possible to deal with, both theoretically and practically,
as we shall see in sections 3 and 4.

2 Exploring the Web

The figures that are used to characterize the Web are
enough to make one dizzy. It is a question of tens of
thousands of millions of resources that are indexed and
accessible by research engines, and even this is only the
visible part of the iceberg [5]. A short time ago, the total
amount of information contained on the Web was esti-
mated to be 17 times the size of the Congress Library
[14]; but the figures so defy the imagination that even
this analogy is difficult to grasp. Moreover, these figures
are based on a conception of the Web as mainly occu-
pied by static documents, which are relatively simple to
capture and to analyse. However, what was still the case
five years ago is no longer valid. Thus, we have passed
from a documentary model to a model of dynamic re-
sources with a wide variety of formats (social networks,
sites which regroup contents, micro-publications, etc.) to
which one has access according to diverse modalities ,
and which render the task of systematic exploration even
more arduous.

Faced with this mountain of information, which by
its size, by its form, by the means which are necessary
to measure up to it has the stature of an Everest, any
attempt to take the Web as an object of study leaves
one with the choice of two attitudes. The first attitude
consists of considering the Web system in its totality. In
doing this, one equips oneself with a panel of general indi-
cators which require an enormous computational power,
and which even so will have difficulty being locally precise
[16]. This is the case in particular for those research en-
gines which have to evaluate and to classify the relevance
of any resource whatsoever for a given user request. All
the potential resources have to be considered as compara-
ble, and the calculations thus use an identical algorithm
of classification for each of them; this is the case for ex-
ample with the Pagerank of Google [9] . By doing this,
one transcends local organisations for the benefit of a de-
structuring universality, somewhat like a satellite view of
the Web which reveals the general large-scale principles.
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Another vision of the Web consists of viewing it as a
very large structure composed of smaller localities, note-
worthy organisations of resources belonging to different
registers. Each locality is organized in a specific way and
emergent properties varies from one locality to another.
In adopting this vision, one seeks not so much to elucidate
general indicators, that can be true for the entire system
but too vague to be truly useful, but rather to formu-
late hypotheses and discover properties concerning each
of the sub-spaces encountered. This model gains in com-
plexity (more properties and more interactions to explain
that are heterogenous between subspaces) what it loses in
universality (as the general model is abandoned); it has
the advantage of not distorting its components, making it
possible to provide a fine analysis of a locality or a group
of localities [11]. We will refer to this below as the ”sec-
ond approach”, and it is the one which we will develop in
this article.

2.1 Structures with multiple dimensions

Whatever posture be adopted, the reality of the Web
translates into a multitude of resources on several inter-
twined levels. What at the start is only a Web resource,
i.e. an object accessible via the HTTP protocol with the
help of a URL address, can thus be described on five
different levels which, once combined, form the localities
that will be mentioned below. These levels are not com-
plex properties in themselves, they are primary categories
in which complex properties can be classified.

We first distinguish the level of the resource. Here one
finds what the server sends back when one calls a partic-
ular URL. The content can take various forms, the most
common being text, images or audiovisual documents.
An HTML resource (a hypertext page) commonly pos-
sesses a structure composed of several linked resources
(scripts, style pages, media, etc.) each of which, taken
one by one, constitutes a full resource in its own right.
The second level is that of the link. This level is nat-
urally very present on Internet, but it is important to
distinguish intra-level and inter-level links. The former
consists of links between elements of the same level, such
as hypertext links between Web resources, links of rela-
tionship or friendship on the social level, or yet again tem-
poral links of succession or simultaneity on the temporal
plane. By contrast, inter-level links connect together two
different levels: for example a link can connect the author
of a Web-page to the page in question, just as a link can
connect a resource to a geographical site in a number of
different ways that we will examine below. These links are
very often the source of inaccuracies, since they associate
two elements which are heterogeneous by nature. We also
will return to this aspect in the case of geo-localisation.
The social level is the third level of description that we
can invoke. This level describes the human individuals
who gain access or who publish the content and the re-
lations they hold between them. This level is very much

in fashion nowadays when social networks flourish on the
Web; not content with putting actors in touch, this also
makes it possible to describe their relations with an ever-
increasing richness of detail. Next, the geographical level
integrates a territorial component. If the graph of links
constructs a multi-dimensional space without any physi-
cal referent, the geographical reference is more and more
used on the Web. This makes it possible to answer ques-
tions such as the physical location of resources, the routes
by which information passes, the positions of authors and
readers, or yet again the places mentioned in the content
itself. Finally, the temporal level describes the evolution
of resources, of links, of geography or yet again of actors
over time. In a system where the dynamics of resources
and links is so strong, there is a lot at stake in integrat-
ing this temporal dimension in order to study the system.
However, here we come up against technical limits which
are still very strong, in particular because of the great
mass of data which prohibits taking regular snapshots.

In order to study and explore the Web, we must be
able to combine all of these levels, in order to make sense
of what is going on. The resources are inscribed in these
different levels which all together compose a system which
is complex both by its size and by its structure. And even
if the number of combinations is so great that it is not
conceivable to completely integrate all these levels, we can
nevertheless seek to grasp some organisational features
in order to highlight the localities we mentioned above
as being at the heart of the second approach we adopt
here. Of course the crucial question is the method to
be employed to reach this objective; but before revealing
this method and putting it into practice, we must first
specify more completely on one hand the importance of
the geographical aspect which will be at the centre of our
preoccupations, and on the other hand the choice of the
supposed locality that we will analyse on an experimental
basis.

2.2 Spatiality in full development

Among the different levels evoked in the vast variety of
possibilities available to describe a Web resource, it is
difficult to ignore the rise in strength of the level of geog-
raphy: from participatory cartographies to contents that
are geo-tagged , by way of open data that refer to towns
and the localisations of resources or actors [19], the ge-
ographical reference has become unavoidable. This phe-
nomenon is due both to technical advances which have
made geolocalisation easier, and by the consequent flesh-
ing out of the services provided . But it is important to
keep in mind that this progress answers a demand which
was not hitherto satisfied for a strong spatial anchoring
which would bring the virtual reality of the Web back to
a more concrete reality. On the Web, spatial information
benefits from the natural cultural familiarity that users
have with it, and which renders it special. In particular
this helps to fight against the disagreeable or painful dis-
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orientation that threatens when surfing on the Web [7]; it
helps to recover an orientation, to get ones bearings. It is
true that the culture of the Web bathes in the idea that
the hypertext link always prevails, because it was present
right from the conception of the network and largely ex-
plains its success. There is thus a tendency to consider
the hypertext link as the unique structuring principle of
the network; but this is not necessarily the case. Indeed,
even if the geographical structure starts out as a mere
addition, a supplementary indicator that is not essential,
it has the potential to transcend the hypertext link. Geo-
graphical information thus becomes a way of structuring
this space, and of explaining it [17]; the ideal being to
couple together as many dimensions as possible, and in
particular hypertext and geography.

Moreover, integrating the geographical dimension is
particularly interesting for testing methods of analysing
the Web, because it brings into play a great many differ-
ent aspects. Thus, one can investigate the localisation of
the material which makes up the contents, or of the per-
sons in charge of these contents, as well as elucidating the
geographical references in the contents themselves. The
richness and diversity of the means of analysis renders
the integration of this dimension perfect for a heteroge-
neous methodological study where one wishes to reveal
the structure of several different levels present in the same
set of data.

2.3 Choice of a set of data

In order to test our second posture and the methodol-
ogy which will allow us to reveal a certain sort of or-
ganisation, we have chosen a particular set of data in
order to limit the problems of capture and to focus on
the exploration. The question of capture on the Web is
a whole problem in itself, once again because of its size
and its heterogeneous and dynamic nature. While one
may postulate the existence of distinct aggregates of data,
it remains problematical to capture them while master-
ing all the different dimensions. In order to eliminate a
part of the problem, the system we have chosen is the
on-line shop for Apples iOS software programmes http:
//itunes.apple.com/us/genre/ios/id36?mt=8. One
can find there software for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch.
This is a system which represents a bounded portion of
the Web with known limits, since it contains a list of
software units which evolve with a dynamic that can be
measured. Thus, for a very large number of pages (close
to 500,000 unique addresses) one can extract a title, a
description, user evaluations, a price, a classification by
category; links to other similar software, links with Inter-
net sites, etc. We thus have a relevant terrain, very broad,
with information of all sorts, hypertext links towards the
exterior of the Apple site, and internal links towards other
software which make it possible to efficiently test an ex-
ploratory chain.

3 A hybrid methodology

The exploration of complex systems and the emergence
of knowledge concerning them is a fundamental prob-
lem which is born from the confluence of two factors: on
one hand, the abundance of data in a digital form which
means that they can be computed and exploited using
algorithms; on the other hand the wish to consider ever
more factors in the study of phenomena, in a quest for
exhaustive measures taken as a synonym for truth. It is a
question of understanding systems as wholes, facing up to
their complexity. Two major routes have been considered
for studying complex systems in this way, and they echo
two conceptions of weak emergence[4]: low-level first or
micro-level first emergence and high-level or macro-level
first emergence.

The first route is thus to consider a low-level first emer-
gence, where the property of emergence is carried by the
elements which make up the system and deducible from
them. It is a question of putting the autonomous ele-
ments that one masters into interaction with each other,
so as to observe their behaviour compared to that of the
natural system that one wishes to analyse. However, this
approach does not make it possible to discover new hy-
potheses on the basis of the real system. It is rather a
question of simulating the real situation by trial and er-
ror, making hypotheses and testing them, which produces
more hypotheses.

The second route, by contrast, considers a high-level
first emergence where the emergence is hardly reducible
to the components of the system. The major drawback is
that in this case, it is necessary to discover and to reveal
the structure by considering the system as a whole (or
what one imagines may be its whole), in favour of a model
which is certainly approximate, but functional. This al-
low to discover low level properties than can be simulate
in a second time. The majority of studies which con-
cern networks (be they the Web, co-citations in scientific
articles, or social networks) [2] take this route, using visu-
alisation by means of graphs as revealing notable patterns
and as generating indicators which are specific to the net-
work under observation. For this route there are very few
tried, systematic methods. The EDA (Exploratory Data
Analysis) is one of them, whereas a method with similar
objectives appeared at the same time as the visualisation
of information [20] under the name of Visual Analytics
[21].

3.1 Augmentation of the EDA and com-
bination with visual analyses

One of the rare existing methodologies, the EDA [24],
thus allows for the instrumentally equipped discovery of
new structures in a complex system, by means of a sys-
tematic recourse to the visualisation of information in all
the phases of the exploration of an unknown complex sys-
tem; this has the effect of maximizing intuitions during
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the formulation of hypotheses [1]. In other words, it is a
question of providing the user with the means of grasping
a mass of data and becoming familiar with it, in order to
discover noteworthy patterns which can be the source of
questioning and the elaboration of hypotheses concerning
the system. The exploration is divided into precise sub-
tasks in order to end up with a relevant, coherent model
of the original system. We can summarize the succession
of tasks as follows: visualize the whole; zoom and concen-
trate on a part; pay attention to particular details. This
makes it possible to overcome the classical dichotomy be-
tween the analysis of macro-structures and the analysis
of micro-interactions. Thus, the juggling between the ag-
gregation and the disaggregation of the data, and the
back-and-forth between the global and the local, makes
it possible to detect and to follow the emergent patterns.

This process of generating hypotheses concerning the
system by abduction finds a similar echo in Visual An-
alytics where the summary of tasks becomes: first view
the general level; then zoom and filter; finally enter into
detail as needed. This method, scientifically less rigorous
because it contents itself with an overview of the data
before filtering it in an analytical process, is nevertheless
very useful to equip one-self with innovative visualisations
which are lacking with EDA. To the extent that visuali-
sations are at the heart of the process, it is important to
have a maximum of choice in the conceptions or in the
possibilities of interactions, that one will then adapt as
needed. Moreover, visualisations of information are par-
ticularly well adapted to the heterogeneous, dynamic data
that they make it possible to present together, whereas
the EDA is difficult to use on non-homogeneous digital
data. On the other hand the visualisations of informa-
tion are generally ad hoc constructions, conceived with a
unique aim which makes it possible to explore a particular
aspect in a single interface; whereas ever since its origin
the EDA pleads in favour of a pluralistic use of statistical
visualisations [15] in order to cover a maximum of cases.

The EDA thus brings a degree of rigour to the process
and the faculty of linking simple statistical visualisation;
whereas the visualisation of information and its analytical
branch contributes complex visualisations more adapted
to exploration. There is thus an interest in combining
the advantages of both these two domains without losing
either rigour, or creativity.

3.2 A semiological component as an inte-
gral part of the analysis

Since the visualisations are at the basis of the approach,
in order to be effective they must be framed by a theo-
retical scheme of graphical semiology. The choice of the
visualisations, which are the principal link between the
human and his object, is crucial. The EDA is based on
existing semiologies to help it make this choice [22, 6]; but
the latter are limited to informational graphics and are
only really effective for systems that are already consti-

tuted. Thus they are of little help when faced with novel
systems of which one knows little or nothing.

In order to solve these problems and to dispose of a ba-
sis as solid as possible in order to construct a process for
the exploratory analysis of data, we have developed and
used our own semiology based on experimental studies
[18]. We have thus succeeded in showing that according
to the structures used, the visualisation in question does
not lead to the same reasoning and knowledge. Accord-
ing to their degrees of constraint, they can either offer a
wide range of possibilities in perceptual terms and thus in
terms of information and knowledge, or on the contrary
restrict the range of possibilities in order to focus on a
precise element of information. It is thus possible to com-
bine different types of visualisation, as a function of their
characteristics, according to the needs of different stages
in the elaboration of indicators. We can distinguish two
extreme cases: on one hand one wishes to have an open
visualisation in order to formulate hypotheses concerning
the global organisation and to maximize the insights; on
the other hand, one may wish to perceive and to use the
result concerning the organisation, of a hypothetical par-
ticular descriptor while minimizing fresh insights. The

Figure 1: The EDA process adapted to very large sets of
heterogeneous data. The exploration is presented on the
left and is conducted by a single explorer. The presen-
tations, free and constrained, result from a taxonomy of
visualisation as a function of the degrees of freedom that
they allow in their interpretation

open visualisations which maximize the insights will be
those endowed with structures that are as free as possi-
ble. Structures such as graphs or maps, for example, fill
this role very well. A balance between global reading and
local reading will provide insights of different sorts. If reg-
ularities are perceived in these visualisation and one finds
points of perceptual anchoring whatever their nature, be
they the orientation of links, groupings, spread-out dis-
plays, routes, incongruous patterns, etc. they become
potential indicators that will have to be analysed in or-
der to formulate a clear hypothesis. The choice of the
visualisation and its mode of presentation correspond al-
ready to a generic and very imprecise way of formulating
a hypothesis which amounts to a vague intuition. The
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formulation of a clear, precise hypothesis should have the
aim of verifying this vague hypothesis by refining it and
presenting it by means of the second sort of visualisa-
tion, the constrained visualisations. The latter are con-
structed from the basic data to which one applies filters
or data processing algorithms, corresponding to a specific
hypothesis formulated in advance which is spatialized in
order gain knowledge of it. It is a question of transmit-
ting a specific element of knowledge to the system, and
the presentation must be perceptually constrained so that
it is not possible to draw erroneous conclusions, but only
an indication concerning the specific hypothesis that one
wishes to test. The structure of a diagram in two di-
mensions is an example of a visualisation of this type, on
condition that it respects the semiological canons of the
genre.

We have been able to test these phases, and the pro-
posed methodology as a whole, on the set of data Apple
iOS Application Store US. This provided the opportunity
to confront widely diverse tools and visualisations with a
real system.

4 Heterogeneous tools for explo-
ration

Now that we have laid down the theoretical basis, it is
possible to begin the exploration we have chosen to carry
out, by testing the numerous tools which are available
free; these run from visualisations to data bases, includ-
ing in between data-processing algorithms and other pro-
grams which are necessary for carrying out this study.
There exist today a large number of means, which are
made available to research scientists, journalists and oth-
ers interested in the exploration of data [12, 25]; the draw-
back is that each uses its own format of exchange or post-
ing. It is therefore necessary to jungle permanently with
heterogeneous tools; the toolkit becomes a heterogeneous
assembly of diverse scripts and it is necessary to continu-
ally pass from one to another. In this context, it is impor-
tant to keep a dynamic connection between the intuitions
one may have and their application, in order to conserve
efficiency. Thus, latency resulting from concentrating on
the technique leads us away from understanding the sys-
tem and from an intimacy with the data, which is a key
to success in exploration.

Before plunging into the exploration, it is necessary to
carry out a capture of the set of data which is as correct as
possible. This means, concretely, launching an organiz-
ing robot which will recuperate all the links to pages, and
which will then take care of launching a robot to capture
the content of each page. The problem here is to recuper-
ate all the pages while adapting to their structures which
often vary, and to do this in a minimum time in order to
have a snapshot which is not too extended in time, and
without being banished from the site under visit (if one
generates too much traffic on a site, the latter can choose

to no longer serve the pages). The clich of iOS which
stores US Apple, slowing down the capture robots as lit-
tle as possible, nevertheless takes seven complete days
for near to 500 000 referenced pages and 277 997 unique
applications. Between the beginning and the end of the
operations, 15 000 applications have disappeared. Each
page follows an identical pattern, with minimal variations
which contain structural elements that are stored as one
goes along in a free relational data-base (PostgreSQL)
which will subsequently allow for easier extractions. Each
capture and each insertion is visualized in the form of a
very long list, where in the case of an error the cause is im-
mediately apparent (change in colour and length of line)
in order to permit visual surveillance. The crawler robots
(robots that download a web resource to analyze its con-
tent and extract relevant information) are programmes
developed in Java especially for the occasion in order to
render them more precise, because specifically adapted
to a particular site, but which are not re-usable on other
portions of the Web. Once this work is completed (pro-
visionally at least), it is time to pass to the exploration
itself. To do this, we have recourse to the methodology
which consists of getting to grips with the system with
the help of free visualisations of the graph type, and to
validate preliminary intuitions by constrained visualisa-
tions. In order to see the large picture, we have tried
out two approaches. The first was to observe the dis-
tribution of applications in the various categories, to see
which categories were the best represented and if there
were substantial disparities. A histogram, resumed here
as a sparkline[23], makes it possible to isolate two cat-
egories which are particularly well repre-
sented, games and books, with close to 40 000 applications
each. We then find categories that are less well furnished,
such as news, finance or weather, with an average of only
5 000 applications each. Concerned to see how the appli-
cations within each of these categories were organized, we
opted for a second approach in parallel which consisted
of viewing the whole set of applications in the form of a
graph, considering the suggestions for purchase situated
at the bottom of each application as a link towards an-
other application. The nature of the link is a matter of
discussion and cannot be completely trusted as this is a
black box process provided by Apple. Our goal here is as
much to reveal or at least have some hints about the sug-
gestion algorithm as to describe the system structure in
itself. Further work should include more links like similar
authorship or hypertextual link between applications but
outside of the Apple IOS store. An interactive visualisa-
tion of data of such size in the form of a graph was only
possible using the free software Gephi [3], and only after
waiting 40 minutes for displaying the latter.

4.1 Division in levels

This graph revealed two notable patterns. The first was
a heart which was very dense, but relatively disconnected
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Figure 2: Graph of explorations of the heart. The size of the nodes depends on their degree (number of entering
and leaving links), whereas the colour is associated with a category. It will be seen that the category indicators are
relevant, since one finds localities on the graph that correspond to them.

from the rest of the graph. In fact this corresponded to
applications destined for iPad, an Apple tablet for which
applications can be dedicated. Their small number (10
000) leads to a large number of redundant links, which
thus creates a sub-graph within the complete graph. In
order to try and see more clearly what is happening, it
was thus necessary to remove from the graph these specif-
ically dedicated applications which obscure the overall ex-
ploration. This made it possible to discover an impressive
quantity of applications which were not linked (too few
purchases or not well displayed), others which were never
visited but which had exit links, and finally a relatively
small number which had both entry and exit links. This
made it possible to visually exhibit three levels, which are
found pretty systematically, in terms of thematic locali-
ties [13]; these are an exterior, a periphery, and a heart.
We then confirmed this visual hypothesis by another vi-
sualisation, constrained this time in order to analyse the
composition of the system with respect to these three

levels. This figure was constructed with the visualisa-
tion library Web Protoviz [8], which allows a rapid and
easy display of dynamically generated diagrams. This is
useful for rapidly conceiving visualisations which respect
elementary semiological principles and which concentrate
on seeing rather than doing.

It turns out that the heart here is constituted of appli-
cations which are promoted by Apple, since we find many
links towards them. This heart represents only 2.5% of
the whole. A back-and-forth at the micro level for the
on-line Apple shop reveals that a good number of these
applications are promoted (or had been promoted at some
previous time) on the home-page of the dedicated soft-
ware iTunes. The visualisation revealed that the heart
was composed of thematic localities corresponding to the
categories, the most central one being the category utili-
ties . Next, only about a quarter of the applications are
on the exterior. It is interesting to note the criteria which
led to their exclusion. The Figure 2 reveals an interest-
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ing pattern according to which one particular category,
books, has a very large number of these excluded applica-
tions (more than 25,000). At issue here are books edited
in the form of applications, which compete with general
applications which are free and very successful. In a gen-
eral way, we find on the exterior applications which are
too specialised, which have therefore not attracted the
crowds and which are thus lost in the mass. By the way,
we may remark that actually they are not particularly
less well noted than the others.

This characterisation of the system in three levels of dif-
ferent natures makes it possible to concentrate the analy-
sis on a particular zone, as recommended by EDA when it
comes to passing from the micro-level to the meso-level.
Among the multitude of questions which arise at this
stage of the analysis, we have chosen to concentrate on a
connection between the social plane and the geographical
plane.

4.2 Fragmented geographical informa-
tion

Indeed, one of the questions at the origin of this study
is to understand how the developers of applications are
distributed geographically, in order to couple this in-
formation with a study on the social plane. The sys-
tem is closed and the applications are not free, so that
we cannot content ourselves only with the pages that
have been captured. Matters would be easy if the sys-
tem already included geographical information or infor-
mation concerning the authors of the applications, but
this is unfortunately not the case. One finds neither
geo-localisations, nor the names of authors or societies,
only a pseudonym which renders a research of the Yel-
low Pages type inoperative. We thus come up against
the problem of geography on the Web, and methodolo-
gies making it possible to obtain information concern-
ing localisation. In the absence of any data of this sort
in our original system, we are forced to have recourse
to alternative indicators to obtain information concern-
ing geographical distribution. The first of these indica-
tors is to systematically localise the Website of the ap-
plication. To do this there are mainly two techniques
which function differently: the Geoip and the Whois.
The Geoip consists of finding the place which could corre-
spond to the physical location of the server which sends
back the Webpage of the application. For a Web ad-
dress of the type www.utc.fr, we create a correspondence
with an IP address (role of the Domain Name Server)
which follows a route made of various network equip-
ments around the world and from which one can induce
a localisation. For this we used the free correspondence
base of Geoip which is reliable at the level of the coun-
try (99.5%), less so at the level of the town (79% in the
USA) (www.maxmind.com/app/geolitecity). Thanks to
the latter we were able to obtain in 24 hours (the time the
program takes to run) a localisation for each of the appli-

cations, on condition that the site was correctly informed
on the Apple page of the application.

Figure 3: Distribution of applications in the heart, the
border and the exterior, according to their category visu-
alized in parallel co-ordinates.

We find in Figure 4 that the countries of the G8 and
China are the most represented, and that the United
States is far in front of the others. (They represent as
much as the rest of the world combined although we
should recall that we are on a US shop). The distribu-
tion also shows the domination of the East coast. There
is very little material to compare with other web geoip
datasets distribution. Nevertheless preliminary studies
indicate that applications web sites are spread all over the
world with a rather strong concentration in western Eu-
rope wereas applications are proposed in a US only store.
It suggests that developers are concentrated in highly de-
veloped countries with a good engineering level and that
we have to face an internationalization of developing ap-
plications in the analysis.

However, this visualisation must be taken with caution
and must be confirmed, because there are many sources of
inaccuracy: the first is that anyone at all can buy a name
of a domain anywhere. We can count on the wish of the
authors to choose a provider near to them or who speak
the same language, but this is not at all certain. Next,
some hosts of content optimize the requests by orienting
towards a server close to the applicant with replicas all
over the world. The simple fact of requesting the IP ad-
dress of a site from a given site, as is the case here where
one computer requested 277,000 IP addresses from the
same place, is already enough to tamper with the results.
Finally, the components of the sites (style page, pictures,
etc.) can be hosted on several servers, and the Geoip only
localises the master-page, and thus reveals only a part of
the truth.

In order to face up to these limitations, it is possible to
obtain the address of the person responsible for the Web
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hébergé sur plusieurs serveurs et la Geoip ne localise que la page maître, ne 
traduisant qu’une partie de la réalité. 

Pour faire face à ces limitations il est possible d’obtenir l’adresse du responsable 
du site Web via un service appelé whois. Ce service produit des informations de 
meilleure qualité puisqu’il relie un site Web à une entité réelle (société, personne). 
Par exemple les applications de l’éditeur de jeu Gameloft répondent avec une 
localisation au Canada en Geoip alors que le Whois indique que le siège de 
l’entreprise est en France. Par contre, rien ne permet de savoir directement si l’IP 
correspond à une filiale canadienne de l’entreprise. Reste les cas où le fournisseur 
d’accès fait écran avec son propre nom pour protéger les informations de ses clients, 
ce qui peut arriver. De plus, si la base Geoip est disponible gratuitement, les requêtes 
whois en nombre sont impossibles gratuitement. Il en couterais par exemple près de 
800! pour localiser les 277 000 applications de notre système. D’autant qu’il faut 
ensuite convertir les adresses en localisation géographique avec d’autres services 
comme Google Maps qui ont des limitations d’usage. Tout cela n’est pas 
rédhibitoire mais réduit notre champs d’action. Un compromis consiste donc à 
utiliser la division en couche mise en évidence précédemment pour se concentrer sur 
les 7000 applications les plus importantes mais on perd beaucoup d’information. 
L’étude est en cours à ce sujet.

Analyse exploratoire de données Web   13

Figure IV. Carte Chloropleth de la répartion géographique des serveurs 
hébergeant les sites Web des applications (Échelle de teinte logarithmique). Ces 
visualisations sont réalisées en SVG sur un fond de carte openstreetmap 
(www.openstreetmap.org) et générés dynamiquement par la librairie javascript 
polymaps (polymaps.org/)

Figure 4: Chloropleth map of the geographical distribu-
tion of servers which host the Web sites of the applica-
tions (logarithmic shading scale). These visualisations
are realised in SVG on an underlying map openstreetmap
(www.openstreetmap.org) and generated dynamically by
the javascript library polymaps (polymaps.org).

Figure 5: Number of citations of the names of G8 coun-
tries plus China in titles (on the left) and in the descrip-
tions (on the right).

site by means of a service called Whois. This service pro-
vides information of a better quality, since it links a Web
site to a real entity (a society, a person). For example, the
applications of the game editor Gameloft reply via Geoip
with a localisation in Canada, whereas Whois indicates
that the seat of the enterprise is in France. On the other
hand, nothing makes it possible to know directly whether
the IP corresponds to a Canadian subsidiary of the en-
terprise. There remains the case where the provider of
access puts up a screen with his own name in order to
protect the information concerning his clients, which can
happen. Moreover, whereas the Geoip base is available
for free, a large number of Whois requests cannot be ob-
tained for free. Thus for example it would cost about 800
euros to localize the 277,000 applications of our system.
All the more so since after that it is necessary to con-
vert the addresses into geographical locations with other
services such as Google Maps, which also have limita-
tions on the use that can be made of them. All this
does not totally forbid the undertaking, but reduces the
scope of our actions. A compromise thus consists of us-
ing the division in layers that we mentioned previously
to focus on the 7000 largest applications, but we lose a
lot of information. This study is still being carried out.
Another approach to studying a geographical distribution

was to note the various languages in which the applica-
tions are available, since this information can be related
to the country in question. Of course since we are deal-
ing here with the iOS Store US, English is used in 95% of
cases. But among the other main languages used we find
again the countries of the G8 together with China (in
4-6% of applications). This information was confirmed
by analysing the text available in the applications them-
selves. Since the G8 countries turn up often, we looked
to see how these countries are quoted in the applications,
in the titles and descriptions. This makes it possible to
measure the interest of the country in the system in gen-
eral. Figure 5 shows the results of this distribution, which
is very close to the distribution calculated in a sample of
5 million books (see http://bit.ly/eulTDK).

5 Conclusion

It is clear that we have not yet exploited all the informa-
tion that could be extracted from this data-set, particu-
larly concerning geographical information. The method
has nevertheless allowed us to test the exploratory chain,
and to explore a complex system quite effectively. Some
emergent properties have been hypothetized and vali-
dated with visualizations like the heart, periphery and
exterior. However, the use of the various softwares for
visualisation and data-processing remains delicate when
spatiality comes into play, because of the very great het-
erogeneity in format or in precision of the data that are
available. Geographical properties seems to exists and
the analysis will be pushed forward to let them emerge.
This highlights how useful it would be to have a software
capable of aggregating the various tools, in order to allow
an exploratory analysis of data that would be less costly
and less dependent on computer skills. As a result of
the present study, our team has recently undertaken the
development of software of this sort.
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EFFECTS OF PARTNER SELECTION ON THE EMERGENCE OF
CULTURAL DIVIDES IN MIXED POPULATIONS

Elpida Tzafestas ∗

Abstract. In this work, we are exploring spatial dynamics and

clashes in cultural simulations involving multicultural populations

with partner selection. We are using as basis an Axelrod model

[1][2][3][4] extended with a Moore neighborhood, heterogeneous sets

of cultural features per agent and a number of psychologically realis-

tic, basic and more advanced, conceptual models of cultural affinity

perception and imitation [5]. Elsewhere we have shown that in many

cases the population stabilizes to multi-cultural configurations and

that in cases of population clashes where two or more culturally

contiguous populations meet the cultural divide may persist, albeit

in a relatively weaker form [5] [6]. In this paper we repeat our pre-

vious experiments to investigate the effects of partner selection on

these configurations.

Keywords. Cultural simulation; Axelrod model; Selfishness; In-

difference; Cultural clash; Social network; Partner selection.

1 Models

First, we are briefly summarizing the extended models
that we are using (for an in-depth account, see [5]).
Our models have been inspired by the observation (also
put forward by other authors, for instance [4]) that
the original Axelrod result, where cultural grouping
and polarization emerges in an initially diverse society,
is a combined side-effect of the model assumptions of
4-connectivity and fewer features than traits per feature.
If instead, more features are used with fewer traits each,
all systems eventually lead to monoculture. On top of
this, if 8-connectivity (Moore neighborhood) is assumed,
systems converge to full affinity substantially faster. It is
this modeling intricacy that led us to reflect initially on
the factors that may be responsible for the emergence of
diverse cultural groups.

Heterogeneous Axelrod model: It is an Axelrod
model, where each agent may have a variable number of
cultural features, that are initially ordered. For example,
agent-i may have (the first) five features whil agent-j
may have (the first) nine features etc. This way, some

∗Elpida Tzafestas is with Cognitive Science Laboratory, De-
partement of Philisophy and History of Science, University of
Athens, University Campus, Ano Ilisia 15771, Athens, Greece. E-
mail: etzafestas@phs.uoa.gr

features are widespread within the population and others
are not.

Selfish model: Each agent has a feature vector,
defining a trait value for a feature or none (absence of the
corresponding feature). The obvious option is to have
agents compute affinity on common features and define
0 affinity for uncommon features. Thus for two agents
with features [T1, T2,−−,−−, T5,−−, T7,−−, T9, T10]
and [−−, T2, T3,−−, T5,−−, T7, T8,−−, T10], both
agents will perceive affinity as [–,aff,–,–,aff,–,aff,–,–,aff],
where aff denotes the regular Axelrod affinity for the
corresponding trait and is computed only on common
features and any feature perceived as not shared by
an agent does not count. A second selfish model
more psychologically realistic is to allow an agent A to
compute affinity with agent B only on As features (and
affinity will be 0 if B does not possess the corresponding
feature), while B will compute affinity with agent A only
on Bs features. In the previous example, the perceived
affinity vector for the two agents will become respectively
[0,aff,–,–,aff,–,aff,–,0,aff] and [–,aff,0,–,aff,–, aff,0,–,aff].
Both models have been found to lead to a single
value for shared features within the population (affin-
ity for shared traits is called actual affinity), while the
latter model results in lower perceived affinities by agents.

Indifferent model: It is implemented via the use of
an additional dont-care vector storing a boolean value
foreach feature (true for indifference). For instance,
for two agents with 10 features and dontcare vectors
respectively [t,f,f,t,t,f,f,t,t,t] and [f,t,f,t,t,t,f,f,f,t], the
corresponding partial affinity vector will be computed as
[aff,aff,aff,–,–, aff,aff,aff,aff,–]. Again, this supposes an
homogeneous feature handling method, whereas features
for which both agents are indifferent do not count. As
before, we define a second indifferent model, where the
dont-care values are treated in an individualistic manner;
in the previous example, the partial affinity vectors of
the two agents become [–,aff,aff,–,–, aff,aff,–,–,–] and
[aff,–,aff,–,–,–,aff,aff,aff,–], respectively.

Complex model: A model that uses degrees of indif-
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ference toward cultural features. Each cultural feature is
assigned a real-valued weight between 0 and 1: the lower
its value, the more indifference the agent will show toward
the feature. The perceived affinity of an agent with an-
other one is defined accordingly as

∑
wiaffi/

∑
wi, while

the actual affinity is defined as usually. Apparently, with
this model it is very common to have agents that perceive
each other very differently due to their different weight
vectors.

2 Experiments

We have performed a series of experiments with and with-
out partner selection to understand the effect, if any, of
partner selection. Partner selection uses a simple prob-
abilistic preference scheme, previously introduced in [7],
where each agent maintains a set of probabilities of inter-
action with each one of its eight neighbours. All partners
are equiprobable in the beginning and the correspond-
ing preferences develop after each interaction according
to the following reinforcement algorithm:

Let aff be the affinity against partner i

(with whom interaction just occurred)

and avg be the average affinity

with all neighbours.

If (s > avg) then increase preference

for partner i,

Else decrease preference for partner i.

Re-normalize all preferences so that

they express probabilities

Experiment 1. Modified Axelrod model (homoge-
neous) results with an initially diverse population (fig.
1). Partner selection does not change the final outcome
which is full monoculture in the population, but it
substantially retards the cultural contagion process. On
the other hand, partner selection induces extremely fast
local polarization as is depicted in fig. 1(left) where
an intermediate configuration is shown, that is not
possible without partner selection in this model. Fig.
1(right) shows the large speed of local convergence in
the beginning of the experiment that slows down in
what follows compared to the convergence speed without
partner selection.

Experiment 2. Modified Axelrod model (homoge-
neous) with two initial populations where a cultural clash
is expected. Again, partner selection does not change
the final outcome which is full monoculture in the popu-
lation, but it substantially retards the cultural contagion
process. This is due to the border agents between the
two populations that create individualistic partnerships
and thus hinder the fast spreading of cultural information.

Experiment 3. Modified Axelrod model (hetero-
geneous) results with an initially diverse population.

Partner selection leads generally to fairly lower final
affinities and is slower as well, as in previous cases.
However, as in experiment 1, partner selection induces
extremely fast initial development as shown in fig. 3(mid-
dle). Fig. 3(right) shows how the average preference
bias (preference bias = maximum preference minimum
preference for a neighbour within an agent) develops. As
expected, the bias rises quickly to a high value, whereas
it remains random in the case without partner selection.
The unstable nature of the latter measure is due to the
presence of intrinsic noise to the agent preferences.

Experiment 4. Heterogeneous selfish 2 vs. indifferent
model results with an initially diverse population. As be-
fore, partner selection does not change substantially the
final outcomes (it may lead to slightly lower affinities),
but is faster in the beginning and overall slower (fig. 4).

Experiment 5. Heterogeneous selfish 2 vs. indif-
ferent model results with two initial populations where
a cultural clash is expected, but border agents may
form individualistic partnerships, as in experiment 2.
As in previous experimens, partner selection does not
change the final outcomes. In the case of two selfish 2
populations that meet, affinity with partner selection
develops higher values on its way to final convergence
(fig. 5 left), while in the case of two indifferent popula-
tions that meet, affinity with partner selection develops
much slower showing a final avalanche effect (fig. 5 right).

Experiment 6. Heterogeneous complex model results
with an initially diverse population or with two initial
populations where a cultural clash is expected. In the
case of the mixed population, as before, partner selection
does not change the final outcomes but cultural conver-
gence slows down (fig. 6 left). In the case of two complex
populations that meet, stabilisation is almost immediate
to substantially lower affinity levels, because of the po-
tential of agents to quickly build and maintain individu-
alistic partnerships with some of their neighbours (fig. 6
right). The disturbances found in the graphs with part-
ner selection are due to the intrinsic noise to the agent
preferences.

3 Conclusion

Overall, partner selection has been found not to alter sub-
stantially final expected outcomes without partner selec-
tion, but to slow down cultural convergence because of the
initial construction of partnerships that constrain further
development. From an evolutionary point of view, a part-
ner selection mechanism would be promoted by evolution,
because real biological and social systems generally do not
have all the time needed to develop final, stable config-
urations, but operate in response to newly encountered
situations. In such cases, it makes sense to dispose of
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Figure 1: Experiment 1 - (x: time in 1000s of cycles, y: actual affinities) Typical outcome for a modified ho-
mogeneous Axelrod model. (Left) An intermediate configuration in the case of partner selection. (Middle) Actual
affinities with and without friends (partner selection). (Right) Zoom to the first part of the previous graph (first 120
cycles).

Figure 2: Experiment 2 - (x: time in 500s of cycles, y: actual affinities) Typical outcome for a modified homogeneous
Axelrod model. (Left) The initial configurations, with two homogenous populations occupying each half of the space.
(Right) Actual affinities with and without friends (partner selection).

Figure 3: Experiment 3 - (x: time in 1000s of cycles, y: actual affinities) Typical outcome for a modified hetero-
geneous Axelrod model. (Left) Actual affinities with and without friends (partner selection). (Middle) Zoom to the
first part of the previous graph (first 60 cycles). (Right) Preference bias with and without friends (partner selection).

Figure 4: Experiment 4 - (x: time in 1000s of cycles, y: actual affinities) Typical outcome for an heterogeneous
selfish 2 or indifferent model. (Left) Actual and perceived affinities for the selfish 2 model with and without friends
(partner selection). (Right) Actual and perceived affinities for the indifferent model with and without friends (partner
selection).
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Figure 5: Experiment 5 - (x: time in 500s of cycles, y: actual affinities) Typical outcome for a selfish 2 and a
indifferent model starting from an initial configuration as depicted in fig. 2 left. (Left) Actual and perceived affinities
for two selfish 2 populations with and without friends (partner selection). (Right) Actual and perceived affinities for
two indifferent populations with and without friends (partner selection).

Figure 6: Experiment 6 - Typical outcome for a complex model. (Left) (x: time in 1000s of cycles, y: actual
affinities) Actual and perceived affinities in an initially mixed population with and without friends (partner selection).
(Right) (x: time in 500s of cycles, y: actual affinities) Actual and perceived affinities starting from an initial
configuration as depicted in fig. 2 left with and without friends (partner selection).

means to find quick, working solutions to problems, and
partner selection appears to be exactly such a means to
form quickly small groups of high affinity, although un-
stable in the longer term.
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GRAPHSTREAM
A JAVA LIBRARY FOR DYNAMICAL COMPLEX NETWORKS

Eric Deussé ∗

1 GraphStream Description

GraphStream is an open-source java library allowing to manage graphs describing complex networks and their evo-
lutive dynamics.

GraphStream goals are:

• To give practical tools to dynamically manage graphs evolution and associated data for:

– New measure indicators for complex networks including dynamics;

– Robust algorithms suited to dynamics.

• To give basic development platform for various applications:

– Urban mobility and transportation simulations;

– Adhoc networks;

– Social networks;

– Adaptive distributions of dynamical simulations or dynamical systems;

– Analysis of network morphodynamics.

∗Eric Deussé is a collective name emerging from the swarming team RI2C from LITIS laboratory, University of Le Havre, 25 rue
Philippe Lebon, BP 540, 76058 Le Havre Cedex, France
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GraphStream is based on event model describing graph evolution as stream between a source that produces events
and one or more sinks that receive and process these events. Events can be changes in the structure of the graph or
in attributes of elements :

• addition or removal of nodes;

• addition or removal of edges;

• addition, update or removal of data attributes;

• time steps.

GraphStream provides a visualization tool to display a graph and its evolution. This tool is able to use existing
coordinates of nodes (looking in node attributes), else an automatic force-based layout is provided to compute these
coordinates. Style of elements can be customized using a CSS-like stylesheet. Beside the huge family of existing
graph libraries, GraphStream focuses on providing additional tools to manage dynamics, but the integration of
GraphStream with other libraries is eased by a great number of import/export modules including GraphViz and
Pajek file formats, shapefile data format used in geographic information systems, and more other file formats.

A dynamical web site, intended to users from various disciplinaries, provides documentation, tutorials and videos.
It can be found at :

http://graphstream-project.org

2 Practical Lab Schedule

During the GraphStream practical lab session, provided in EPNACS satellite meeting within ECCS’11, Vienna,
Austria, on September 15 2011, two parts will be developped:

• Part 1: GraphStream, a java library for dynamical complex networks, concepts and introduction to elementary
implementations;

• Part 2: Application to simulations for geographical systems.

3 Gallery

In the following various figures, extracted from the video file produced to illustrate the version 1.0 of GraphStream,
are presented and commented.

Figure 1: GraphStream algo core: shortest path computation
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Figure 2: Various graph generators

Figure 3: GS algo core; betweenness centrality computation; GS visualization with CSS
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Figure 4: Complex network visualization

Figure 5: Simulation running on road network extraction from the shapefile of Le Havre city
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